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Rabbi Binyomin Adler 

Shabbos Ta’am HaChaim 
Beshalach 5776 - Shabbos, Manna and Daas 
Introduction 
In this week’s parasha we learn about the fascinating chapter of the manna 
that HaShem provided for the Jewish People while they sojourned in the 
Wilderness. The manna was miraculous in that it fell from heaven every 
day except for Shabbos and every Jew received exactly what he needed for 
sustenance. Furthermore, one who ate the manna did not need to relieve 
himself afterwards and the manna tasted like any food that one desired. 
There is one aspect of the manna, however, that is not as well known, and 
that is that the manna was not named by HaShem or by Moshe. Rather, it 
is said (Shemos 16:4-5) vayomer HaShem el Moshe hinini mamtir lachem 
min hashamayim viyatza haam vilaktu divar yom biyomo limaan anasenu 
hayeielch bisorasi im lo vihayah bayom hashishi viheichinu eis asher 
yaviu vihayah mishneh al asher yilkitu yom yom, HaShem said to Moshe, 
“Behold! – I shall rain down for you food from heaven, let the people go 
out and pick each day’s portion on its day, so that I can test them, whether 
they will follow My teaching or not. And it shall be that on the sixth day 
when they prepare what they bring, it will be double what they pick every 
day.” Further on it is said (Ibid verse 15) vayiru vinei Yisroel vayomru ish 
el achiv man hu ki lo yadu mah hu vayomer Moshe aleihem hu halechem 
asher nasan HaShem lachem liachlah, the Children of Israel saw and said 
to one another, “It is food!” – for they did not know what it was. Moshe 
said to them, “This is the food that HaShem has given you for eating.” One 
must wonder why the Jewish People referred to the food as manna. 
Why did Moshe not inform the Jewish People regarding Shabbos? 
Another difficulty that must be addressed regarding the manna is the fact 
that the manna did not fall on Shabbos. It is said (Ibid verse 22) vayehi 
bayom hashishi laktu lechem mishneh shinei haomer laechod vayavou kol 
nisiei haeidah vayagidu liMoshe vayomer aleihem hu asher diber HaShem 
Shabbason Shabbas kodesh laHaShem machar eis asher tofu eifu vieis 
asher tivashilu basheiulu vieis kol haodeif hanichu lachem limishmeres ad 
haboker, it happened on the sixth day that they gathered a double portion 
of food, two omers for each; and all the princes of the assembly came and 
told Moshe. He said to them, “This is what HaShem had spoken; tomorrow 
is a rest day, a holy Shabbos to HaShem. Bake what you wish to bake and 
cook what you wish to cook; and whatever is left over, put a way for 
yourselves as a safekeeping until the morning.” Rashi (verse 22) writes 
that the princes queried Moshe regarding the double portion of the manna 
and from here we derive that Moshe had not yet informed the Jewish 
People regarding the aspect of manna not falling on Shabbos and the 
receiving of a double portion of manna on Friday. Once the princes asked 
Moshe regarding this phenomena, Moshe informed them regarding 
Shabbos and HaShem chastised Moshe for this. This is difficult to 
understand, because Rashi writes earlier (verse 4) that the test that 
HaShem set up for the Jewish People was to see if they would be 
successful at not leaving over the manna and that they would not go 
searching for manna on Shabbos. It is said (Ibid verses 19-20) vayomer 
Moshe aleihem ish al yoser mimenu ad boker vilo shamu el Moshe 
vayosiru anashim mimenu ad boker vayarum tolaim vayivash vayiktzof 
aleihem Moshe, Moshe said to them, “No man may leave over from it until 
morning.” But they did not obey Moshe and people left over from it until 
morning and it became infested with worms and it stank; and Moshe 
became angry with them. It is clear that Moshe knew what he was 
supposed to inform the Jewish People regarding the manna. Why, then, did 
Moshe choose to not inform the Jewish People of the uniqueness of the 
manna with regard to Shabbos? 
The double portion of manna on Friday was a prelude to attaining 
daas on Shabbos 

Regarding the definition of Shabbos it is said (Ibid 31:13) viatah dabeir el 
bnei Yisroel leimor ach es Shabsosai tishmoru ki os hi beini uveineichem 
ledorseichem ladaas ki ani mikadishchem, now you speak to the Children 
of Israel, saying: ‘However, you must observe my Sabbaths, for it is a sign 
between Me and you for your generations, to know that I am HaShem, 
Who makes you holy.’ Thus, the essence of Shabbos is daas, knowledge, 
which on a deeper level means a closeness that the Jewish People have 
with HaShem. The Gemara (Shabbos 10b) states that HaShem told Moshe, 
“I have a beautiful treasure in My treasure house and it is called Shabbos. 
Go and inform them.” What is the meaning of this statement? It would 
appear that Moshe wished that the Jewish People should be able to 
understand on their own the significance of Shabbos. How were the Jewish 
People to understand the significance of Shabbos on their own? They had 
experienced Shabbos in Egypt, and according to the Gemara (Sanhedrin 
56b) Moshe had instructed them regarding Shabbos in Marah. This should 
have been sufficient for them to grasp the holiness of Shabbos. However, 
they were still lacking daas, as the Gemara states (Brachos 40a) a child 
does not begin to call “Abba, Imma, father, mother” until he tastes wheat. 
Thus, when the Jewish People saw the manna, they declared “man hu, it is 
food!” The Rashbam (Shemos 16:15) writes that the word man in Egyptian 
means “what.” It is said (Ibid) vayiru vinei Yisroel vayomru ish el achiv 
man hu ki lo yadu mah hu vayomer Moshe aleihem hu halechem asher 
nasan HaShem lachem liachlah, the Children of Israel saw and said to one 
another, “It is food!” – for they did not know what it was. The Torah 
specifically states that they referred to it as man because they did not 
“know” what it was. Had they understood what the manna was, they would 
have been able to attain the level of daas which is inherent in Shabbos. 
Since they had not attained this level of understanding, the princes 
approached Moshe on Friday to inquire regarding the double portion that 
they had received. It was only then that they were so close to Shabbos and 
Moshe informed them of the holiness of Shabbos. When HaShem 
chastised Moshe for not informing the Jewish People regarding Shabbos, it 
is said (Ibid 16:29) riu ki HaShem nasan lachem haShabbos al kein hu 
nosein lachem bayom hashishi lechem yomayim shevu ish tachtav al 
yeitzei ish mimekomo bayom hashevii, see that HaShem has given you the 
Shabbos; that is why He gives you on the sixth day a two-day portion of 
bread. HaShem was informing Moshe that in order for the Jewish People 
to attain the level of daas that one experiences on Shabbos, they would 
first have to see that HaShem had given them the Shabbos, and this was 
only manifest through the double portion of manna that they received on 
Friday. 
The Shabbos Connection 
The Medrash (Bereishis Rabbah 11:2) teaches us that there are two aspects 
of Shabbos. One aspect of Shabbos is the blessing of Shabbos, which was 
reflected in the fact that the Jewish People received two portions of manna 
on Friday. The second aspect of Shabbos is that by the fact that the manna 
did not fall on Shabbos, the Shabbos was sanctified. Daas, closeness, and 
kedusha, holiness, are intertwined, as it is said ladaas ki ani HaShem 
mikadishchem, to know that I am HaShem, Who makes you holy. Thus, 
one must first, in a sense, experience Shabbos during the week in order to 
attain the level of daas that can be experienced on Shabbos. HaShem 
should allow us to be cognizant of Shabbos during the week and thus 
experience the closeness and holiness of Shabbos on Shabbos. 
Shabbos in the Zemiros 
Tzama Lecho Nafshi 
This zemer was composed by the great medieval commentator and poet 
Avraham Ibn Ezra whose name is found in the acrostic of the verses 

ֶהָחי ַהָּבָׂשר. ָיׁשּוב ְוֵאיָכָכה. ַעְכׁשּוב ֲחַמת ִּכְדמּות. ָחׁשּוב ֵיֶצר ְּבֵלב , within the heart, 
inclination is considered as if it were a viper’s poison. So how can one 
repent, becoming healthy flesh? When one is cognizant of the fact that the 
Evil Inclination is constantly scheming to cause man’s downfall, it is much 
easier to contemplate repentance. HaShem creates the remedy before the 
wound, and for this reason He created repentance before He created the 
world and the Evil Inclination. Yet, only with HaShem’s help can one 
defeat the Evil Inclination.  
Shabbos Stories 
Not worth sleeping a lot every night 
Rabbi Eliyahu Hoffman writes: The Rebbetzin of the holy Rebbe Reb 
Shmelke of Nikelsburg once came to her husband's contemporary, the 
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Rebbe Reb' Elimelech of Lizhensk with a desperate plea: The doctors had 
warned her husband that he was sleeping far too little, and that his health 
was deteriorating as a result. Yet their warnings had fallen on deaf ears: 
Her holy husband absolutely refused to change his grueling schedule to 
allow for more sleep. It was a situation of pikuach nefesh, a question of 
life and death, she said. Perhaps, she pleaded, Reb Elimelech would be 
able to convince her husband to allow himself a little more rest! 
Soon afterwards, Reb Elimelech arrived in Nikelsburg with a group of his 
disciples. They were told to go about arranging a seudah, a festive meal, in 
honor of the Rebbe Reb Shmelke. Reb Elimelech personally invited Reb 
Shmelke to the seudah, an honor which he could not refuse. At the meal, 
the Rebbe Reb Elimelech took out a bottle of very rare whisky, poured a 
glass for himself and for Reb Shmelke, and made a le-chaim. Reb 
Elimelech then seemingly sipped from his schnapps, as did Reb Shmelke. 
In truth, however, Reb Elimelech did not drink from his whisky, for it was 
spiked. Even a small amount was enough to put Reb Shmelke to sleep on 
the spot. Reb Elimelech had Reb Shmelke carried off to his home, where 
he was put to bed for the night. 
The next morning, the Rebbe Reb Shmelke awoke, startled to have slept 
through the night, but with an invigorated spirit. Upon arriving in shul to 
pray, he was joined by a large group of Chassidim, who did not fail to 
notice the unusual energy of the Rebbe’s prayers. They too felt energized 
by the Rebbe's powerful spirit, and that day's Shacharis took on a special 
quality. Indeed, it is told that on that day, when the Rebbe reached the 
Shiras Ha-Yam, the Song at the Sea, the entire congregation was swept 
away by the powerful vision of the Jews crossing the Sea of Reeds with 
Moshe Rabbeinu at their helm, to the extent that Reb Shmelke actually 
picked up his bekitsche (traditional chassidic coat) as he stepped into the 
raging waters. The Chassidim too followed suit. This was not 
pretentiousness - that day they truly satisfied the obligation of our Sages 
that, “Each person should imagine that he himself was redeemed from 
Egypt.” 
That evening, the Rebbe again sat with his disciples. When Reb Elimelech 
arrived, a place was made for him at the head-table, next to the Rebbe. 
Once seated, Reb Elimelech again took out his now infamous “bottle,” and 
poured a glass for Reb Shmelke. “Perhaps you think,” said the Rebbe, 
“that I am a fool? It was enough that yesterday you robbed me of my 
entire night. I can’t recall ever spending a whole night sleeping. Mark my 
word: I’m not going to make the same mistake twice!” 
“But the Rebbe himself saw,” argued Reb Elimelech, “the power of his 
tefillos (prayers) this morning. We all felt as if we were truly traversing 
the Sea of Reeds!” 
“Indeed,” said Reb Shmelke, “when Shmelke spends all his nights 
immersed in Torah study, and once in his life he sleeps through the night, 
that indeed was a wonderful experience. But can you imagine what would 
become of Shmelke if he will begin to allow himself ‘a good night’s sleep’ 
every night? Shmelke will become just another farshlufenne Yid (sleepy 
Jew)!” (www.Torah.org)  
Shabbos in Halacha  
 Creating a new Entity – מוליד
1. The Prohibition 
The Accepted Ruling 
Lechatchilah (before the fact), we abide by the stringent view. Therefore, 
one should not defrost liquids in a particularly hot area, i.e. near a stove or 
radiator, or freeze liquids on Shabbos. However, bidieved (ex post facto), 
if an object was caused to liquefy or freeze, and one cannot replace it with 
a similar item, one may rely on the lenient view and use that item on 
Shabbos. For example, one should not defrost frozen concentrate near an 
oven. However, if this was done and no other juice is available, one is 
permitted to use the melted concentrate. Similarly, one should not make 
frozen ices on Shabbos. If it was done, however, and no other is available, 
those ices may be used.  

New Stories - Beshalach 5776 
Remembering Devorah Stubin 
Devorah was the happiest person I knew. She will be sorely missed. 
by Sara Cohen  
“Baruch Dayan HaEmet. They found Devorah.” 
The words burned through my phone as I woke up in the middle of the 
night hoping the text was good news. This was not the news I was waiting 
to hear. “No. It can’t be true. It must be a mistake,” I replied. “Are they 
sure?” 
I sobbed loudly as the reality of the truth sank in. For 48 hours I had been 
fervently praying, crying for the safe return of my dear friend, and now I 
was crying for our loss. Devorah was found inside her car which was 
submerged in the Passaic River, a result of a tragic accident. 
Devorah Stubin and I met when she moved to Passaic many years ago. 
Though we never attended the same school, somehow our friendship 
blossomed. We spent Shabbat afternoons together, family barbeques and 
became Sunday morning play date buddies. I was drawn to her sweet and 

fun nature and I quickly learned more about her and her hobbies as we got 
to know each other. 
Always with a smile on her face, Devorah was the happiest person that I 
have ever come in contact with. No matter the situation or what life 
circumstance she was dealing with, she radiated joy. She was a pure soul, 
with the ability only to spread love and kindness to the people in her life. 
I remember sitting in her room as a little girl and listening to her 
interesting stories that she would make up using her dolls as props. I was 
fascinated by my friend who had such a great imagination and happy 
nature, even at such a young age. 
When Devorah came to wish me a mazal tov at my engagement party I felt 
her true expression of love through her words and her smile. She had no 
ulterior motives; no reason to be there other than to rejoice with me in my 
simcha. She hardly knew anyone that was there but she took time out of 
her day to let me know how happy she was for me. As a true friend, she 
wanted to share this special moment with me. 
Devorah was always looking to help other people and make them feel 
good. People could always count on her for a smile, a kind word or a 
genuine "how are you?" to make their day just a little bit brighter. You 
didn’t have to know her to get a grin or a thoughtful blessing for a good 
day. There was no such thing as a stranger in Devorah’s book; she felt that 
all people were deserving of her warm wishes. 
Devorah lived a short life when measured by numbers, but she lived an 
incredibly long one when measured by her acts of kindness and in the love 
and happiness that she spread. She left a mark on this world and her 
existence touched thousands of people’s hearts. Devorah accomplished 
more in her short life than many accomplish in four times the years that 
she had. 
People who had the privilege of knowing Devorah experienced her warmth 
and were inspired by her. She was a role model for the rest of us. 
In a world full of ersatz friends, Devorah was a true friend, a shining light 
of joy in people’s lives and a true example of a happy and fulfilled person. 
We will miss you Devorah. We will miss your smile and your laugh and 
we will cry over the loss of your sincere and loving nature. We will 
attempt to spread your light and joy to the world and we only pray that we 
can successfully follow in your footsteps.  
Dafna Meir: A Heartbreaking Farewell 
Murdered by an Arab terrorist in front of three of her children, her 
family says goodbye to a special soul. 
by Adina Hershberg  
This past Monday night was the first time that I heard about a very special 
person named Dafna Meir. Tragically, it was due to her murder by an Arab 
construction worker employed at a nearby site in the community of Otniel, 
in the southern Hebron Hills. 
An investigation revealed that Dafna had opened her front door to the 
terrorist while three of her six children were home with her. The terrorist 
stabbed Dafna and a struggle ensued in which Dafna attempted to close the 
door. Renana, Dafna’s 17-year old daughter described the horrifying 
event, “I saw the terrorist stab my mother and she struggled with all her 
might so he would not come into the house and hurt us. At one point the 
knife got stuck and the terrorist could not get it out. Our eyes met. He 
looked at me and I looked at him. He kept trying to pull out the knife and 
it was clear to me he wanted to come and hurt me too.” 
Renana was screaming at the terrorist, and when he failed to retrieve his 
bloody knife, he ran away. After a two-day manhunt, police arrested a 16-
year-old Morad Bader Abdullah Adais. 
On the morning of the funeral I joined one of the vigils on Highway 60 
waiting for Dafna Meir’s funeral convoy to pass by. 
While the vigil was being held, many of the army personnel suddenly 
jumped into their vehicles and raced off with sirens blasting. A person near 
me asked a soldier what happened and was told that there had been a 
terrorist attack in Tekoa, a 20-minute drive from where we stood. (Please 
pray for Michal bat Esther, a young pregnant woman who was stabbed.) 
Scores of vehicles with Israeli flags hanging from them started passing by, 
along with an ambulance which held 38-year-old Dafna’s body. 
At the funeral, Atarah, the adoptive mother of Dafna, told the crowd that 
Dafna was up for adoption at a young age because her biological parents 
were not able to care for her. Despite the hardships, “She managed to build 
herself up, build a home and turn herself into a kind and giving woman.” 
“No matter how many children we have, we will also foster children in 
addition to our own.” 
Atarah spoke about Dafna’s decision to enlist in the IDF as well as 
Dafna’s decision to marry Natan. “Dafna told us that when Natan had 
proposed she said she only had one condition, ‘No matter how many 
children we have, we will also foster children in addition to our own.’ And 
that is indeed what happened. They accepted Yaniv and Yair when they 
were three and one and a half. It wasn’t simple to find an adoptive family 
that would accept two brothers together. They invested so much in both of 
those children and in their own children.” 
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An acquaintance of mine told me that both her son and Yaniv had been at 
a nursery school for children with special needs. On several occasions she 
had gotten a ride with Dafna and was impressed with Dafna’s friendliness 
and helpfulness. Yaniv and Yair had been born to a mentally retarded 
mother, and it was only after Yair’s birth that social services got wind of 
the fact that the mother was incapable of properly raising her children. 
Dafna’s husband Natan was the last to eulogize her at her funeral. “We 
met as soldiers on the border with Lebanon,” he said with tears in his eyes. 
“It took us a moment to fall in love…I said to you then, ‘Welcome.’ I say 
to you now, ‘Farewell.’ We are thankful for every moment we had with 
you. You left me six treasures. I will guard over them for you.” 
With eyes lifted to the heavens he stated, “Dear Father. I have no second 
thoughts about you at all. Give us strength, be present in our home and let 
us feel your warm embrace – your love.” 
“My Dafna is one in a million,” Natan continued. “One in a million, who 
grew up in a troubled home and managed to rebuild herself and give 
kindness back to the world.” 
Dafna had combined conventional medicine in her work as a nurse in the 
neurology department at Soroka Hospital in Be’er Sheva, and work as a 
natural therapist who specialized in the field of fertility. Many Jewish 
souls came down to this world due to Dafna’s loving guidance. 
Dafna was a shining star whose contributions to the Jewish people, as well 
as to people from other religions, continue to light up the world. 
(www.aish.com)  
Shabbos Ta’am HaChaim: Beshalach 5776 Is sponsored in honor of the 
Bar Mitzvah of Aryeh Leib Adler from Chicago. May he be zoche to grow 
liTorah lichupah ulimaasim tovim and he should be a source of nachas to 
his parents and grandparents and all of Klal Yisroel! 
Sponsorships $180.00 
Have a Wonderful Shabbos! 
Prepared by Rabbi Binyomin Adler 
For sponsorships please call 248-506-0363  
To subscribe weekly by email, please email ShabbosTaamHachaim@gmail.com View Shabbos: 
Ta’am HaChaim and other Divrei Torah on www.doreishtov.wordpress.com 
 
Rabbi Yitzchok Adlerstein 

Meshech Chochmah 
Answering the Sea’s Anger(1) 
The water formed walls for them,  to their right and to their left. 
Meshech Chochmah: Reflecting on the ways of the Torah, we detect a 
distinct difference between two categories of mitzvos. We call some 
commandments “received” mitzvos, i.e. those that we follow simply 
because Hashem dictated them to us, but would not have legislated on our 
own. We also find other mitzvos, those that govern intuitively proper 
behavior and character traits. Different forms of punishment are attached 
to violations of the former group, such as the varieties of execution or 
corporal punishment/ malkos that are meted out for prohibitions related to 
avodah zarah and forbidden relations/ arayos. The latter group, however, 
goes unpunished by human hands – technically, because they either 
require monetary restitution, or because they involve no physical activity, 
either of which being sufficient to preclude other forms of judicial 
punishment. As severe as shortcomings of the latter group may be, the beis 
din does not punish the person of base character, the disputatious 
personality, or the chronic speaker of lashon hora.  
This marked difference in treatment, however, only applies to individuals. 
The very opposite holds true for the way the tzibur, the community is 
treated. Chazal(2) tell us that Dovid’s generation was outwardly pious in 
their observance – but they fell in battle because of malicious informers 
among them. Achav’s generation, on the other hand, was given to 
flirtations with avodah zarah – but prevailed on the battlefield, because 
they lacked those same flawed personalities! When Hashem declares(3) 
that He is willing “to dwell amongst them amidst their tumah,” He refers 
only to the tumah of breaching the “received” laws, even including 
idolatry.  Rotten character, lashon hora and the like cause the Shechinah to 
flee.  
The Divine reponse to the indiscretions of our people during the period of 
the first and second Temples illustrates the point. The community of the 
first beis hamikdosh violated all the cardinal sins: idolatry, immorality, and 
murder. Yet, the Shechinah returned to them quickly in the form of the 
second Temple. The community at the time of the destruction of bayis 
sheni was meticulous in its observance, but groundless enmity between 
people was rampant. Some two millennia later, we still await a 
replacement Temple! Apparently, teach Chazal,(4) the shortcomings of the 
second Temple were more grievous – at least when looking at the people 
as a community, rather than as individuals. 
The gemara(5) finds proof for the severity of monetary violence in the 
lead-up to the Flood. The Torah speaks of the “corruption”(6) of the earth 
that led to the Deluge, which means avodah zarah and arayos.(7) Yet, 
Hashem declares(8) that He will destroy human society because of 

chamas(9) / theft and other monetary misappropriation by force.  Which, 
then, was it that so aroused Divine anger? Was it the corruption of the 
most serious sins, or was it the theft?  
The gemara says that they both contributed; the fate of the generation was 
“sealed” through theft. This does not necessarily mean that the 
contributions were additive. Our approach above provides a different way 
of understanding their roles. For the “corruption” vices, HKBH was 
willing to treat them all as a collective, and treat them compassionately 
despite shortcomings that would have marked them for death as 
individuals. What sealed their fate, however, was their penchant for 
chamas, for theft. A society of ethical depravity loses its standing with G-
d. When people employed their weaponry to seize the property of others, 
they became two-legged beasts of prey, and lost their lease on Divine 
compassion. 
Chazal(10) relate that as the waters split to form the two walls of our 
pasuk, the Soton protested. “These Bnei Yisroel worshipped idols in Egypt. 
Why are You performing miracles for them?” The guardian angel of the 
Sea agreed, and was angered enough to wish to reverse the miracle, and 
drown them! (For this reason the word chomah/ wall in our pasuk is 
spelled deficiently, without the voweled vav. This allows it to be read as 
cheimah/ anger, alluding to the Sea’s displeasure.) 
While we must indeed deal in some way with Soton’s point, we note that 
he could have argued similarly after the succession of plagues succeeded 
in liberating them from the Egyptians?  Why did he wait till the splitting of 
the Sea? Our thinking above suggests an approach. While the Bnei Yisroel 
may have worshipped idols in Egypt and given up the practice of bris 
milah,(11) they nonetheless displayed good character. They did not speak 
lashon hora. They loved each other. Seen as a community, they merited 
the Divine intervention on their behalf. 
This changed as the shore of the Reed Sea, when their communal unity 
disintegrated, and they formed four different groups- each with a different 
strategy of dealing with the imminent threat of the approaching Egyptian 
armed force, including one that wished to return to Egypt! Their unity 
having evaporated, they had to be judged as individuals. Soton now had a 
point. As individuals, they were idolaters, and not deserving of any 
miracles? 
While this approach is attractive, it does not explain all the anomalies in 
our pasuk.  An earlier verse(12) already introduced the image of the walls 
of water. There, chomah is spelled with a vav; there is no hint of the Sea’s 
anger at any injustice. Why not? 
Soton’s ire was not ignited by the ten makos. The Bnei Yisroel had dealt 
adequately with their prior sins through teshuvah. They turned their backs 
on the gods of Egypt by courageously slaughtering korban Pesach, despite 
the place of the sheep among the Egyptian deities. They circumcised 
themselves and their children. Soton’s arguments were sure to be rejected. 
Reaching our pasuk, however, the Egyptians could also lay claim to 
teshuvah! They proclaimed, “We are forced into submission by Yisrael, 
because Hashem fights for them.”(13) The Egyptians now fully accepted 
Hashem’s existence and power. Both peoples had repented for their past, 
claimed Soton. Why were the formerly idolatrous Jews treated 
preferentially? Why was their teshuvah accepted, but not that of the 
Egyptians? 
The midrash continues with Hashem’s response to Soton. “Fool! The Bnei 
Yisroel served avodah zarah only because of the unsettled mindset 
brought on by the harsh servitude.” In other words, their aveiros were 
committed in a state of inner confusion. They did teshuvah, however, after 
many months of respite from the rigors of servitude, which had ended. 
Their repentance came about through careful, deliberate reflection. The 
Egyptians, on the other hand, committed their sins from a position of 
equilibrium and plenty. Their repentance, however, was a momentary 
panic-stricken response to the advance of the waters that were about to 
crash down on their heads. Such teshuvah could not compete with that of 
the Bnei Yisroel.  
May Hashem bring about that Bnei Yisroel will all return to Him from a 
position of calm and plenty! 
1. Based on Meshech Chochmah, Shemos 14:29 
2. Yerushalmi Peah 1:1 
3. Vayikra 16:16 
4. Yoma 9A 
5. Sanhedrin 108A 
6. Bereishis 6:11 
7. Rashi, ibid. 
8. Bereishis 6:13 
9.  
10. Yalkut Shimoni 234 
11. As indicated by the need for large-scale bris milah before the korban 
Pesach 
12. Shemos 14:22 
13. Shemos 14:25 
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לאמרויקח משה את עצמות יוסף עמו כי השבע השביע את בני ישראל   
)13:19ים אתכם והעליתם את עצמתי מזה אתכם (קפקד יפקד אל  

העלו לאחיו השביע כן למדנו שאף עצמות כל השבטים  -והעליתם את עצמותי מזה אתכם 
(רש"י) עמהם שנא' אתכם  

When Yaakov realized that the time of his death was near, he became 
concerned that he would be buried in Egypt and not in his family's burial 
plot in Me'aras HaMachpeilah. He called in his son Yosef, who wielded 
power in Egypt, and asked him to ensure that he would be buried with his 
forefathers in Chevron in the land of Israel. Yosef responded, "I will do as 
you have said."  
The simple understanding of Yosef's words is that he acceded to Yaakov's 
request and would do his utmost to arrange for Yaakov to be buried in 
Eretz Yisroel. However, the Daas Z'keinim interprets Yosef's response that 
"I will do as you have said" to mean that "just as you instructed me that 
you want to be buried in the land of Israel, so too will I command my 
brothers to take my body out of Egypt and bury me there," which he in 
fact did at the end of Parshas Vayechi (Bereishis 50:24-25) in promising 
his brothers that Hashem would bring them out of Egypt and into the land 
of Israel, and adjuring them to take his bones with them when they leave. 
Rav Moshe Wolfson points out that it is difficult to understand how Yosef 
could give such a seemingly selfish and disrespectful answer to Yaakov, in 
which he ignored his father's request and gave an apparently unrelated 
reply which showed that he was more concerned about his own needs than 
those of his dying father. Further, if Yosef wanted to emulate Yaakov, it 
would seem appropriate for him to order his sons to bury him in Israel, just 
as Yaakov instructed his son Yosef to do; why did Yosef give this 
command to his brothers and not to Ephraim and Menashe, who had a 
greater responsibility to him than did his brothers? Moreover, Rashi writes 
in this week’s parsha that Yosef not only required his brothers to transport 
his body for burial in Eretz Yisroel, but also to command their children to 
bury them there as well. Why did Yosef feel that it was necessary to 
obligate his brothers to take measures to arrange that they would be buried 
in the land of Israel? 
Rav Wolfson suggests that the key to understanding Yosef's actions lies in 
the fact that when he discussed the issue with his brothers, he specifically 
asked them to take his bones out of Egypt (Bereishis 50:25), which is 
difficult to understand. Surely the body of the righteous Yosef did not 
decay and remained fully intact after his death, so why did he stress that he 
was concerned about his bones more than the rest of his body? 
The Gemora in Niddah (31a) teaches that there are three partners in the 
creation of a person: Hashem, his father, and his mother. The Gemora 
delineates the contributions made by each of the partners in the formation 
of the baby, with Hashem responsible for giving the neshama (soul), the 
father supplying the bones, and the mother donating the skin. In light of 
this, Rav Wolfson explains that because a person receives his bones from 
his father, they are therefore permeated with his father's imprint, and in 
this sense Chazal (Eiruvin 70b) describe a son as a continuation of his 
father.  
For this reason, when Yosef heard that Yaakov was concerned about the 
possibility of being buried in Egypt, in his tremendous dedication to his 
father he responded that not only would he make sure that Yaakov wasn’t 
buried in Egypt, but he would fulfill his father's will b'hiddur (in an 
enhanced manner) by taking the additional step of ensuring that he would 
also be buried in Eretz Yisroel, not due to selfish motivations, but because 
he recognized that his bones were an extension of his father, and if they 
were interred in Egypt, part of Yaakov would be buried there as well. 
Yosef alluded to this intention when he stressed that his brothers should 
bring his bones out of Egypt and bury them in the land of Israel, as he 
wasn't focused on the rest of his body, but solely on the part of Yaakov 
that was manifested in his bones.  
With this understanding, it is clear that Yosef's response to Yaakov was in 
no way disrespectful, and to the contrary, his desire to go above and 
beyond what was requested of him demonstrated his tremendous respect 
for and devotion to his father. It is also understandable that Yosef didn't 
command his own sons to ensure that he was buried in Eretz Yisroel, but 
rather his brothers. If he was motivated by a concern for his own well-
being, it would have been appropriate to instruct his sons, as they have a 
mitzvah to fulfill his request. However, Yosef's actions emanated from a 
desire to respect his father, and he recognized that his brothers had a 
greater level of obligation to honor their father than did Yosef's sons to 
carry out the wishes of their grandfather. 

This also explains why Yosef insisted not only that his brothers swear that 
they would make sure that he was buried in the land of Israel, but that their 
bodies would be transported there as well. Given Yosef's concern about a 
part of Yaakov being buried in Egypt if his bones remained there, it would 
be insufficient for him to be taken out to be buried in Israel if his brothers' 
bodies remained behind, as their bones contained the same spark of 
Yaakov that Yosef's did. In order to fully and completely honor Yaakov's 
request to be buried in Eretz Yisroel, Yosef had to make sure that no 
portion of him was left behind in Egypt, which left him no choice but to 
insist that he together with all of his brothers be taken out of Egypt as well. 

)15:2י אבי וארממנהו (קלי ואנוהו אלקזה   
Rashi writes that the clarity of the Divine revelation at the Red Sea was so 
great that even the lowest maidservants reached tremendous levels in 
seeing Hashem, levels which even many of the greatest prophets never 
merited reaching. Why does Rashi specifically refer to the maidservants, 
and where is it at all hinted to that the maidservants reached such levels?  
The Vilna Gaon notes that the Mishnah in Bikkurim (1:4) rules that a 
convert must bring bikkurim (first-fruits) to the Beis HaMikdash, but he 
does not read the verses (Devorim 26:5-10) that other Jews do when 
bringing them. These verses refer to the enslavement of אבותינו – our 
ancestors – something which isn’t true of the convert’s forbearers.  
Our verse may be split in two, with the first half referring to “my G-d” and 
the second half discussing “the G-d of my father.” Why does the Torah 
split the praises in two, and what is the significance of the switch from 
“my G-d” to “the G-d of my father?”  
The Vilna Gaon explains that the Jewish people said the latter praise and 
were therefore able to refer to the G-d of their ancestors, as per the opinion 
of the Mishnah in Bikkurim. The first phrase, which emphasizes the 
personal G-d of the speaker, must therefore have been said by the 
maidservants who were unable to refer to their forefathers. The praise said 
by the maidservants uses the expression “ קלי זה ” (this is my G-d). The 
word זה connotes a physical presence that one is able to point to. Rashi 
therefore concluded that the maidservants saw Hashem so clearly that they 
were able to point to Him, a level which even many of the prophets didn’t 
reach. 
Parsha Points to Ponder (and sources which discuss them): 
1) The Mishnah in Avos (5:6) teaches that our ancestors tested Hashem ten 
times on their way to the Israel, six of which are mentioned in Parshas 
Beshalach. How many of them can you identify? 
2) Which is the last verse in the Shiras HaYam? (Masechta Sofrim 12:11, 
Ramban, Ibn Ezra, Rambam Hilchos Sefer Torah end of Chapter 8, 
Hagahos Rav Tzvi Hirsh Berlin Gittin 90a) 
3) The Gemora in Chullin (9a) praises Moshe and Aharon for their humble 
declaration (16:8) מה ונחנו  – and what are we – and teaches that it was even 
greater than Avrohom’s proclamation (Bereishis 18:27) ואנכי עפר ואפר – I 
am but dust and ash. In what way did the statement of Moshe and Aharon 
demonstrate greater humility than that of Avrohom? (Imrei Da’as, Peninei 
Kedem) 
4) The Gemora in Yoma (75a) teaches that with the exception of 5 tastes, 
the Manna tasted like whatever one wanted it to taste like. Did the person 
eating it need to state the taste that he desired, or was it sufficient merely 
to think it? (Shemos Rabbah 25:3, Moshav Z’keinim Bamidbar 11:8) 
5) How were the Jews able to fulfill the mitzvah of giving tzedakah in the 
wilderness when there were no poor and needy Jews, as all of them 
received food and drink on a daily basis? (Rabbeinu Bechaye 16:21, 
Chiddushei HaRim, Ayeles HaShachar) 
Answers to Points to Ponder: 
1) The six trials in Parshas Beshalach were when the Jews told Moshe that 
they would have preferred to remain slaves in Egypt than to die at the 
hands of the Egyptians at the Red Sea (14:11), when they complained that 
they had nothing to drink but the bitter waters of Marah (15:24), when 
they complained when their food supply ran (16:3), when they left Manna 
over after they were commanded not to (16:20), when they went out to 
gather Manna on Shabbos after they were told there would not be any 
(16:27), and when they complained to Moshe when they ran out of water 
in Refidim (17:2). The other four were the sin of the golden calf (32:4), 
seeking complains against Hashem in Taveirah (Bamidbar 11:1), craving 
meat and complaining about the Manna (Bamidbar 11:4), and the sin of 
the spies (Bamidbar 14:1-4). 
2) The Ibn Ezra writes that the final verse of the Shiras HaYam is (15:19) 

י ישראל הלכו ביבשה כי בא סוס פרעה ברכבו ובפרשיו בים וישב ד' עלהם את מי הים ובנ
 when Pharaoh’s cavalry came with his chariots and horsemen – בתוך הים
into the sea and Hashem turned back the waters of the sea upon them, the 
Jews walked on the dry land amid the sea – which commemorates the 
miracle that the water drowned the Egyptians at the same time it remained 
split for the Jews who were still in it. The Ramban disagrees and notes 
that the wording and syntax of this verse, which is merely clarifying when 
the song was sung, are different than the earlier verses, and he maintains 
that the final verse is (15:18) ד' ימלך לעלם ועד – Hashem will rule for all 
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eternity. Rav Tzvi Hirsh Berlin quotes the Ginas Veradim, who writes 
that everybody agrees that 15:19 is part of the song except for the Ramban, 
who too quickly rejected the opinion of the Ibn Ezra without proper 
examination. Rav Berlin argues and cites many opinions that agree with 
the Ramban, including Rashi and Tosefos. Rabbeinu Bechaye writes that 
the song contains 18 verses, which excludes 15:19. The Abarbanel 
explains that the verse ד' ימלך לעלם ועד is repeated when saying Shiras 
HaYam to indicate that it is the last verse. Still, he notes that the law is in 
accordance with the Ibn Ezra, as his opinion is supported by Masechta 
Sofrim and the Rambam. 
3) The Peninei Kedem explains that the difference between the humility 
of Avrohom and that of Moshe and Aharon doesn’t lie in their words, 
which equally demonstrate tremendous self-effacement on the part of the 
respective speakers, but in the context of their declarations. When 
Avrohom pronounced himself similar to dust and ash, he was speaking to 
Hashem, before Whom it is relatively easier to recognize and one’s true 
worth, whereas Moshe and Aharon were addressing a group of Jews who 
were complaining to them, and yet even with respect to other humans they 
were still able to acknowledge their deficiencies. 
4) The Medrash Rabbah quotes a dispute about this very question. The 
Moshav Z’keinim maintains that one had to verbalize the desired taste, 
arguing that if thought was sufficient, there would be no need to “cook” 
one’s Manna before Shabbos as they were commanded to do (16:23), as 
there would be no problem cooking it through thought on Shabbos. 
5) Rabbeinu Bechaye answers that those who collected their Manna 
properly were able to share it with those who neglected to collect their 
Manna before the sun melted it 4 hours into the day (16:21). The 
Chiddushei HaRim suggests that the wealthier Jews were able to describe 
luxurious foods to the simple Jews so that they could select those tastes for 
their Manna. Rav Aharon Leib Shteinman explains that they were still 
able to do other acts of kindness with their bodies to assist fellow Jews in 
need. 
© 2016 by Ozer Alport. To subscribe, send comments, or sponsor an issue, email 
oalport@optonline.net 
 

Dr. Avigdor Bonchek 

What’s Bothering Rashi? 
Parashas B'shalach 
This week's sedra tells of the Israelites' escape from Egypt, the dramatic 
crossing of the Reed Sea, the drowning of the Egyptians. Unfortunately the 
sedra ends with several complaints of the Israelites. One is amazed that 
after so many miracles the nation could find fault with their lot. But the 
Torah is truthful and people are human. 
Shemos 14:6 
He (Pharaoh) harnessed his chariot and he took his people with him. 
Rashi 
He (Pharaoh) harnessed his chariot: Rashi: He (Pharaoh) himself 
[harnessed his own chariot]. 
This is really quite a simple Rashi-comment; too simple! 
It is so simple you should have a question. 
Questioning Rashi 
A Question: Rashi says the obvious. The verse says that Pharaoh harnessed 
his chariot and Rashi says the very same! 
What has Rashi told us that we didn't know before? 
Can you see Rashi's 'chidush' here? 
Ibn Ezra's View 
We will quote Ibn Ezra's comment on this verse in order to clarify Rashi's 
position. 
He Harnessed: Ibn Ezra: By commanding [others to do it] as it says: 'and 
Solomon built the house [Temple]' (I Kings 6:14). 
The Ibn Ezra is saying that just as Solomon certainly did not build the 
Temple with his own hands, but rather had it built by others, at his 
command, so here too, Pharaoh, the king, didn't degrade himself to harness 
his own chariot. He had enough servants to do that menial task; but the 
fact that he told them to do it is as if he himself did it and that's why the 
Torah says he harnessed the chariot. 
The Rashi- Ibn Ezra Dispute 
So we see that Rashi disagrees with Ibn Ezra's approach (Note: Ibn Ezra 
knew of Rashi's commentary; it is unclear whether Rashi heard of Ibn 
Ezra's commentary, though they were contemporaries.) Rashi thinks the 
Torah means that Pharaoh did this himself. It should be said, that Ibn Ezra 
is considered one who pursues the P'shat interpretation, even more so than 
Rashi does. 
Can you see why Rashi thinks so? 
Why does Rashi stray from the simple p'shat? And what is p'shat in this 
case? 
Understanding Rashi 
An Answer: What is most likely bothering Rashi is the following: If the 
Torah is telling us that Pharaoh had his chariot harnessed by his servants 

(as Ibn Ezra says), then what is so important about that, that the Torah had 
to tell us? Whenever and wherever Pharaoh went he probably went with 
his chariot; and it had to be harnessed and his servants did that. So why 
mention it now? Does the Torah need tell us that Pharaoh put his pants or 
his royal robe on? Certainly he didn't go out naked! But that is obvious. 
What is unremarkable is in no need of remarking. See Rashi's comment on 
Genesis 38:5. There Rashi makes his position clear; if a fact has no 
particular significance, the Torah would not mention it. And if the Torah 
does mention something that, at first glance, does not seem to have 
significance then we must search to find it significance. 
So here the unremarkable fact that Pharaoh's chariot was harnessed is 
mentioned. And if his servants did that, then there's nothing noteworthy 
about that. So it must have been Pharaoh himself who did the dirty work. 
And why would he stoop to do it? Probably his anger at the Israelites was 
so burning in his gut that he put his pride aside and ran down to the stables 
to get the job done himself ASAP. 
What Is P'shat? 
We had said that both Rashi and Ibn Ezra are interested in p'shat 
interpretation. Which is p'shat in this case? Rashi explains the verse 
literally while the Ibn Ezra does not. Is a literal interpretation, p'shat and 
one that is not literal, not p'shat? The difficult, but true, answer is that 
sometimes p'shat is literal, as in our verse, and sometimes it is not litera, as 
in the very next Rashi-comment. There Rashi says that the words " he 
[Pharaoh] took his people", is not to be taken literally, i.e. that he took 
them physically. Rather he took them with words, convincing them to go 
with him. One must use common sense in detecting if words are to be 
taken literally or otherwise. 
A Look At The Midrash 
I will quote an interesting Rashi in parashas Balak, which should give us 
cause to think. 
Bamidbar 22:21 
"And Balaam arose in the morning and saddled his donkey and went 
with the officers of Moab." 
Rashi 
And [Balaam] saddled his donkey: Rashi: from here we see that hatred 
breeds impropriety, for he saddled his donkey himself. So G-d said: 'Evil 
one! Abraham, their Father, has already preceded you, as it says: "He 
(Abraham) woke up early in the morning and saddled his donkey." 
In this Rashi-comment Rashi compares the two very similar phrases "he 
saddled his donkey" both in the story of Abraham taking Isaac to the 
Akeida and Balaam getting ready to curse the Jewish People. Implying 
that Abraham's act of devotion neutralized Balaam's act of preparing to 
harm the nation. 
Questioning Rashi 
We ask: Why didn't Rashi make a similar comparison between our verse 
and a verse in Genesis (46:29) where it describes Joseph preparing to meet 
his father Jacob. There it says: "He harnessed his chariot" and here it says 
of Pharaoh: "he harnessed his chariot". Both had many servants who could 
have done this job, both use the same phrase; why did these powerful men 
do it themselves? 
Why doesn't Rashi on our verse cite that verse in Genesis and imply that 
Joseph's act of love (himself saddling his chariot to meet his father) 
neutralized Pharaoh's act of hatred (He harnessed his chariot to pursue the 
Israelites)? They both use the same phrase. 
Understanding Rashi 
An Answer: I would suggest that the Rashi in Balak is based on a case of 
fulfilling a mitzvah (Abraham taking Isaac to the Akeida). It was 
Abraham's devotion to do a mitzvah that neutralized the harm that Balaam 
intended to do. But in Joseph's case, he was showing his devotion to his 
father and not fulfilling a command that G-d made of him. While Joseph's 
harnessing his donkey himself was quite a sign of devotion, but it wasn't 
done as an act of devotion to G-d, so it couldn't be seen as a merit which 
would neutralize the evil Pharaoh intended against Israel. 
Shabbat Shalom, Avigdor Bonchek 
Avigdor Bonchek has published a new book on Rashi called "Rashi: The Magic and the Mystery" published by Gefen. Look for it at Jewish book 
stores. Back to Parsha Homepage| Previous Issues This article is provided as part of Shema Yisrael Torah Network Permission is granted to 
redistribute electronically or on paper, provided that this notice is included intact. For information on subscriptions, archives, and other Shema Yisrael 
Classes, send mail to parsha@shemayisrael.co.il http://www.shemayisrael.co.il Jerusalem, Israel 732-370-3344  
 

Rabbi Shlomo Caplan 

Mishulchan Shlomo 
Parshas Beshalach – Who’s Responsible 
“Why did [the tribe of] Yehuda merit kingship?  Because when the tribes 
[of Yisrael] left Mitzrayim and stood by the sea, this one said, ‘I will not 
descend into the sea’ and this one said, ‘I will not descend into the sea.’  
The tribe of Yehuda leapt and descended first as it says, ‘When Yisrael left 
Mitzrayim… Yehuda was His holy one, [thus] Yisrael was under his 
dominion’” (Tosefta Berachos Chapter 4). 
The Tosefta demonstrates that this trait was manifest in Yehuda himself.  
“Why did Yehuda merit kingship?  Because he saved his brother [Yosef] 
from death.  Why did Yehuda merit kingship?  Because he admitted [his 
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involvement] in the incident with Tamar.”  The Tosefta goes on to relate 
how Yehuda took responsibility for the safety of Binyamin. He even 
volunteered to serve as a slave to the viceroy of Mitzrayim in Binyamin’s 
stead.   
Yehuda took responsibility for himself, responsibility for Yosef, 
responsibility for Binyamin and ultimately responsibility for Klal Yisrael.  
It is this attribute which made him fit to be the perpetual   king of Yisrael.  
This is the middah of achrayus. 
Rav Chaim Shmuelevitz observes that it was Esther, not Mordechai, who 
ordered the Jews to fast for three days on Pesach.  Shouldn’t this directive 
to override the celebration of Yom Tov have come from Mordechai?  Rav 
Chaim answers that since Esther demonstrated exceptional achrayus for 
Klal Yisrael, she rose above Mordechai and all the sages of her generation.  
Thus the pasuk says, “And Esther clothed herself with royalty” (Esther 
5,1). 
The hallmark of greatness and leadership is a sense of achrayus.  The great 
Torah giants, who spent days and nights studying Torah, tore themselves 
away from their constant devotion to this most cherished endeavor to tend 
to the needs of Klal Yisrael.  It was their sense of achrayus that forced 
them to step out of the four cubits of Torah study and enter the public 
arena and to become great leaders and advocates on behalf of the Jewish 
people.   
Rav Avraham Pam was a wonderful example of this attribute.  As the Rosh 
Yeshiva of Torah Vodaas, he had no desire to join the Moetzes Gedolei 
Hatorah (Council of Torah Sages), nor did he see himself as suited for the 
job.  But Klal Yisrael needed him so he stepped forward. When the 
floodgates of Russian immigration to Eretz Yisrael opened, again he 
stepped forward and founded Shuvu, which has provided a Torah chinuch 
for tens of thousands of children. 
But achrayus is not only for kings and Torah leaders.  Rav Chaim 
Shmuelevitz asserts that the stature of any person can be measured by his 
sense of achrayus. Firstly, each person has to take responsibility for 
himself and for his actions. This responsibility often involves the capacity 
to take action in very difficult situations.  As we see in the case of Yehuda, 
it may require going against the stream.  Or it may involve taking the 
blame.  Or it may involve significant self-sacrifice.  Or it may require the 
tenacity to take the plunge into uncharted seas.  This sense of achrayus 
generates all kinds of initiative: initiative to undertake challenging 
projects, initiative to be punctual, initiative to not let down the people who 
count on us. 
There is also achrayus for the tzibbur.  How many times does a school, a 
shul or a yeshiva sorely need volunteers?  Yet, like at the Yam Suf, we 
hear the same refrain: “Not me” or “You go first.”  Achrayus for the 
tzibbur generates the response, “You can count on me.”  In truth, the sense 
of achrayus for the klal derives from the level of achrayus that one takes 
for himself.  Achrayus begins at home, but it should not remain at home. 
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Parshas Beshalach - Parshas ha'Mon 
Some Thoughts on Parnosoh 
"I have heard the complaints of the B'nei Yisrael" (16:12). 
We can learn from here a). that when we Daven to Hashem for Parnasah, 
He answers - even when we do not ask in a nice way. 
And b). that Hashem provides Parnasah directly (not through an angel). 
Perhaps that is why the Pasuk ends with the words - "and you shall know 
that I am Hashem your G-d". 
This idea is borne out by the Gemara in Ta'anis (Daf 2a), which teaches us 
that although, in most matters, Hashem delegates the running of the world 
to Sheluchim, there are three keys over which He retains control - namely, 
those of rain, on which Parnasah depends, childbirth, and Techiyas 
ha'Meisim. The Medrash however, lists Parnasah independently. Based on 
the Medrash, the commentaries point out that the four keys are hinted in 
the word 'Mifte'ach' (key), the first letters of the words Mottor, Parnasah, 
Techiyah & Chayoh. 
From the Torah's description of the Mon (in Pasuk 31), coupled with the 
fact that, as Rashi explains, it lay between two layers of dew, we see that 
Hashem provides our Parnasah with fondness and much love. 
When the Torah describes (in Pasuk 15) how Yisrael were unable to 
discern what the Mon was, it suggests that Hashem provides Parnasah in a 
mysterious manner, in a way that we are not always able to fathom. 
In Pesukim 16-18, the Torah informs us that everyone received the 
measure of an 'Omer', and that one neither gained nor lost by taking more 
or less. This teaches us that the Parnasah that Hashem fixes for each 
person on Rosh Hashanah for the year is what he will receive, and that, 
provided one makes the minimum-required Hishtadlus (just as the people 

in the desert had to go and collect the Mon), that is precisely what he will 
receive. Excess Hishtadlus will not increase his income! 
And when, in Pasuk 19, Moshe instructed the people not to leave over 
until the morning, he was telling them that someone who has enough for 
today should not worry about tomorrow, since Hashem, who provided 
today, will also provide tomorrow. Indeed, Chazal say that someone who 
does so is lacking in Emunah 
Perhaps the most striking aspect of the miracle of the Mon is the fact that 
nobody of that generation had any form of income; yet for forty years, 
each and every person received his daily portion without any Hishtadlus, 
except for having to collect it. That is why, in Pasuk 33, Hashem 
commanded Aharon to place a jar-full of Mon in the Kodesh Kodshim. As 
Rashi (in Pasuk 32) explains, many years later, the Navi Yirmiyahu 
reprimanded the people for not learning Torah. When they replied that 
they were too preoccupied with Parnasah to find time for that, he produced 
the jar of Mon, and reminded them how their ancestors had survived for 
forty years in the desert on the Mon, which Hashem had provided in His 
abundant kindness, assuring them that, if they took off a little time to study 
Torah, He would provide for them now as well. 
Coming & Going 
(Based on the Ba'al ha'Turim) 
"And G-d said to Moshe 'Come to Par'oh' …" (10:1). 
When G-d wanted Moshe to appear before Par'oh in his palace, He used 
the expression "Come to Par'oh", says the Ba'al ha'Turim, and when he 
wanted him to confront him by the water, He said "Go to Par'oh". 
Interestingly, based on the Ba'al ha'Turim's rule, it transpires that, the 
warning prior to the first plague in the grouping of 'D'tzach', of 'Adash' and 
of 'Be'Ach'av' was said in Par'oh's palace and the second plague, it was 
said by the water (notwithstanding the fact that the Torah does not actually 
use the words 'come to Par'oh' by Orov and Borod). 
Rashi in Parshas Vo'eiro (7:15), explains that Par'oh would go in the early 
morning to the Nile to relieve himself, to fool the world that he was a god, 
and did not therefore need to perform such mundane activities. Whereas, 
according to Targum Yonasan, he would go to the Nile to indulge in 
witchcraft. The above-mentioned sequence however, suggests that G-d 
was coming to teach Par'oh a lesson. 
Perhaps G-d was warning Par'oh to acknowledge His (G-d's) superiority 
vis-?-vis both his position as the mighty ruler of Egypt and his claim to 
divinity ("My canal" [the Nile] - which the Egyptians worshipped - "is 
mine, and I created myself" [Yechezkel, 29]). G-d was about to 
demonstrate to Par'oh that He was the supreme master of the entire world, 
including the River Nile and including Par'oh. And if Par'oh would not 
accede to that of his own accord, he would learn it the hard way! 
No Miracle for Every Tom, Dick & Harry 
"Hashem will fight for you, and you shall be silent!" (14:14). 
In spite of the principle not to rely on miracles, G-d followed the miracles 
in Egypt, where Yisrael were no more than silent spectators, with the 
greatest miracle of all - the 'Splitting of the Reed Sea', only after issuing 
strict instructions that Yisrael refrain from hindering the miracle or from 
participating in it. 
There were those among B'nei Yisrael who wanted to jump into the Sea, 
those who planned to clash their shields and work their horses into a 
frenzy to scare the enemy (common war tactics at that time), and there 
were those who had in mind to return to Egypt. But all of these G-d bade 
to be still and watch. 
What caused G-d to break the golden rule - that a Jew must make a 
minimum effort before He finishes the job? 
Rebbi Yisrael Salanter was once asked by an assimilated Jew from Memel 
(in Germany) why it is that G-d no longer performs open miracles? 
The great Tzadik did not reply. The following year however, the same man 
proceeded to boast about his gifted daughter, who had won an advanced 
diploma in music. Rebbi Yisrael called her in and asked her to play for 
him, so that he could see for himself how talented she was. But the girl 
refused point blank - if the Rabbi wanted to find out about her talents, she 
would be happy to show him her diploma. But she would not demean 
herself by performing for every Tom, Dick and Harry who asked her to. 
'You see', Rebbi Yisrael turned to the girl's father with a smile. 'Your 
daughter did not agree to put on a show; why should G-d?' 
G-d too has a diploma, in which His unique ability is vividly described in 
great detail. It is all recorded there, and anyone who wants to know about 
His prowess, has but to study it and see for Himself. That diploma is 
sufficient to imbibe whoever studies it with Emunah and Yir'as Shamayim, 
and G-d is under no obligation to prove Himself further for every Tom, 
Dick and Harry. Indeed why should He, when the proof is there for all to 
see! 
Remarkable 
The original of the Pasuk that we discussed above reads "Hashem yilo-
chem lochem, ve'atem tacharishun". This can also be translated as 'G-d 
will give you bread, but you must plough' - the very principle that the main 
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translation is coming to negate. As the old saying goes 'It's the exception 
that proves the rule!' 
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RavFrand 
Parshas Beshalach  
Belief Through Tailor Made Punishments / Hashem the Doctor 
These divrei Torah were adapted from the hashkafa portion of Rabbi Yissocher Frand's 
Commuter Chavrusah Tapes on the weekly portion: CD #931 – K'rias HaTorah: Must You 
Listen? Good Shabbos! 
Tailor Made Punishments Brings A Higher Level of Belief 
After the Shiras HaYam [Song of the Sea], the Torah says, "If you hearken 
diligently to the voice of Hashem, your G-d, and do what is just in His 
eyes, give ear to His commandments and observe all His decrees, then any 
of the diseases that I placed upon Egypt, I will not bring upon you, for I 
am Hashem your Healer." [Shmos 15:26] If we will keep all facets of 
Torah, we will merit one of the greatest blessings possible – G-d will 
become our personal physician! When the Ribono shel Olam is a person's 
personal physician, there is no waiting for appointments and He takes care 
of His patient, obviously, in a supernatural way. The only catch here is that 
the patient must "hearken diligently to His commandments and observe all 
His decrees." A person who overcomes this hurdle, merits the reward of 
"Ani Hashem Rofecha" (I, G-d, will be your doctor).  
The Chofetz Chaim explains that they in fact saw something by the Yam 
Suf that inspired them to become bigger believers than they had been 
heretofore. Emunah does not only mean belief that there is an omniscient 
Master of the World in Heaven who knows what people are doing. 
Emunah means that there is a G-d in Heaven who knows what people are 
doing and pays rapt attention to what goes on in this world. This is the 
concept that we refer to as Hasgacha Pratis - that the Ribono shel Olam is 
involved and aware and intervenes in individual lives.  
Something happened at the Yam Suf that did not happen with the plagues 
in Egypt. Chazal point out that the Torah uses three distinct expressions to 
describe how the Egyptians drowned: One pasuk says they drowned like 
straw (k'kash) [Shmos 15:7]. Another pasuk says that they sank like stones 
(k'even) [Shmos 15:16]. A third pasuk says they sank like lead (k'oferes) 
[Shmos 15:10]. Chazal say that this is not mere poetry. Rather, there were 
gradations and levels of how the Egyptians died. Those Egyptians who 
were particularly cruel to the Jews drowned like kash. If one has ever seen 
a piece of straw floating on a river or an ocean, he knows that it will float 
for quite some time and then at a certain point it will become water logged 
and will ultimately sink. That process takes some time. Imagine an 
individual floati ng like straw on top of a deep body of water, knowing that 
he is ultimately going to drown. He is going through the process of 
floating around realizing what is fate is going to be – this is a very severe 
punishment. 
On the other hand, there were Egyptians who were not as cruel. The pasuk 
teaches that they sank like rocks. Rocks sink quite quickly. But lead, 
which is an extremely dense material, sinks almost instantaneously. The 
pasuk is teaching that the Egyptians died in different stages, commensurate 
with how they behaved to the Jews during their period of enslavement. 
There was instantaneous death, there was death that took a little longer and 
finally there was death that was long in coming. 
In recent years, the U.S. Supreme Court revisited the issue of capital 
punishment and the definition of "cruel and unusual punishment". There 
have been arguments that execution by lethal injection takes too long and 
thus becomes "cruel and unusual punishment". We are not commenting on 
the matters that the Supreme Court dealt with, but it is true that death that 
takes a long time is in fact cruel.  
At the Yam Suf, when Klal Yisrael saw that the Egyptians were floating in 
panic for many long minutes like straw, they recalled, "I remember this 
guy. He was so cruel and sadistic. I see him suffering on the way to his 
death. G-d is giving him his just reward!" They also saw Egyptians who 
were relatively kinder and more compassionate (although certainly not 
Tzadikim) "merit" a quick and rather painless death. Here too, Divine 
Justice became evident and the Jews believed in Hashem's Hashgocha 
Pratis in a way that they had not experienced heretofore. Here they 
witnessed exquisite Hashgocha -- punishments tailor made to the level of 
wickedness of the criminal. G-d kept, as it were, meticulous records of 
who behaved and how they behaved. Nothing was forgotten and nothing 
went unpunished.  
This was not evident during the Ten Plagues. When the Frogs jumped 
around, they jumped everywhere and onto everybody. Likewise, the Lice 
attack was universal. It was the same with all the other plagues. However, 
at the Yam Suf it was not like that. Here they saw Divine Providence that 
they had not witnessed in Egypt. This is the basis of the statement: 
"Va'Yameenu b'Hashem u'b'Moshe avdo". 
Un-Naturopathic Medicine 

After the Shiras HaYam [Song of the Sea], the Torah says, "If you hearken 
diligently to the voice of Hashem, your G-d, and do what is just in His 
eyes, give ear to His commandments and observe all His decrees, then any 
of the diseases that I placed upon Egypt, I will not bring upon you, for I 
am Hashem your Healer." [Shmos 15:26] If we will keep all facets of 
Torah, we will merit one of the greatest blessings possible – G-d will 
become our personal physician! When the Ribono shel Olam is a person's 
personal physician, there is no waiting for appointments and He takes care 
of His patient, obviously, in a supernatural way. The only catch here is that 
the patient must "hearken diligently to His commandments and observe all 
His decrees." A person who overcomes this hurdle, merits the reward of 
"Ani Hashem Rofecha" (I, G-d, will be your doctor).  
Rav Chaim Berlin, son of the Netziv, was the Rav in Moscow and 
subsequently was the Chief Rabbi of Jerusalem. He points out an 
interesting fact. On a daily basis, we say two brochos related to Refuah 
[health]. Obviously, one of them is the eighth blessing in Shmoneh Esrei 
"Heal us, Hashem – then we will be healed… Blessed are You Hashem 
who heals the sick of His people Israel." However, another daily blessing 
also speaks about our health - the blessing of Asher Yatzar, which 
concludes, "Blessed are You Hashem who heals all flesh and acts 
wondrously."  
Rav Berlin asks – what is the difference between these two blessings? Rav 
Berlin points to a Gemara in Tractate Avodah Zarah (55a): "When 
Yissurim [suffering] (often in the form of an illness) are sent upon a 
person, the Yissurim are made to swear that they will arrive and depart 
only on a specific day and time and only through a certain doctor and only 
through a certain treatment. When that time arrives, even if the person 
goes to a house of idolatry (to pray for a cure) and the Yissurim feel they 
should not yet depart (lest the person credit the idol for his recovery), the 
Yissurim reconsider and say 'just because this fool acts improperly, we 
shall not abandon our oath to depart on the preassigned date'."  
Rabbi Yochanan says there that this scenario explains the expression "evil 
and trustworthy illnesses" [Devorim 28:59]. "Evil illness" we understand 
well. What does "trustworthy illness" indicate? It refers to the commitment 
to depart on a preassigned date. The illness does not stay one day longer 
than it is supposed to stay. The Ribono shel Olam told the illness "You are 
going to inflict such and such a person until a certain date and on that date 
you are gone!" The Yissurim pay attention and they leave. 
That, says Rav Chaim Berlin, is healing by way of nature (Refuah al 
derech haTeva). This is how cures happen naturally. However, when the 
Master of the Universe is our Doctor, as it were, then He can act in a way 
that supersedes nature. "If you will listen diligently to the voice of 
Hashem, your G-d, and you will do what is just in His eyes, and you will 
give ear to His commandments and observe all His statutes, then any of the 
diseases that I placed upon Egypt, I will not bring upon you, FOR I AM 
HASHEM, YOUR HEALER." [Shmos 15:26]. When I provide the cure, 
Hashem says, the Yissurim can even leave before they were destined to 
leave. 
This, Rav Berlin explains, is the difference between the blessing of Asher 
Yatzar (recited after using the bathroom) and the blessing (in Shmoneh 
Esrei) of Rofei Cholei Amo Yisrael. In Asher Yatzar, we praise G-d's 
propensity to be Rofeh Kol Basar – heal all types of people. This has 
nothing to do with "His Nation". By way of nature, he gives sickness upon 
individuals for a certain time and he brings healing after the designated 
time has elapsed. 
However, the Jewish people, with the power of their prayers and the power 
of their deeds, can merit a different kind of healing – one which is 
conducted above and beyond the level of nature. The syntax is "He heals 
the sick of His nation Israel." In other words, a person is still sick –-- he 
still should have suffered and still should have been sick based on the laws 
of nature – but G-d can cure even those who are pre-destined to be sick.  
Rav Eliezer Ginsburg (a Rosh Kollel in Mir) gave a hesped [eulogy] at Ner 
Yisroel shortly after the funeral of Rav Shmuel Birnbaum, zt"l, the Mirrer 
Rosh Yeshiva (from the Mir Yeshiva in Brooklyn). Rav Ginsburg told 
over a very moving story about his long-time Rebbi. I believe this is an apt 
example of what we have been speaking about. 
Thirty-seven years before his passing, Rav Shmuel Birnbaum had his first 
heart-attack. It was apparently a massive heart attack and the doctor told 
him that he would never be the same. The doctor told him that he would 
not be able to say a shiur and he would not be able to continue the life 
style he had been living. Rav Birnbaum was an extraordinarily diligent 
student of Torah. His hasmada [focus in learning] was not of this 
generation! He slept very little. 
I am not a cardiologist, but I know that one of the things they tell a person 
is that he must get X amount of sleep! When the doctor told Rav Birnbaum 
that he would never be the same again, Rav Birnbaum asked him "Tell me, 
have you ever made a mistake in your career?" The doctor responded that 
he had not. Rav Birnbaum responded, "Well, you have made your first 
mistake!" He said, "I am going to live 'shelo al pi derech haTeva' [in a 
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super-natural manner] anyway. My whole life history is 'shelo al pi derech 
haTeva' so I have every intention of living that way from here on out as 
well." He did not listen to his doctor and continued (after a short time) to 
give shiurim and to study with an intensity that deprived himself of the 
medically recommended sleep ration. He carried on his life that way for 37 
more years (including after a second heart attack which he suffered 13 
years before his passing). He carried on the same schedule after his heart 
attacks as before. He said shiurim all the time. As we get older, we all 
know that it is more difficult to concentrate. To sit in the Beis Medrash 
two sedarim [learning sessions] a day – and in Mir the sessions are very 
long – is strenuous. For a man in his seventies and eighties – with a heart 
condition – to sit there day and night is super human. 
This is what we have been speaking about. Rav Birnbaum merited the 
blessing of "For I am the L-rd your Healer." He was a living example of 
fulfillment of the promise in this week's parsha: "If you will listen 
diligently to the voice of Hashem, your G-d, and you will do what is just 
in His eyes, and you will give ear to His commandments and observe all 
His statutes, then any of the diseases that I placed upon Egypt, I will not 
bring upon you, FOR I AM HASHEM, YOUR HEALER." 
This is what Rav Chaim Berlin was talking about. Some people merit 
having G-d as their personal doctor. Their conduct in life is shelo al pi 
derech hateva [supernatural]. They may be Cholei Amo Yisrael – they can 
still be sick (by the laws of nature) but G-d cures them.  
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“And it was told to the King of Egypt that the nation [Israel] had fled, 
and the hearts of Pharaoh and his servants were turned to the people...” 
(Exodus 14:5) 
After a year of plagues and suffering, repeated threats and punishments, 
Pharaoh finally sent the Jews out of Egypt. He told them to leave at night 
yet they didn’t leave until the brightness of the next day so no one could 
say they snuck out. Yet, when Pharaoh was told that the Jews ran away, he 
had a change of heart and decided to chase after them. 
He knew they hadn’t run away, and he already said that they were likely 
lost and dying in the desert so it was clear he didn’t care what happened to 
them. Why then did he suddenly decide to chase after them, and ultimately 
sacrificing his entire army, millions strong, for this folly? 
The answer lies in the power of words. Pharaoh wasn’t told, “The Jews 
have been gone three days but are not returning,” which was the original 
plan. Had that been the message he would have said, “That’s because I 
told them to get out and not to come back!” Rather, he was told, “The Jews 
are running away.”  
Though this wasn’t true, the implication was that they were traveling in a 
stealthy manner, as if they thought they would be chased. Why would they 
be chased if Pharaoh had sent them out? It must be that there was some 
information he didn’t have that might have convinced him not to send 
them out. Now that it was portrayed as an escape, he rethought what had 
happened and did not want to be played for a fool. 
It also says it was told, “to the King of Egypt,” and doesn’t say, “to 
Pharaoh.” Pharaoh was a name given to all the Egyptian monarchs and it 
implied greatness and supremacy. By referring to him only as, “the King 
of Egypt,” it sounds like he was the leader but not because he actually 
deserved it by virtue of his power or greatness. This was an insult to him 
and he had to defend his honor. 
Death and Life, says Shlomo HaMelech (Mishlei 18:21) are in the hands 
of the tongue. Does a tongue have hands? Rather, just as hands can 
manipulate and twist matter into different shapes, so can the tongue 
manipulate the truth and perception. 
Because of what he was told and how it was portrayed, Pharaoh’s entire 
perspective on the matter changed. He ignored what he knew to be the 
truth, that he had sent them out, and instead chose to believe the innuendo 
and insinuation that he had been a victim. Because of that, he led his men 
to utter destruction. 
The same holds true for good words. They are able to change people’s 
minds and hearts. By speaking positively we can influence people and 

motivate them to go above and beyond what they might otherwise do. The 
power is in your mouth. 
While checking out at a store one day, I was in a line with several people 
in front of me. The cashier was greeting people with a friendly, “Hi, how 
are you?” Most people just smiled weakly, or simply grunted back. The 
friendliest made some chuckled gripe about how tired she was. But not the 
old man in front of me. 
When his turn came, the cashier gave him her usual, “Hi, how are you?” 
He flashed her a big smile and exclaimed, “Dynamite!” This being before 
September 11, he wasn’t arrested, but the cashier was stopped in her 
tracks.  
She broke out in a big grin as she bagged his items and all of us who 
heard him were electrified and energized.  
What a thoughtful fellow, and how easy it was to change people’s day – 
with a single word.  
Now You Know 
The Mon (manna) was the Heavenly bread that the Jews were given in the 
desert. It had unique properties. It was entirely absorbed by the body with 
no waste and also infused a person with a spirit of holiness. 
On Friday, the Jews found they had a double portion, though they had not 
collected more on purpose. This was to show them that HaShem 
provided all their needs in advance. The Mon would not fall on Shabbos. 
Some tried to malign Moshe by placing Mon outside on Friday night so 
they could collect it in the morning and claim Moshe was wrong. Birds 
came and ate the food and the plot was foiled. 
Since then, there is a custom to place food outside for the birds before 
Shabbos Shira out of appreciation. 
Last week we read how the first-born donkey must be redeemed. Chazal 
say this special status was a reward for being the beasts of burden for the 
Jewish People when they left Egypt loaded with gold, silver, and finery. 
We also read of the dogs that didn’t bark, and earned the eternal reward of 
having non-kosher meat given to them. 
If the Torah goes out of its way to teach us appreciation to animals, how 
much more must we appreciate people who have done good things for us 
or benefited us, even unintentionally! 
Thought of the week: 
Think twice before you speak, because your words will plant the seed of 
either success or failure in the mind of another. 
My simcha is coming, The food wasn’t cheap. If only my speech Wouldn’t put folks to sleep! Entertaining, meaningful speeches custom-created for 
your special occasion by a professional. JewishSpeechWriter.com Your thoughts, the perfect words. I know you have it in you! Print, e-mail, and 
share Migdal Ohr with others. You’ll be glad you did. E-mail ‘Subscribe’ to info@JewishSpeechWriter.com E-mail Subscribe to 
info@JewishSpeechWriter.com ©2016 – J. Gewirtz  
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Kinder Torah 
Parashas Beshallach: Our National Anthem 
"Today is the big day. The entire nation has been waiting for months for 
this day." 
"Yes, today is the coronation of the king." 
"Today's coronation ceremony is the culmination of a long process of 
selecting a successor to the throne. The king's lineage and ancestry have 
been checked out thoroughly. He comes from a glorious family. His 
leadership qualities have also been investigated. Does he share the same 
goals as the nation? Yes. Is he someone whom the people would accept as 
their leader? Definitely. Similarly, would he accept them as his subjects? 
Absolutely. Many, many factors had to be checked, rechecked, and 
clarified until we could come to this day, the culmination of it all, the royal 
coronation." 
"We have all gathered here in the capitol city to crown the king and accept 
his rule. Look, the royal officers are lowering the crown upon his 
highness's head!" 
"The excitement of the moment is indescribable." 
"The king is crowned! Long live the king! Long live his subjects! The 
royal orchestra will now lead the nation in singing the national anthem." 
"What a joyous moment! We lift our voices in song to praise our king and 
his rule! We exult in being his subjects! This moment is the pinnacle of 
our rejoicing!" 
Rav Yerucham Levovitz compares the Shira of "Az Yashir" at the Yom 
Suf to the national anthem sung at the coronation of the king. Hashem 
became the King over Klal Yisrael. We had previously seen His power, 
and accepted His kingship in Mitzrayim, as the following verses state. "So 
that you will know that I am Hashem in the midst of the land" (Shemos 
8:18). "So that you will know that there is none like Hashem our G-d" 
(Shemos 8:6). "The people feared Hashem, they believed in Hashem and 
in His servant Moshe" (from the Shacharis prayers). However, they had 
not come to that exalted level of "shira" - expressing the pure joy and 
gratitude in their hearts by lifting their voices in song. Only at the Yom 
Suf - "His kingship they willingly accepted upon themselves, Moshe and 
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the Children of Israel, sang to You shira with great joy" (from the Maariv 
prayers). 
What is this great shira that they sang? "Hashem shall reign for all 
eternity!" (Shemos 15:18). We accepted His Kingship upon ourselves until 
the end of time! "This is my G-d and I will glorify Him!" (Shemos 15:2). 
When a person is proud of someone, he cannot resist telling everyone 
about that person's great accomplishments. He does everything he can to 
praise and glorify that person; buying for him the nicest gifts, and serving 
him in the best way possible. "The G-d of my father, and I will exalt 
Him!" (Shemos 15:2). A person who is a descendant of great Torah 
personalities takes special pleasure in retelling the exalted 
accomplishments of his ancestors. "My grandfather was the Rav of his 
town." "My great grandfather was a Rosh Yeshiva." "My uncle wrote 
several sefarim on shas." 
And so, this is the joy of our shira. We proclaim Hashem as our King. We 
glorify Him by beautifying the mitzvos - our service to Him. We take 
special pride in being His chosen nation, and exalt Him with praise. This is 
the song that we sing to Hashem every day, with great joy and exultation 
in our hearts. 
Kinderlach . . . 
"Az Yashir" is the last of the "pesukei di'zimra". We say it every morning. 
Rav Yerucham describes this song as our national anthem. With intense 
happiness, we proclaim Hashem's kingship. It is the pinnacle of His 
coronation, and declares our loyalty to His Holiness. Kinderlach, say this 
shira every morning with great joy in your hearts! Hashem is King! We are 
His chosen nation! He is my G-d, and I have the privilege of serving Him 
in the most beautiful way possible! He is the G-d of my father and I praise 
Him endlessly! Az Yashir - our national anthem - the song of joy to 
Hashem! 
Having Mercy Brings Mercy 
Klal Yisrael was afraid. They were surrounded by danger. Would they 
merit another miracle? They cried out to Hashem. "Why are you crying 
out to Me?" (Shemos 14:15), He asked Moshe. The Ohr HaChaim 
HaKadosh is puzzled by this verse. Hashem wants us to cry out to Him in 
times of trouble. It demonstrates our faith in Him. Why was this time 
different? He answers according to the Medrash. Klal Yisrael was being 
judged at that time. The accusing angel claimed that the nation who had 
worshipped idols in Mitzraim did not deserve to be saved. Hashem was in 
a dilemma (so to speak). The angel was correct. They needed to perform a 
merciful deed to save themselves. Their mercy would allow Hashem to use 
His Middas HaRachamim (Merciful Judgment) to save them. Therefore 
Hashem instructed Moshe, "Tell the Children of Israel that they shall 
travel (forward into the sea)" (Shemos 14:15). They were to move into the 
water unaware that it would split. And so they were moser nefesh 
(prepared to sacrifice their lives), with complete faith. This awesome act of 
emunah was a tremendous chessed for the Almighty. It showed the accuser 
how much they trusted Him. And so, this act of chessed, which showed 
their rachmonus for the Almighty, allowed Hashem to judge them with 
Middas HaRachamim, and they were saved. 
Kinderlach . . . 
We all need Hashem's mercy. Who can say that they will stand up to His 
Middas HaDin (strict judgment)? How do we obtain that mercy? By being 
merciful on others. Acting with rachmonus towards others brings 
rachmonus upon ourselves. The Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh illuminates a 
new aspect of rachmonus to us. Having rachmonus for The Creator. He set 
up the world with accusing angels who are waiting to point out our faults 
and bring destruction upon us. Hashem loves us and wants to save us. 
However, He needs our help (so to speak). He needs to prove to the 
accusers that we are worthy of being saved. Have rachmonus on Him and 
let Him save us. Feel the tsar (suffering) of the Shechina (Divine Presence) 
when we have to suffer. Use this to motivate you to have mercy and do 
His Will with all of your might. Fill your heart with rachmonus and 
emunah, and move forward into the yam. 
Kinder Torah Copyright 2015 All rights reserved to the author Simcha Groffman New!!! New!!! New!!! New!!! "Simcha's Torah Stories" A Children's 
book by Simcha Groffman To order your copy, contact the author SIMCHA_B@NETVISION.NET.IL Kinder Torah is now available in .PDF format 
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Rabbi Yaacov Haber 

TorahLab 
The Prophet That Sees The Present 
Miriam took her tambourine, took the women aside and led them in song. 
Today Moshe’s sister is introduced to us by name. Until now we didn’t 
know her name. She was called “Achos Moshe”, Moses’ sister. We also 
learn today about the new title she received: “Miriam the Prophetess.” 
Where, by the sea, do we see the prophecy of Miriam? 

There were two kinds of Prophets in Israel. There were those that saw the 
future, the coming of Moshiach and the future success of Israel in battle. 
But than there was a deeper form of prophecy, where one can see the 
present, that which is right in front of us but hidden. This was the Prophet 
that could see beneath the surface, they saw light where others could only 
see darkness, they saw joy where others could only feel pain. Miriam lived 
through a painful period for the Jewish people. Her parents Yocheved and 
Amram had decided to separate. Why bring another Jewish child to death 
and bondage? On the surface their logic was impeccable. 
Pharaoh was throwing Jewish boys into the sea. Jewish blood was cheap! 
But Miriam saw deeper. She saw the possibility of a leader, of a future 
salvation for her people. When Moshe was born, there was a sigh: ‘another 
Jewish Neshama will be wasted’, but Miriam smiled, she saw the future of 
her people! 
Perhaps Miriam realized that the way to deal with the total disregard for 
Jewish children is by making them the center of the world. 
“Miriam stood by the bank of the river and watched from afar.” She waited 
quietly to see what would happen to her prophecy. It took a long time until 
her vision became real. Many years passed from that heart - wrenching 
moment of putting Moshe into the water until the splitting of the sea. But 
when the Jews were saved from the Egyptians, everyone gathered around 
Miriam. She acquired a name, an identity and a brand new title: Miriam 
HaNiviah. You were right. You saved us! You gave us Moshe! You did it! 
You are a true prophet in Israel: you saw what no one else could see. You 
saved the Jewish people. 
Miriam was a heroine because she looked at a child, and instead of crying 
at its sorry future she saw a bracha. She countered the contagious Egyptian 
trend of cheapening the lives of Jewish children by seeing in them the 
future of our people. Her view turned out to be the correct one, the 
prophetic one. She saw the greatness of a neshama and saved the Jewish 
people. 
 

Aish.Com - Rabbi Ari Kahn 

M'oray Ha'Aish 
Beshalach: Heavenly Bread  
The road from Egypt to Mount Sinai was not an easy one. The difficulty 
was not only due to the nature of the terrain the Israelites had to cross, or 
even the fact that their former masters pursued them in a murderous 
frenzy; the basic logistics of the care and feeding of such a large populace 
proved to be a formidable challenge. Having Divine logistical support 
proved quite advantageous, as they made their way under the protective 
cover of clouds of glory, the sea split miraculously at their approach, and 
their drinking water flowed from a rock. 
While all of this help was, quite literally, a Godsend, there was one type of 
assistance that went beyond their physical needs, providing sustenance that 
was spiritually transformative as well: the manna. The manna fell every 
morning, six days a week, with a double portion on the sixth day; on the 
seventh day, no manna fell. The lesson of Shabbat was "hard wired" into 
the food they ate, giving their most basic physical sustenance religious 
significance. 
Although Shabbat was first introduced in the early verses of Bereishit, we 
have no evidence that the Divine perspective on creation to which Shabbat 
bears witness - that God created the universe in six days and rested on the 
seventh by ceasing to create - had somehow trickled down to human 
awareness or practice. Before they left Egypt, did the Jews know about the 
Sabbath day? 
There is a rabbinic teaching (Sh'mot Rabbah 1:28) that the Israelite slaves 
were granted a weekly day of rest in Egypt. On the advice of an Egyptian 
prince named Moshe, Pharaoh instituted a six-day workweek for the 
empire's slaves, as a means of increasing their productivity. It is altogether 
possible that no one, Egyptian or Israelite, suspected that this day of rest 
had religious significance, not to mention religious origins or motivation: 
Pharaoh would most certainly not have acquiesced to Moshe's suggestion 
had he known that he was granting a religious freedom. 
But what of the slaves themselves? Did they see their day of rest from the 
toils and tribulations of slavery in physical/social terms, or as a 
religious/spiritual necessity? Once freed, did they conclude that their new 
society had no need for a day of rest because they were no longer physical 
laborers? Their new reality was so completely different to the reality they 
had known in Egypt: Their food fell from heaven, and the "work" they had 
to do to access the manna only vaguely resembled standard agriculture. 
They "harvested" fresh produce each day without the back-breaking tilling 
and sowing, planting, pruning, and myriad other laborious tasks that every 
farmer knows so well. In fact, their food did not even grow from the 
ground; it came down from heaven. In a sense, there was something almost 
"Eden - like" about their existence. Was there a need for a day of rest in 
this idyllic existence, they might well have wondered? 
The manna gave a clear and resounding answer: Yes, even in the desert, 
protected and sustained by miracles, there is Shabbat. Apparently the 
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Shabbat experience in the desert was designed to be very different from 
the Shabbat they had known in the dark days of slavery. In Egypt, the most 
important element of the seventh day had been the cessation of labor; the 
spiritual and theological experience of emulating God and giving 
testament to His act of Creation was arguably eclipsed by the sheer relief 
from excruciating physical labor. 
In the desert, when they are free almost entirely of physical constraints, 
God comes into focus. The manna is the ultimate teaching aid: The first 
lesson is that all food ultimately comes from God. Consider the slave 
mentality: They had, for hundreds of years, been building great edifices 
for the Egyptian empire. Despite the misery of their lives, they were able 
to see the tangible results of their labor, and to draw a direct correlation 
between effort and result. Though they did not benefit from their 
accomplishments, they were able to measure their progress and perhaps 
even take pride in what they had built. But the slave can feel alienated 
from God; slaves do not sense a partnership with the Almighty. On the 
other hand, the farmer, whose livelihood is dependent upon the 
cooperation of "nature," is acutely aware of each and every one of the 
problems that can destroy a crop. The farmer has a far more organic sense 
of partnership with God, and a far more natural need to pray, to 
communicate with his or her "senior partner." 
In the desert, the Israelites were not farmers; they had no need to do work 
of any kind - and yet, they "harvested" the manna. Their sustenance would 
still be the result of a sort of partnership with God, and the method through 
which their physical needs were met served as both a respite from the 
years of servitude and an introduction to the new reality that awaited them 
in the Promised Land. The desert experience allowed them to internalize 
the concept of a partnership with God, and to prepare themselves for the 
reality that awaited them in the Land of Israel - a reality that combines 
physical and spiritual sustenance; a reality which taught them to look 
heavenward for sustenance. 
Through the manna, they learned the most basic lessons: God created the 
universe and everything in it in six days and rested on the seventh. He 
alone is the source of all sustenance, both physical and spiritual, and on 
Shabbat, when we give testament to God as Creator and Sustainer of the 
universe, we recharge not only our physical strength, but our spiritual 
resources as well. 
For a more in-depth analysis see: http://arikahn.blogspot.co.il/2016/01/audio-and-essays-
parashat-bshalach.html 
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/tp/i/moha/365885021.html Like what you read? As a non-profit organization, Aish.com relies on 
readers like you to enable us to provide meaningful and relevant articles. Join Aish.com and help us continue to give daily inspiration to people like 
you around the world. Make a secure donation at: https://secure.aish.com/secure/pledge.php or mail a check to Aish.com, c/o The Jerusalem Aish 
HaTorah Fund PO Box 1259 Lakewood, NJ 08701 Copyright © 1995 - 2016 Aish.com - http://www.aish.com  
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Torah Attitude 
Parashas Beshalach: Prayer, An Occupation? 
January 21, 2016 
Summary 
With the Egyptians in pursuit, the Jewish people were frightened and cried 
out to Hashem. What do our sages mean when they refer to prayer as an 
occupation? Spending nine hours praying has never been the norm. There 
are two kinds of prayer. King Solomon referred to special prayers at the 
inauguration of the Temple. The well-being of family and business is G-
d’s doing. As Jews we should not define ourselves by what we do for a 
living. The occupation of the Jewish nation is prayer. The nations of the 
world will achieve their accomplishments through the work of their hands 
and other natural efforts; whereas, we achieve our accomplishments 
through prayer. We are totally dependent on G-d, both in good and 
difficult times. No one is free of sin. Although there are two kinds of 
prayer, they both have to be said with sincerity. 
Frightened And Cried Out 
In this week’s parasha the Torah relates how the Jewish people, who had 
recently left Egypt, suddenly saw the Egyptians pursuing them. As it says 
(Shemos 14:10): “And the Children of Israel raised their eyes and behold 
Egypt is travelling after them and they got very frightened and the 
Children of Israel cried out to Hashem.” Rashi quotes from the Midrash 
Rabba (Shemos 28:11) that describes their praying as “taking to the 
occupation of their forefathers”. 
Prayer As An Occupation? 
The Talmud (Berachot 26b) teaches that Abraham was the one who 
instituted the morning prayer, Isaac the afternoon prayer, and Jacob the 
evening prayer. However, what does the Midrash mean when it refers to 
prayer as an occupation? We know that Abraham operated a guest house 
in the desert, Isaac was envied by the Philistines because of his many 
enterprises, and Jacob is referred to as being a student of the study halls of 
Shem and Eber. Later when he lived with Lavan he built up flocks and 
herds tendered by his shepherds as had Abraham and Isaac before him. So 
why is the occupation of our patriarchs said to be prayer rather than how 
they made a living? 

Nine Hours 
The Talmud relates (Berachot 30b) how there used to be righteous people 
who spent three hours for each of the three daily prayers, a total of nine 
hours per day. In regards to these people it may be correct to say that 
prayer was their occupation. But praying for nine hours has never been the 
norm, and we do not find any reference that our Patriarchs conducted 
themselves in this way. 
Two Kinds Of Prayer 
We may be able to answer our question by analyzing the concept of prayer 
a little further. We find that there are two distinct kinds of prayer: the 
regular daily prayers and prayers recited in times of need and danger. 
After Jacob blessed Joseph’s children, he told Joseph (Bereishis 48:22) 
that he was giving him an extra portion which he had taken from the 
Emorites with his sword and his bow. The Targum Onkelus interprets this 
as referring to prayer and supplication. The commentaries explain that 
prayer means the daily prayers and supplications refers to the special 
prayers said in times of need and danger. 
Special Prayers 
The Ramban, in his Annotations on the Rambam’s Book of the 
Commandments (Mitzvah 5), explains that when it says: (Bamidbar 10:9) 
“When you go to war in your land against an enemy that oppresses you, 
you shall blow in your trumpets and you shall be remembered before 
Hashem your G-d …”, it is a commandment to pray when the community 
is in distress and danger. It is this kind of prayer that King Solomon 
referred to at the inauguration of the Temple when he said: “When there is 
no rain … when there is hunger or other natural calamities as well as when 
the enemy attacks, or when there is any sickness. Every prayer, every 
supplication …and You shall listen in Heaven at the foundation of Your 
dwelling place “(Books of Kings I 8:35-39). It is this kind of prayer the 
Jews prayed as they cried out when they stood before the Sea with the 
Egyptians in pursuit. However, if that is the case, why do our sages say 
that they followed in the footsteps of the Patriarchs? The Patriarchs 
instituted regular daily prayer services. 
How Are You Doing? 
The following will help us clarify all this. The Bais Halevi, the famous 
rabbi of Brisk, once visited a former student of his. The Rabbi asked his 
host how he was doing. The student answered, “Thank G-d, business is 
fine, my family is healthy, everything is going well.” The Rabbi asked 
again, “How are you doing?” The student assumed that the Rabbi had not 
heard him the first time, so he repeated his answer. The Rabbi responded 
that he heard him the first time, and said, “That your family is doing well 
and the business is going fine, this is G-d’s doing, but I want to know how 
you are doing? 
G-d Fearing Jew 
We gain a similar message from his grandson, Rabbi Velvel Soloveitchik. 
Rabbi Soloveitchik explained that we learn from the Prophet Jonah that we 
do not define ourselves by what we do for a living. Jonah was travelling on 
a boat that was hit by a storm, as we read in the Haftorah on Yom Kippur. 
He was asked by his fellow travelers what is your occupation? He 
answered, “I am a Hebrew and I fear Hashem, the G-d of the Heavens, 
Who created the oceans and the land” (Jonah 1:8-9). Jonah did not reply 
that he was a prophet, but that he was a G-d fearing Jew. As Jews, we 
define ourselves by our essence as G-d fearing people (see Listen to your 
messages, by Rabbi Yissocher Frand, p.201). This is what the Talmud 
(Berachot 33b) teaches: “Everything is in the Hands of Heaven but fear of 
Heaven.” Being a G-d fearing Jew manifests itself first and foremost in our 
prayers. As King David says (Tehillim 33:18), “Behold the eye of G-d is 
upon those who fear Him, those who long for His lovingkindness, to save 
their soul from death and to sustain them in hunger. Our souls long for 
Hashem, our hope and shield …” We strive to be among those who fear G-
d and express their longing for His help through prayer. 
Prayer Occupation 
Rabbi Yerucham Levowitz, the great mashgiach of pre-war Mirrer 
Yeshiva, explains that from the time of our Patriarchs, our occupation is 
prayer. Unlike the nations of the world, who are governed by the laws of 
nature, we are directly dependent upon G-d Himself under His personal 
guidance. As it says (Devarim 4:19): ”Don’t raise your eyes to the heavens 
to see the sun, moon and stars – the entire legion of heaven …which 
Hashem your G-d has given to the nations under the entire sky. But G-d 
took you and brought you out from the iron oven, from Egypt, to be a 
nation that is His lot to this very day.” 
Natural Forces 
The last two weeks we spoke about how G-d created a world where the 
laws of nature are affected by the sun, moon and other natural forces. The 
entire world is governed by these laws of nature. But when G-d selected 
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the Jewish nation at the time of the Patriarchs and later brought the Jews 
out of Egypt, we came under His direct supervision. The nations of the 
world achieve their accomplishments through work and other natural 
efforts; whereas, the Jewish people achieve by turning ourselves to G-d in 
prayer. We say this everyday as we quote from (Tehillim 20:8): “These 
with chariots and those with horses, but we call out in the name of Hashem 
our G-d.” In times of war and in times of peace, our strength lies in our 
ability to pray directly to G-d. The Talmud (Sotah 49b) expresses this in 
regards to our time, just prior to the coming of Mashiach: “Who do we 
have to rely on, only our Father in heaven.” This is also alluded to in the 
famous words of our Patriarch Isaac (Bereishis 27:22): “The voice is the 
voice of Jacob, but the hands are the hands of Eisav.” 
This is not to say that the prayers of non-Jews are futile, or that Jews do 
not need to work. In the continuation of King Solomon’s prayer at the 
inauguration of the Temple he pleaded for the gentiles as well and said 
(Books of Kings I 8:41-43): “Also the gentile that is not from your nation 
Israel who come from a distant country …and he will pray in this House 
[Temple] and You shall listen in heaven … and do all that he asks …” 
However, for the Jewish nation prayer is our real occupation and our only 
means of success. We work because we may not rely on open miracles, 
and for the vast majority of Jews, G-d wants us to live a normal and 
natural lifestyle. 
At the same time, we must always bear in mind that our primary effort of 
making a living is through prayer. The Chofetz Chaim once impressed this 
lesson upon someone who on a weekday morning left the synagogue in a 
rush before the end of the service. “Where are you running?”, asked the 
sage. “To my business so that I can make a living”, answered the fellow. 
Replied the Chofetz Chaim, “Maybe you are really running away from 
making a living.” The obvious question is that we see many Jews who are 
successful in business despite the fact that they do not pray. This may be 
the result of the prayers of their ancestors or other righteous people, or it 
can be due to other calculations that only G-d Himself knows. On the other 
hand, for non-Jews prayer is an opportunity that can enhance their 
situation, but it is never their occupation, for unless G-d decides otherwise, 
they are governed by the laws of nature and its forces. 
Good And Difficult Times 
Rabbi Levowitz lived just prior to World War II, when the Jews of Eastern 
Europe felt the noose tightening around their necks. On one side Nazi 
Germany, made one decree after another restricting the Jewish citizens and 
eventually stripped them of their citizenship altogether. On the other side 
was Communist Russia making it more and more difficult to live a life of 
Jewish observance. Whoever was caught was doomed to exile or worse. It 
was a time of despair. Every observant Jew understood that there was 
nothing to do but to turn to G-d. Said Rabbi Levowitz, is it only in time of 
peril and danger that we have no one else to turn to? Even when things go 
well, we also have no one else. We are always totally dependent on G-d. 
In this regard, said Rabbi Levowitz, there really is no difference whether 
times are good or difficult. 
Not Free Of Sin 
The Mishna says in Pirkei Avos (2:18): “Don’t make your prayer a 
routine, rather ask for compassion and supplication from G-d. As it says, 
‘For He is gracious and compassionate, slow to anger, abounding in 
kindness …” In his commentary, Rabbenu Yona explains that we shall 
pray as someone in need, even in good times, and not just say the words as 
if we do not need anything. We all need to pray like this for no one is free 
of sin. Therefore, even when everything seems to be fine, we do not know 
if this is due to the slow anger of G-d Who mercifully is just waiting for us 
to repent. We must be humble before G-d and realize that everything we 
have may be due to G-d’s mercy. 
Sincerity 
The fact that our sages describe the Jewish people’s prayer as taking on the 
occupation of their forefathers, concludes Rabbi Levowitz, also teaches us 
how to pray. At the time of peril and danger, one’s prayer is very sincere. 
By comparing it to the three daily prayers of our Patriarchs, our sages 
teach that these regular prayers should be done with the same sincerity and 
focus as prayers in special times. There should be no difference in the way 
we pray our “regular” daily prayers and the way we pray our “special” 
prayers in times of danger and peril. Although they are two kinds of 
prayer, there is only one way of sincerity with which to say them. In this 
merit, may the words of King David come to fulfillment (Tehillim 20:8-
10): “These with chariots and those with horses, but we call out in the 
name of Hashem our G-d. They knelt down and fell and we stood up and 
were encouraged. G-d help! The King will answer on the day that we call.” 
These words were based on notes of Rabbi Avraham Kahn, the Rosh Yeshiva and Founder of Yeshivas Keser Torah in Toronto. Shalom. Michael 
Deverett P.S. If you have any questions or enjoyed reading this e-mail, we would appreciate hearing from you. If you know of others who may be 
interested in receiving e-mails similar to this, please let us know at michael@deverettlaw.com For previous issues please see 
http://www.shemayisrael.com/parsha/kahn/archives/archives.htm.  
 

Rabbi Yosef Kalatzky 

Beyond Pshat 
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Shaindel Bas Reb Chaim Tzvi z’l L’Zeicher nishmas ishtee Yehudis Chanah Kalatsky Bas Reb 
Kehas Z’l 
Beshalach 
1. The Ten Plagues, a Revelation of G-d’s Dominion in Existence 
The Mishna in Ethics of Our Fathers states, “With Ten Utterances the 
world was created.” The world came into being through the Ten 
Utterances of G-d. We find that the number “ten” manifests itself a 
number of times throughout the developmental period of the Jewish 
people. Rabbeinu Bachya explains in the Portion of Bereishis that since 
existence came about through the Ten Utterances of G-d, all that 
addresses the purpose of Creation, manifests itself within the context of 
“ten.” For example, the ten plagues which came upon Egypt are directly 
related to the redemption of the Jewish people from Egypt. The value of 
their redeption from Egypt is so that the Jewish people should accept 
the Torah at Sinai, which is quantified through the Ten Commandments. 
Thus, the initial ten expressions of G-d are directly linked to the ten 
plagues of Egypt and the Ten Commandments at Sinai. 
The Torah begins, “Bereishis bara Elokim- In the beginning G-d 
created …” Chazal explain that the opening words of the Torah allude to 
the objective of Creation. Chazal state, “For the sake of Torah, which 
is “reishis (first/choicest)” G-d created heaven and earth.” Meaning, 
all existence came into being only for the specific purpose to facilitate the 
fulfillment of Torah. Another interpretation of Chazal is that G-d 
created the world for the sake of the Jewish people who are referred to as 
“reishis (the chosen). Thus, the world was created for the fulfillment of 
the Torah and the Jewish people who are the only nation worthy and 
qualified to fulfill it. Rabeinu HiGaon explains that the Ten 
Commandments allude to and encompass the entire Torah. 
In order for the Jewish people to develop and evolve into G-d’s Holy 
nation, they needed to be exposed to the ten plagues which came upon 
Egypt. It was necessary for the Jewish people to witness the ten plagues 
in order to extricate themselves from idolatry and be purged of its 
influence. The ten plagues were thus a prerequisite for the Jewish people 
to be qualified to come to Sinai where they would receive the Ten 
Commandments. 
Sfas Emmes explains that when G-d brought about existence through His 
Ten Utterances, it was obvious and revealed how each of G-d’s 
Utterances was manifest in Creation. However, after the sin of Adam 
through the eating of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge, the obviousness 
between the Holy Utterance of G-d and its manifestation in creation 
became concealed. This concealment came about because Adam 
transgressed the Word of G-d. He putrefied himself and all existence by 
introducing impurity into the world which covered and concealed the 
obviousness of G-d’s Holiness in all aspects of existence. The impurity 
that conceals the holiness of the Utterances to as “kleepah 
(covering/husk)” – just as the husk covers the kernel of wheat. Ohr 
HaChaim HaKadosh explains, based on a Zohar, that initially Adam was 
created without a foreskin. It was only as a result of his sin, that the 
foreskin developed as an outgrowth of the impurity that Adam had 
brought upon himself. 
The revealed miracles of the ten plagues which came upon Egypt 
demonstrated G-d’s Presence in existence to such a degree that it removed 
the concealment that had come upon existence due to the sin of 
Adam. That revelation of G-d affected the Jewish people in the most 
positive manner so that they could extricate themselves from the impurity 
in which they were entombed. Thus, the manifestation of G-d’s Holy 
Utterances which brought about existence began to become revealed 
through the ten plagues and culminated in the ultimate level through the 
receiving of the Ten Commandments when G-d openly spoke to the Jewish 
people. The Midrash states regarding Creation, “G-d gazed into the Torah 
and created existence.” Meaning, the blueprint of existence is the Torah 
itself. Existence was created to address every level of spiritual 
advancement of the Jewish people. 
The Torah tells us that at the time of the receiving of the Ten 
Commandments, Chazal tell us that the Jewish people were able to 
actually see the words that were uttered by G-d with their own eyes that 
were uttered by G-d. Meaning, the linkage between the Utterances of 
G-d and the holiness in existence once again became revealed and 
obvious. 
2. Making Spirituality Primary in One’s Life 
The Torah states in the Portion of Beshalach, “It happened when 
Pharaoh sent out the people that G-d did not lead them by way of 
the land of the Philistines, because it was near.” There are several 
interpretations in the Midrash of the verse “because it was near.” 
One Midrash states, “ Because it was too soon for the Jewish people to 
enter into the Land and remove the Canaanites from it. As it is written 
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in the verse, ‘It is only the fourth generation (of the Jewish people) 
that will return to the Land.’ Since the fourth generation had not yet 
come about, they needed to be encompassed by the clouds of glory for 
forty years in the desert (until the fourth generation came about).” 
It is interesting to note that the Torah tells us at the Covenant between the 
Parts that after a certain period of time the Jewish people would be 
taken out of Egypt with great wealth and enter into the Land. 
Seemingly, from the covenant, the Jewish people were supposed to enter 
immediately into the Land. If so, why did they need to wait until the 
fourth generation in order to enter into the Land? The Torah tells us 
that Yitzchak made a covenant with Avimelech, the Philistine king that 
the Jewish people would only return to the Land in the fourth 
generation. If Avraham had not made this covenant, seemingly the Jewish 
people would have been able to immediately enter into the Land after 
they were taken out of Egypt. 
The Jewish people needed to leave Egypt exactly when they did because 
spiritually they could not remain there for a moment longer. Chazal tell 
us that they had fallen to the forty-ninth level of spiritual 
contamination and if they were to remain longer, they would have gone 
into spiritual oblivion with no hope of recovery. We recite in the Ezras 
prayer, “We were redeemed from Egypt and taken out of the house of 
bondage….” Malbin explains that there were two levels of redemption 
from Egypt, the physical redemption the spiritual redemption. Although 
they were taken out of Egypt exactly when they needed to be, the Jewish 
people did not need to enter immediately into the Land in order to 
remain spiritually viable. 
In fact the Midrash tells us that it was better for the Jewish people to 
wonder the desert for forty years rather than entering immediately into 
the Land. As it states, “G-d said, ‘If I allow them to immediately enter into 
the Promise Land by taking them along the shortest path, each person 
would take possession of his field and be preoccupied with it. They 
will thus l not be engaged in Torah study. Therefore, I will take them 
through the desert where they will partake of the Manna and drink from 
the living wellspring and the Torah will become settled in their innards.” 
While the spiritually insulated environment of the desert was necessary 
for the development of the Jewish people, when they would later enter 
into the Land why would they not be engaged and preoccupied with their 
fields and neglect the Torah? Why did remaining in the desert for forty 
years assist in overcoming this issue? 
After their wondering in the desert, the Jewish people entered into the 
Land. Each one took possession of their field and became preoccupied 
with agricultural endeavors. However, after the forty years of 
wondering the desert and partaking of the Manna, which was the spiritual 
food of the angels the Jewish people were able to internalize the value of 
the Torah to such a degree that it would affect them even when they 
entered into the Land and engaged in the material. As it states, “If you 
will follow My Statutes and observe My Commandments and 
perform them; then I will provide for your rains in their time….” 
Chazal explain that this to mean that if the Jew toils in Torah study then 
he will merit G-d’s abundant blessing. When the Jewish people left Egypt 
they were not sufficiently spiritualized to be able to value Torah as it 
should be valued. It was only after partaking of the Manna and the 
wellspring for forty years were they able to enter into the Land, work 
their fields, but simultaneously engage and toil in Torah study because 
they understood that it was only if they were to do so would G-d bring 
blessing upon them. 
3. There are Times for Prayer and Times for Action 
The Torah states when the Jewish people found themselves caught 
between the Sea and the advancing Egyptian army they began 
complaining, “Were there no graves in Egypt that you took us out to 
die in the wilderness?” The Torah continues, “G-d said to Moshe, 
‘Why do you cry out to Me? Speak to the Children of Israel and let 
them journey forth!...’” Sforno explains, “When Moshe cried out, he 
did not do so because he was fearful of Pharaoh and his army because 
G-d had already assured him that the Egyptians would be 
destroyed…But rather his crying out was because he was concerned 
that the Jewish people had demonstrated a lack of faith when they said, 
‘Were there no graves in Egypt…?’ Moshe was concerned that the 
Jewish people would not have sufficient faith in G-d to enter into the 
Sea, thus meriting the miracle of its splitting. To this. G-d responded to 
him by saying that he need not pray. His concern for the Jewish people’s 
spiritual viability was unfounded. Moshe was 
thus considered to be one who was suspecting of an innocent party. 
(Therefore there was no need for prayer.)” 
The verse states, , “G-d said to Moshe, ‘Why do you cry out to Me?...” 
Rashi cites Chazal, “We learn from G-d’s statement that Moshe was 
praying on behalf of the Jewish people. G-d said to him, ‘This is not the 
time to be lengthily involved in prayer because it is a moment of 
trouble for the Jewish people. You should tell them to journey 

forth.” Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh asks, “One would think that the most 
appropriate time to engage in prayer is when one is in a state of great 
difficulty. If so, why did G-d tell Moshe not to continue praying?” 
There is a discussion in the Gemara regarding the reason the Men of the 
Great Assembly legislated the three silent prayer services that are to be 
recited every day: Shachris (morning), Mincha (afternoon), and Arvis 
(evening). One opinion is that since there were three communal offerings 
that were brought in the Temple, the Rabbis legislated three prayer 
services to correspond to each of the communal offerings. Another 
opinion is that it is because each of the three Holy Patriarchs initiated 
and established each prayer service that the Jewish people should also 
pray three times a day. Avraham legislated Shacris, Yitzchak legislated 
Mincha, and Yaakov legislated Arvis. The Gemara concludes that the 
three prayer services were legislated to correspond to the three 
communal offerings that were brought every day. Chazal tell us that 
the concept of “offerings” has relevance to G-d’s Attribute of Mercy. 
As we see throughout the Torah when an offering is mentioned the Torah 
uses the expression, “an offering for Hashem (YKVK) – Korban 
l’Shem.” The appellation YKVK (Hashem) of G-d connotes His Attribute 
of Mercy. Without the Attribute of Mercy there is no basis for offerings. 
It is only when one reflects on his failings and repents could he be 
worthy of the Attribute of Mercy. 
If offerings/prayer has relevance to the Attribute of Mercy of G-d, 
perhaps Moshe believed that because of the lack of faith that the Jewish 
people demonstrated at the Sea no longer made them worthy of the 
Attribute of Mercy. Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh explains that after the 
Jewish people witnessed the ten plagues of Egypt, which were all 
revealed miracles and they found themselves confronted with the Egyptian 
army, they exclaimed, “Were there no graves in Egypt that you took 
us to die in the desert?” Their expression of complaint to Moshe was 
an indication of their lack of belief and faith in G-d. They believed that 
He had put their existence in jeopardy and they would possibly die. This 
inappropriate statement evoked an intense a level of prosecution from the 
Attribute of Justice that was so severe, that supplication would be 
totally ineffective. Since it is only within the context of the Attribute of 
Mercy that prayer can be effective, the Jewish people needed to take an 
initiative that would demonstrate a level of belief and trust in G-d that 
would quell the Attribute of Justice to allow the Attribute of Mercy 
to come into effect. Thus, G-d told them to journey forth into the Sea. If 
they would travel directly into the Sea without concern for their safety, 
it would indicate their absolute belief and faith in G-d. This would 
rectify their failing. Only then would they merit the reinstatement of the 
Attribute of Mercy to be saved. 
4. G-d’s Kingship, a Precursor to Sinai 
After the Sea had closed upon Pharaoh and the Egyptian army, 
Moshe and the Jewish people had sung the song of the Sea. The splitting 
of the Sea presented the greatest revelation of G-d’s Presence. In the 
song that was sung by the Jewish people it states “Behold, this is my 
G-d I will glorify Him!” Rashi cites Chazal (Machilta) who state 
that G-d’s Presence was so palpable that one could point at it with his 
finger. Chazal tell us that what the maidservant at the Sea had seen, 
Yechezkel the prophet did not see. Although what the maidservant had 
witnessed was greater than what Yechezkel had experienced nevertheless, 
the maidservant remained limited while Yechezkel’s classification was a 
prophet. What did the maidservant at the Sea witness that was not seen by 
Yechezkel the prophet? 
The Torah tells us that G-d Himself entered into Egypt to kill the 
firstborn of the Egyptians. The Jewish people had all witnessed this 
revealed miracle. As the Torah states, “It was at midnight that 
Hashem smote every firstborn…” Although the Torah tells us that G-d 
Himself was present in Egypt in the tenth plague and the Jewish people 
had witnessed the effectiveness of His Presence; the dimension of 
revelation at the splitting of the Sea was so palpable that they were able 
to point to Him and declare, “This is my G-d!” 
We recite in the blessing following the Shema in the evening service, 
“And His Kingship they accepted upon themselves willingly. Moshe and 
the Children of Israel raised their voices to You in song with abundant joy- 
and said unanimously ‘Who is like You….Your children beheld Your 
Kingship as You split the sea before Moshe: ‘This is my G-d’!’ they 
exclaimed. They then said, ‘Hashem shall reign for all eternity.’” The 
dimension of revelation that was witnessed at the time of the splitting of 
the Sea was an expression of G-d’s Kingship as the Supreme Being who 
Reigns over all existence. Regardless of the awesomeness of the miracles 
that the Jewish people witnessed in Egypt, they were not privy to His 
Kingship. It was because G-d had shown them His Kingship that they 
exclaimed, “This is my G-d’…. Hashem shall reign for all eternity” 
No prophet had ever witnessed (other than Moshe) the Kingship of G-d. 
Chazal tell us, “There is no king without subjects.” When the Jewish 
people saw the Kingship of G-d they simultaneously understood and 
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appreciated His concern and love for them. Without the Jewish people, 
the King cannot fully reign because he would have no subjects. It is only 
the Jewish people who declare themselves as G-d’s subjects through 
the recitation of the Shema twice a day, when they accept upon 
themselves the yoke of heaven. Vilna Gaon z’tl explains that there is a 
difference between a king and a ruler. A king understands and appreciates 
that his viability as king is dependent upon having dedicated subjects. 
Thus, he is concerned for the welfare of his subjects. In contrast, a ruler 
rules and dictates regardless of the condition of the masses. Within the 
revelation of G-d’s Kingship at the Sea, the Jewish people understood His 
love and concern for them. This understanding evoked the expression, 
“This is my G-d and I will build Him a Sanctuary…” The 
“Sanctuary” mentioned in the verse refers to the Mishkan (and 
ultimately the Temple) that the Jewish people would later build to 
accommodate His Presence. The degree of understanding of G-d’s 
Kingship, will determine the degree of praise and love of the Jewish 
people for Him. Thus, the experience at the Sea was a precursor for 
the Jewish people to be taken as G-d’s people at Sinai. 
5. The Covenant with Avraham (from Bo) 
The Torah states at the Covenant between the Parts, “G-d said to 
Avraham, ‘You shall know that your offspring will be strangers in a 
land that is not their own. There, they will be enslaved… The 
nation that will enslave them will be judged and then they will go 
out with great wealth.” This was the covenant that G-d made with 
Avraham regarding the Jewish people’s bondage in Egypt and their 
ultimate redemption. Ramban explains that a covenant is different from 
an oath (shvuah) because an oath is something that is contingent on 
certain criteria being fulfilled; however, a covenant is a guarantee 
something will come to be without any contingencies. A covenant can 
never be revoked, while an oath may be revoked if the criteria are not 
met. However, we see from Chazal that the exodus of the Jewish people 
from Egypt was not only based on the covenant that G-d had made 
with Avraham, but rather on several contingencies which needed to be 
fulfilled. 
Chazal tell us that the Jewish people merited redemption because they did 
not change their Hebrew names, their language (the holy tongue, Hebrew), 
and their attire (Jewish dress) despite the fact that they were slaves in 
Egypt and had become pagans. Evidently, the promise that Avraham 
received at the Covenant between the Parts was not sufficient to redeem 
the Jewish people from Egypt. They needed to maintain their Jewish 
identity throughout their 210-year enslavement in order to merit 
redemption. Another opinion offered by Chazal why the Jewish people 
merited redemption from Egypt is due to the righteous Jewish women. 
Despite the bleakness and hopelessness of the long bondage in Egypt, 
the Jewish women never despaired. The maintained their belief that G-
d would ultimately redeem the Jewish people. Once again, the Jewish 
people leaving Egypt seems to be attributed to something other than the 
covenant that G-d had made with Avraham. 
It is stated in the verse in Yechezkel regarding the spiritual condition of 
the Jewish people before their redemption in Egypt, “And you are naked 
and devoid (of mitzvos).” The Torah tells us that G-d gave the Jewish 
people the mitzvah of circumcision and the mitzvah of the Pascal offering 
as a prerequisite for their redemption. As it states in the verse in 
Yechezkel, “I saw you wallowing in your bloods. Through your blood, 
you shall live. Through your blood you shall live.” Chazal tell us that the 
“bloods” refers to the blood of circumcision and the blood of the 
Pascal sacrifice. Since the Jewish people were devoid of spirituality in 
Egypt (they were pagan), they needed spiritual merit to be worthy of 
redemption. G-d therefore presented them with the mitzvos of 
circumcision and the Pascal sacrifice so that they should be worthy of 
redemption. Once again Chazal attribute the redemption of the Jewish 
people from Egypt on something other than the covenant that G-d had 
made with Avraham. We see that although there was a guarantee from 
G-d that the Jewish people would be taken out of Egypt it was also 
contingent on their own initiatives. How do we reconcile this with the 
concept of a covenant which is an unconditional guarantee? 
G-d made a covenant with Avraham that guaranteed that his offspring 
would go out of Egypt with great wealth. In order for someone to 
qualify as being the offspring of Avraham one must have relevance to 
Avraham not only as a genetic descendant but also a spiritual descendant. 
Avraham introduced G-d into existence as the father of the Jewish 
people who were to come into existence to receive and fulfill the Torah, 
which is the objective of Creation. By not changing their names, 
language, and attire the Jewish people maintained their Jewish 
identity which gave them relevance to Avraham and G-d. Despite the 
fact they had become pagans in Egypt they did not identify themselves as 
such. In addition to this, the righteous Jewish women maintained their 
faith in G-d that He would redeem the Jewish people. This level of faith in 
G-d which transcends reason is something that is an inherited trait from 

Avraham and the holy Patriarchs. In order for the Jewish people to 
have further relevance to G-d, He gave them the mitzvah of 
circumcision in Egypt so that they could have the capacity for holiness. 
Just as Avraham was commanded to circumcise himself to advance his 
spirituality so too must his offspring be circumcised. The mitzvah of 
the Pascal sacrifice was necessary because it was an open demonstration 
of the rejection of paganism. By sacrificing the sheep, which was the 
deity of Egypt the Jewish people severed their relationship with idolatry. 
Thus, with all of these initiatives, the Jewish people qualified to be 
considered as the offspring of Avraham and thus had relevance to the 
covenant that G-d had made with him. 
 

Rabbi Shlomo Katz 

HaMaayan 
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Rachel bat Pinchas (Spalter) a”h 
Micheline and David Peller in memory of his parents Hinda bat Yisroel Yechiel 
a”h and Efraim Fishel ben Avraham a”h 
Daf Yomi: Gittin 41 
In this week’s parashah we read of the mahn, the “bread” that fell from 
Heaven every day except on Shabbat. We also read for the first time of 
some of the mitzvot of Shabbat. And, we read the Aharon was commanded 
to place some of the mahn in a jar and to put it away as a memorial. 
In next week’s parashah we read (20:11), “Therefore, Hashem blessed the 
Shabbat day and sanctified it.” Rashi z”l quotes a midrash: “He blessed it 
through the mahn by giving a double portion on the sixth day, and He 
sanctified it through the mahn in that none fell on Shabbat.” R' Aryeh 
Finkel shlita (rosh yeshiva of the Mir Yeshiva in Modi'in Ilit, Israel) asks: 
Were the blessing of Shabbat and the sanctity of Shabbat only for the 
generation that received the mahn? Are they not for us as well? 
Another question: Our Sages teach that one should enter Shabbat with the 
feeling that all of his work is done, so that no mundane thoughts disturb 
the holiness of Shabbat. How, asks R’ Finkel, is it possible to accomplish 
this? 
He explains: These two questions answer each other. We no longer receive 
the mahn. However, some of the mahn was put away as a memorial in 
order to preserve the message of the mahn, i.e., that Hashem cares for our 
every need. Once a person believes that, he will have no trouble putting 
aside all thoughts of work on Shabbat, for he knows that, both on Shabbat 
and on weekdays, his sustenance is entirely in Hashem’s hands. 
It is true, R’ Finkel continues, that we no longer have that jar of mahn to 
strengthen our faith. However, the very act of “resting” on Shabbat can 
strengthen our faith. (Yavo Shiloh) 
“Hashem said to Moshe, ‘Why do you cry out to Me? Speak to Bnei 
Yisrael and they should travel on’.” (14:15) 
Why was Moshe told not to pray at the Yam Suf, yet he was allowed to 
pray when Amalek attacked (see Rashi z”l to verse 17:12)? 
R’ Mordechai Yosef Leiner z”l (1801-1854; Izbica Rebbe) explains: Some 
enemies of the Jewish People deny that G-d controls the world. Such 
enemies, a group that includes Pharaoh and the Egyptians, must be 
responded to in a way that demonstrates Hashem’s control over every 
aspect of the universe. Here, for example, not only did Hashem destroy the 
Egyptians with no involvement on our part, we could not even pray 
without his permission. 
In contrast, there are enemies of the Jewish People who acknowledge 
Hashem but who think that they are His chosen people. This group 
includes Amalek, and the response to them is to demonstrate our 
relationship to Hashem by praying. (Mei Ha’shiloach) 
Midrash Rabbah comments on our verse, “Thus it is written (Iyov 22:28), 
‘You would utter a decree and it would be done.’ So said Hashem to 
Moshe, ‘Why do you cry out to Me? Speak [and it shall be done]!’” [Until 
here from the midrash] 
R’ Yissachar Shlomo Teichtel z”l Hy”d (1885 - 10 Shevat 5705/1945; 
Hungarian rabbi, best known for his work Eim Ha’banim Semeichah) 
explains: We read in Melachim II (ch.5) that the Assyrian general 
Na’aman was afflicted with leprosy and came to the prophet Elisha for a 
cure. The prophet records, “Elisha sent him a messenger, saying, ‘Go and 
bathe seven times in the Jordan, and your normal flesh will come back and 
you will become cleansed.’ Na’aman was enraged and he left; he said, 
‘Behold, I thought that he would come out to me, stand up and call out in 
the Name of Hashem, his Elokim, and lift his hands to the Omnipresent 
One--and the leprosy would be healed’.” R’ Yaakov Scharf z”l (“R’ 
Yakele of Oshpitzin”; 1786-1869) explains that Elisha did, in fact, pray for 
Na’aman, but he disguised his prayer in ordinary conversation (“Go and 
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bathe . . .”). Hashem designed the “Heavenly Court” in such a way that 
prosecuting angels have the right to object to prayers that come to Heaven 
on behalf of unworthy subjects. But, if a tzaddik, disguises his prayer, the 
angels do not take note of it. This is what the midrash means when it says 
that a tzaddik decrees and Hashem fulfills, i.e., it appears that the tzaddik 
merely spoke, without praying, and Hashem responded. 
R’ Teichtel concludes: Our Sages say that the guardian angel of Egypt 
argued that Bnei Yisrael were unworthy of being saved at the Yam Suf 
because they, too, had worshipped idols. Therefore, says the midrash, 
Moshe was told not to pray openly. (Mishneh Sachir Al Ha’Torah) 
Midrash Rabbah comments further on our verse, “Thus it is written 
(Yeshayah 65:24), ‘It will be that before they call I will answer.’ When a 
person stands and concentrates on prayer, Hashem listens to him. 
Similarly, Hashem said to Moshe, ‘Why do you cry out to Me?’” [Until 
here from the midrash] 
R’ Shlomo Kluger z”l (1784-1869; rabbi of Brody, Galicia) writes: This 
midrash seems to contradict itself. On the one hand, it says that Hashem 
answers before a person calls. On the other hand, it says that a person must 
stand in prayer in order for Hashem to answer. Indeed, the cited verse from 
Yeshayah continues, “While they are yet speaking, I will hear,” also 
suggesting that one must indeed pray. 
R’ Kluger explains: One reason that prayers are not answered is that the 
person praying doesn’t believe in Hashem’s ability or willingness to help. 
Having greater faith increases the efficacy of prayers, which is why we 
begin our prayers with praising Hashem. And, when we do recite His 
praises, Hashem initiates the necessary salvation even before we ask for it, 
i.e., while we are still reciting the introductory part of the prayers. Thus, 
there is no contradiction in the midrash. Rather, as the verse says, “Before 
they call”--i.e., before they set forth their needs--“I will answer; while they 
are yet speaking,”--still reciting My praises–“I will hear.” 
We read in the verses preceding our verse, “Moshe said to the people, ‘Do 
not fear! Stand still and see the salvation of Hashem that He will perform 
for you today; for as you have seen Egypt today, you shall not see them 
ever again. Hashem will do battle for you, and you shall remain silent’.” 
These statements indicate that Moshe’s faith was strong; therefore, 
Hashem was able to say, “Why do you cry out to Me?” The salvation has 
already come, and your prayers are not needed. (Chochmat Ha’Torah) 
R’ Yehonatan Eyebschutz z”l (1690-1764; Central Europe) writes: “Speak 
to Bnei Yisrael and they should travel [toward the sea],” because in the 
merit of the emunah that they demonstrate they will be saved. (Tiferet 
Yehonatan) 
On the subject of prayer: 
R’ Shalom Dovber Schneerson z”l (1860-1920; fifth Lubavitcher Rebbe) 
observes: A person devotes 6-8 hours [or more] in a 24-hour period to 
eating, drinking and sleeping. At those times, he is not pre-occupied with 
earning a living because he understands that eating, drinking and sleeping 
are essential to his life. Why should a person be less capable of devoting 
two hours a day to prayer (including taking time to study Torah in 
preparation for praying)?! (Sefer Ha’sichot: Torat Shalom) 
Shabbat Shirah 
This Shabbat is known as “Shabbat Shirah” / “the Sabbath of Song” 
because the song that Bnei Yisrael sang at the Yam Suf--i.e., “Az yashir”--
appears in our parashah. However, not every Shabbat is named after the 
highlight of that week’s parashah--for example, we do not call next week 
“Shabbat Aseret Ha’dibrot.” What, then, is the deeper connection between 
“Shabbat” and “shirah”? 
R’ Yerachmiel Yisrael Yitzchak Danziger z”l (1850-1910; Alexander 
Rebbe in Poland) writes: We read in Tehilim (106:12), “Va’ya’aminu / 
Then they believed His words, they sang His praise.” This verse 
demonstrates that emunah / faith leads to shirah / song. In turn, Shabbat is 
an expression of emunah--specifically, belief in G-d as the Creator. 
Emunah is a prerequisite to greeting Shabbat, as we say in the final words 
of Lecha Dodi recited on Friday night: “Among emunei / the faithful of the 
treasured people, enter bride [i.e., Shabbat], enter bride.” At the same time, 
the relationship is reciprocal, and observing Shabbat has the ability to 
strengthen one’s emunah. And, as noted, emunah leads to shirah. Thus, we 
understand the relationship which leads us to call this Sabbath: “Shabbat 
Shirah.”(Yismach Yisrael) 
The Zohar Chadash teaches that there is a “gate” in Heaven which is 
opened only on Rosh Chodesh, Shabbat and yom tov. When it does open, 
a Heavenly voice thunders the words of Yeshayah (26:2), “Open the gates, 
so the righteous nation, shomer emunim / keeper of the faith, may enter.” 
(Quoted in Tachlit Ohr p.408) 
The editors hope these brief 'snippets' will engender further study and discussion of Torah topics ('lehagdil Torah u'leha'adirah'), and your letters are 
appreciated. Web archives at Torah.org start with 5758 (1997) and may be retrieved from the Hamaayan page. Hamaayan needs your support! Please 
consider sponsoring Hamaayan in honor of a happy occasion or in memory of a loved one. The low cost of sponsorship is $36. Donations to 
HaMaayan are tax-deductible.  
 

Rabbi Dov Kramer 

Taking A Closer Look 
“When G-d wanted to drown the Egyptians in the sea, Uza, the ministering 
angel of Egypt, stood up and said, ‘Master of the World, You are referred 
to as being righteous and straight, never doing wrong nor showing 
favoritism; why then do You want to drown my sons in the sea? Did they 
drown even one of Your sons, or kill even one of Your sons? And if it’s 
because of the hard servitude that [my sons] put Your sons through that 
You want to drown them, [Your sons] have already been paid for it, as all 
the silver and gold that [my sons] had was taken by [Your sons].” Before 
addressing the seemingly obvious question on the argument that Midrash 
Avkir, quoted by Yalkut Shimoni (241) and Midrash Vayosha, says Uza 
made to try to stop G-d from drowning the Egyptians (“his sons”), let’s see 
how G-d responded, addressing all the angels so that they could decide 
whether or not G-d was justified in drowning the Egyptians. (Although I 
will present G-d’s response in an edited form, all the words are from the 
Midrash, presented in context. It should be noted that there are some slight 
differences in how the Midrash is quoted; I translated Midrash Vayosha’s 
version here.) 
“They (My sons, i.e. Israel) did every kind of hard labor for [the 
Egyptians], and they cried out from the abundance of labor and their 
outcry ascended before Me, so I sent my trustworthy emissaries to 
Pharaoh, Moshe and Aharon, and they said to him, ‘so says G-d: send out 
My people so that they can serve Me,’ and [Pharaoh] said, ‘who is G-d 
that I should listen to what He says.’ Because he denied My existence, I 
sent ten plagues against him, until he sent My people out against his will. 
Yet despite all this he didn’t hold himself back from his wickedness, and 
he still chased after [My sons] to bring them back to his servitude. And 
because he did all of this and did not acknowledge Me, we want to drown 
him and his entire army in the sea.” (You can guess which way the verdict 
went.) There are two (separate) issues in this Midrash that I’d like to 
discuss, one at a time. 
The first issue is how Uza could have claimed that the Egyptians didn’t 
drown even one of G-d’s sons, or kill any of them, if there was a royal 
edict (Sh’mos 1:22) to throw newborn male Israelites into the Nile. 
[Although Yalkut Shimoni doesn’t say “even one,” the same question 
applies to “any of them.”] Four possible ways to deal with this issue will 
be presented. 
The first possibility is that no infants ever really drowned, so Uza’s claim 
was accurate. Pirkay d’Rebbi Eliezer (42) quotes Rabbi Shila, who says 
“all the children who were thrown into the Nile survived, as it expelled 
them, tossing them to the Egyptian desert.” There, G-d nourished them by 
bringing each two rocks, one providing honey and one that provided oil, 
the way a new mother nurses a child. Similarly, Eliyahu Rabbah (7) says 
that G-d commanded the angels to descend and save the infants who were 
being tossed into the river. The angels caught them (before they hit the 
water) and placed them on rocks, and G-d caused small protrusions to 
extend from the rocks, from which the babies suckled and were nourished 
(by honey). 
The Talmud (Soteh 11b) says that when the mothers were about to give 
birth, they went out to the fields and gave birth under orange trees, where 
G-d took care of the infants (including nourishing them with oil and 
honey). When the Egyptians realized what was happening, they tried to 
seize the children, but the ground swallowed them up, and after the danger 
passed, the youngsters sprouted from the ground. Midrash Vayosha (on the 
Shirah) presents a very similar scenario (although the nourishment was 
butter and honey) to explain what happened to the children who would 
have been tossed into the Nile. [There are other Midrashim with a similar 
scenario as well. Since the Midrash we are trying to explain is quoted by 
Midrash Vayosha, this is likely how the compiler of the Midrash 
understood it.] 
Rabbi Eli Steinberg, Sh’lita, (Minchas Eliyahu), in order to explain why 
Yisro said that the Egyptians were punished for what they tried to do 
(Sh’mos 18:11) as opposed to what they actually did, references Tosfos 
(Soteh 12b), who says that Moshe was the first infant to be thrown into the 
water, and the Talmud itself (ibid), which says that after Moshe was put 
into the water (in a basket) no infants were thrown into the Nile. If none 
were thrown in before Moshe, and none were thrown in afterwards, and 
Moshe himself survived, no infants actually drowned! 
If no infants were ever tossed into the Nile, or if those who were survived, 
we can understand how Uza could have claimed that none of his sons ever 
drowned any of G-d’s sons. Nevertheless, since the Egyptians deserved to 
be punished because they denied G-d’s existence and/or His abilities, 
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drowning was the method by which they were punished because of what 
they wanted to do. [I will address the “not killing” part shortly.] 
Rabbi Menachem Kasher (Torah Sh’laimah, Sh’mos 1:212*), explaining a 
Midrash which implies that the decree to toss the children into the Nile 
was only made against those who did not fulfill their quota of bricks, with 
the bodies of the drowned infants used to compensate for the materials that 
were not supplied, seems to suggest that Uza did not consider those who 
were thrown into the river because of the “negligence” of the parents to 
have been killed by the Egyptians (as it was the parents‘ fault for not 
fulfilling the quota). This approach would also explain how Uza could say 
that “my sons did not kill any of Your sons” even though there are 
Midrashim that say they used infants as bricks; if they only used infants 
whose parents hadn’t fulfilled their quota, and didn’t consider their deaths 
to be attributable to the Egyptians, Uza wouldn’t have considered it as “his 
sons” killing “G-d’s sons.” It should be noted that one source (Sanhedrin 
111a) says explicitly that the Egyptians drowned some of our ancestors, 
killed some of them, and used some for bricks; since the Midrash 
obviously disagrees with the first two aspects (drowning and killing), it 
can easily be said that it disagrees with the third as well. In any event, if 
Uza thought that the Egyptians shouldn’t be blamed for any of those 
deaths, we can understand how he could have claimed that his sons did not 
drown (or kill) any of G-d’s sons. [Even if his line of thinking was wrong, 
G-d responded by giving a different reason why they deserved to be 
punished, one that Uza could accept even with his mistaken thought 
process.] Since the verse strongly implies that the decree was against "all" 
the newborn males (especially since no quota is mentioned until Moshe 
returns from Midyan 80 years later), this second possibility does not seem 
likely. 
A third possibility [also suggesting a mistaken thought process on Uza’s 
part] could be that the Egyptians didn’t consider newborn infants “people” 
(a “ben-kayama” is an infant who is at least 30 days old), so drowning 
them (or killing them by using them as building material) was not, 
according to them, considered drowning (or killing) any of G-d’s sons. 
[The word “son” may be the same for those decreed to be thrown into the 
Nile and for those who Uza claimed were not drowned, but the former 
clearly refers to infant sons, while the latter is compared to “his sons,” i.e. 
adults.] This would also explain why Pharaoh thought he could get away 
with telling the midwives to kill the new-born males, and how he could 
extend the decree to include tossing Egyptian babies into the Nile (see 
Rashi on Sh’mos 1:22), as in Egyptian culture, doing so wouldn’t be 
considered a serious crime. 
A fourth possibility is based on the fact that the generation that drowned in 
the sea was not the same generation that tossed infants into the Nile, which 
had taken place 80 years earlier (Moshe’s age at the time of the exodus). 
Uza could therefore claim that none of those whom G-d wanted to drown 
had drowned any of G-d’s sons (even if their parents had). 
Moving on to the second issue, G-d’s response was that the Egyptians 
deserved to be drowned because they denied G-d’s existence and/or His 
abilities, despite experiencing the ten plagues. However, for the last five of 
these plagues, the Egyptians only refused to let G-d’s people go because 
He had hardened their hearts. How could they be punished for not listening 
to G-d if G-d didn’t let them listen? I discussed this issue a couple of 
weeks ago (https://rabbidmk.wordpress.com/2016/01/07/parashas-vu-aira-
5776/) in regards to the consequences of the last five plagues; how it 
applies to being punished by drowning in the sea deserves a closer look as 
well. 
Removing the possibility of repentance as a punishment for previous 
transgressions may explain why Pharaoh’s free will was taken away (with 
the punishment of the plagues coming for those previous transgressions, 
not for disobeying G-d after free will was removed), but it cannot explain 
how drowning could be a punishment for not giving in after each of the ten 
plagues if there was no option of giving in after the last five. Taking away 
their free will in order to demonstrate G-d’s greatness (through the last five 
plagues) may be a valid approach if the punishment was for previous 
transgressions, but it doesn’t explain how they could be punished for not 
giving in if they did not have the ability to do so. Although the very fact 
that Pharaoh would have given in only because of the suffering he endured 
and not because he finally recognized G-d could be reason enough to 
punish him for still “denying His existence,” the Midrash adding “despite 
all this he didn’t hold himself back from his wickedness, and he still 
chased after [My sons] to bring them back to his servitude” when he only 
did so because “G-d strengthened [his] heart” (14:4 and 14:8) precludes 
this approach from being consistent with the Midrash, as drowning in the 
sea is described as being punishment for chasing after the Israelites, not 
just for denying G-d's existence.  

It would therefore seem that this Midrash supports S’fornu and Malbim’s 
approach, that the hardening/strengthening of Pharaoh’s heart (and the 
hearts of his servants) did not take away their free will, but gave it back to 
them, allowing them to withstand the hardship of the plagues and choose 
whether or not to recognize G-d and His abilities/dominion and follow His 
will. As the Midrash says, “Pharaoh was forced to let them go” (after the 
10th plague), but he never accepted G-d as the Creator and Ruler of the 
world. Therefore, he, and his army, deserved to drown. 
 

Rabbi Label Lam 

Dvar Torah 
Parshas Beshalach: OMG 
…this is my God, and I will glorify Him… (Shemos 15:2) 
this is my God: He revealed Himself in His glory to them [the Israelites], 
and they pointed at Him with their finger [as denoted by  ֶהז, this]. By the 
sea, [even] a maidservant perceived what prophets did not perceive. — 
[from Mechilta] 
this is my God: He revealed Himself in His glory to them [the Israelites], 
and they pointed at Him with their finger [as denoted by ֶזה, this]. By the 
sea, [even] a maidservant perceived what prophets did not perceive. — 
[from Mechilta]- Rashi 
Another explanation: ְוַאְנֵוהּו is an expression of beauty (נּו). [Thus the 
phrase means] I will tell of His beauty and His praise to those who enter 
the world- Rashi 
What an exalted level the Children of Israel were Another explanation: 
 I will tell of [Thus the phrase means] .(נּו) is an expression of beauty ְוַאְנֵוהּו
His beauty and His praise to those who enter the world,treated to when 
traveling through the split sea. They were able to perceive Hashem with 
such clarity that they could point as indicated by the word “this” is my G-
d! What they saw and how they saw what they saw is beyond our ken. 
There is a different dimension though that needs to be highlighted here 
besides that clear perception of what the mind cannot grasp. 
Almost 30 years ago I heard something startling and it was directly from 
the mouth of the Tzadik of Monsey, Rabbi Mordechai Schwab ztl. He 
quoted to me in the name of Rabbi Samson Rafael Hirsch that it is written 
in Adon Olam, “Master of the Universe before any creature was created, at 
the time when all was made by His will, then His name was proclaimed 
King, and after all things shall cease to be, the awesome One will reign 
alone. He was, He is, and He will be in glory. He is One and there is no 
second to compare to Him to associate (with Him). Without beginning, 
without end, Power and dominion are His. He is my G-d and my living 
Redeemer!” Rabbi Schwab emphasized that last line and etched into my 
psyche! “He is My G-d” he said touching his own chest. That is how one 
relates to Hashem, not as an abstract entity that you can choose to believe 
or not believe in but as a personal G-d who is deeply interested in the 
details of your life! Not only did the Jewish People recognize Hashem but 
they declared these very same words, everyone individually and 
collectively, “This is My G-d and I will glorify Him!” 
Sometimes we can get a whiff of this same intoxicating aroma when some 
beyond coincident incident of Hashgacha Pratis is manifest in our midst. A 
story stranger than fiction from a few short years ago left me with a feeling 
of shock and comfort in one moment. A close acquaintance of mine who 
neither- knows or cares much about Jewish history or custom called me the 
day after the 9th of Av. He was distraught about a few things and so I lent 
him my ear. 
He was in the middle of planning a move to the western U.S. for business 
reasons. He needed to sell his house in the New York area and buy a house 
"out west". He had already gone to contract on his new home in the new 
location but the whole deal was hanging on the sale of his house here in 
New York. He couldn't afford to buy one until he had effectively sold the 
other. 
On the 9th of Av, he received a call from the lawyer of a hopeful buyer of 
his N.Y. house. Apparently, they had no real serious intent to buy the 
house, and were now casually backing out of an imminent closing based 
on some technical breach. My friend was devastated. He elaborated on his 
righteous indignation at having been misled and the great set back he was 
now enduring because of this sudden disappointment. 
At the conclusion of his diatribe, he calmly apologized for all the venting 
and excused his hostile attitude by saying the following amazing words, 
"You don’t understand. I lost two houses yesterday. Sorry for all the 
lamentations!" He didn't know yesterday was the 9th of Av, when both 
Temples were destroyed, nor did he know that Lamentations is the English 
Language name for the book Eichah that is read on the 9th of Av. I found a 
quieting comfort in his words. We are not alone! 
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When it is so clear that it is my G-d and He has me in mind then 
automatically I want to glorify Him, I want to beautify my Mitzvos and 
speak of the grandiosity of His deeds. It’s natural to express ourselves that 
way, especially when we can see it’s OMG! 
DvarTorah, Copyright © 2007 by Rabbi Label Lam and Torah.org. 
 

Rabbi Eli Mansour 
Weekly Perasha Insights 
Parashat Beshalah: Filling in the Blanks 
Parashat Beshalah includes “Az Yashir,” the beautiful song of praise 
which Beneh Yisrael sung after the miracle of Keri’at Yam Suf (the 
splitting of the sea). Anyone who looks at the way this section appears in 
the Torah scroll immediately notices something unusual. The text of “Az 
Yashir” is written with large breaks of blank text interspersed among the 
words. The Gemara refers to this arrangement as “Ariah Al Gabeh 
Lebena” – “a half-brick on top of a whole brick.” Every piece of text is 
situated on top of mostly a blank space, with text appearing underneath 
only the edges, like a brick resting on the edges of two bricks separated by 
a wide empty space.  
What is the meaning behind this arrangement? Why are there empty 
spaces in the middle of the text of “Az Yashir”? 
Rav Yishak Karo (1458-1535), the uncle of Maran (author of the Shulhan 
Aruch), explained that the blank spaces allude to the fact that there is so 
much more than needs to be said. The Gemara in Masechet Berachot (33) 
establishes that it is improper to praise G-d beyond the praises prescribed 
by our Sages, because indulging in praise gives the impression that we are 
capable of giving G-d all the praises He deserves. It is impossible to 
express all the praise owed to G-d, because He is His infinite. As such, any 
praise we express is, by definition, flawed, and even potentially dangerous, 
as it may be understood as comprehensively encapsulating the Almighty’s 
greatness. Therefore, blank spaces are made in the text of “Az Yashir” to 
indicate the incompleteness of the praise. Although Beneh Yisrael praised 
G-d for this great miracle, they realized that their praise was incomplete, 
and there is infinitely more that needs to be said. 
There is, however, an additional explanation.  
“Az Yashir” is far more than a song sung by a group of people after 
experiencing a miracle. The Hid”a (Rav Haim Yosef David Azulai, 1724-
1806) writes that whoever recites “Az Yashir” with intense concentration 
earns forgiveness for all his sins. Other books mention that reciting “Az 
Yashir” with concentration can help a person resolve even the most 
intractable problems. If a person finds himself “trapped” in a difficult 
dilemma that seems to have no solution, just like Beneh Yisrael were 
trapped against the sea and could not see any way out, he should recite 
“Az Yashir” and will be helped. “Az Yashir” is a song with immense 
spiritual power, and Beneh Yisrael realized at the time that they were 
composing a song for all future generations, that would bring help and 
salvation to untold numbers of Jews for all time. This is why the 
introductory verse says that Beneh Yisrael sang this song “Lemor” – 
literally, “to say.” They sung this song so it would be continued to be sung 
for all time. 
As much as Beneh Yisrael knew the significance of the song they were 
now singing, they knew also of their limitations. They realized they lacked 
the knowledge and insight to infuse the song with the force and power that 
it needed to have. And so they left empty spaces, relying on G-d to “fill in 
the blanks.” The empty spaces in “Az Yashir” symbolize the “empty 
spaces” in our prayers, our deficiencies and incompleteness. Even when 
we try to pray with sincerity, purity of mind and concentration, we know 
that our prayers will never be perfect. We therefore leave “empty spaces” 
and ask G-d to fill them, to make our prayers perfect in the merit of our 
efforts. 
It is told that Rav Levi Yishak of Berditchev (1740-1809) once called for a 
special day of prayer in his community because of a grave crisis which 
they faced. The community’s prayers were answered, and the dangers 
were averted. Afterward, Rav Levi Yishak said that the decrees against the 
town were annulled specifically in the merit of one congregant – the 
wagon driver. The people were stunned. The wagon driver was a simple 
ignoramus, and nobody understood why his prayers would be so special 
that they saved the entire town. 
The people approached the wagon driver to ask him about his prayers. 
Visibly embarrassed, he said that he did not know how to pray; he could 
not even read the text in the Siddur. So when the community gathered for 
prayer, he told G-d that he would say the only thing he could – the letters 
of the Alef-Bet – and he asked G-d to do the rest, to take the letters and 
arrange them into the appropriate prayers. 

Rav Levi Yishak said that this was, indeed, the most powerful prayer 
recited by the community. This simple man did what he could and relied 
on G-d to do the rest.  
This is precisely the attitude we should have towards prayer, and toward 
our religious lives in general. We must try our hardest do all we can, and 
then beg the Almighty to “fill in the blanks” and generously accept our 
service as though it is perfect. 
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The Song of the Bnai Yisrael 
By Rabbi Yitzchak Meir Goodman 

Rabbi Emeritus, Young Israel of Far Rockaway 
“THEN Moshe and Bnai Yisrael sang this song to G-d…” (15:1) 
The Midrash Shmos Rabbah (23:4) comments on this verse: This is as it is 
stated “She opened her mouth with wisdom and the law of kindness is on 
her tongue…” (Proverbs). 
From the day G-d created the world until the Children of Yisrael stood at 
the sea, we find no man who recited “song” to the Holy One. Neither 
Adam, Avraham, Yitzchak or Yaakov, recited Shirah. And when the sea 
split for them, Bnai Yisrael immediately recited Shirah… 
This Midrash interprets the verse from Proverbs as referring to Yisrael, 
and “opening” the mouth, as doing something entirely new in history — 
Shirah. Elsewhere in the Talmud (Sanhedrin 94a) we find that King 
Chizkiyahu, a potential candidate to be the messiah, was disqualified 
because he did not sing Shirah after he was miraculously saved from a 
huge attacking army. This leads to an interesting question: Why were our 
forefathers not condemned for this same reason? 
We suggest using an idea found in many volumes called a “tzinor.” This is 
the concept that great people develop a new holy dimension – a 
revolutionary level of Mitzvah. This becomes a “channel” for the idea to 
spread further, and even to develop to still higher levels. The one who 
conceives the new idea is like a pioneer who sets a precedent, while others 
who follow are simply continuing on a path already trodden. 
A classic example is Avraham who, in his time, created the tzinor of 
hachnosat orchim ─ inviting strangers into your home for food and shelter, 
without expecting to receive any payment. In Avraham’s time, this was a 
revolutionary idea; people must have thought he was either foolish or 
insane. To this day, it is his children (Bnai Yisrael) who are especially 
tuned to this tzinor ─ to the amazement of gentiles all over the world. 
These gentiles are considered the Children of Noach, and since they did 
not inherit the quality, it seems strange to them. 
Crossing the sea on dry land, Bnai Yisrael and Moshe created a new tzinor 
─ singing praises to G-d ─ something not done before, as the Midrash 
said. We cannot criticize those who did not create a new tzinor. Our 
forefathers were satisfied with building altars and thanking G-d in their 
own way. They cannot be condemned for not creating the tzinor of Shirah. 
We do not criticize scientists through the centuries for not creating air 
travel or developing space travel to the moon. But once the tzinor of 
Shirah was created, we may indeed condemn King Chizkiyahu for not 
following this example of which he was fully aware, because of his 
knowledge of the Torah. With this concept, we can, on a simple level, also 
appreciate the introductory word in our quoted text, “THEN” since this is a 
special moment in Jewish history ─ the creation of a new tzinor at that 
awesome moment. 
Nevertheless, we recognize King David to be the great singer of Israel, not 
Moshe. And that is because he must have created a new tzinor for Shirah. 
Indeed he did; for he was the first to sing Shirah to G-d, even during 
trouble and tribulation. Within David’s first ten psalms, there contain two 
such psalms: one when he was fleeing his own son Avshalom who was 
planning to kill him, and the other, when Bat-Sheva gave birth to a 
stillborn child after her first encounter with King David. 
This tzinor is surely the one that helped countless Jews sing “Ani Maamin” 
even as they were being led to the gas chambers. In view of the sad fact 
that most of our history has been in Galut (diaspora) with its prevalence of 
tragedies, the tzinor of David, was more fundamental to Jews for their 
survival. It gave them the ability to dream, to hope, and to sing, even 
during sorrow and misfortune. Perhaps that is why the prophet Yirmiyahu 
can inform us that eventually, King David himself will return as our 
Mashiach (Yirm. 30:9). (Yirmiyahu does not speak of Mashiach Ben 
Dovid. Thus, on Shabbat morning, we sat in the Kedushah − al yedai 
Dovid Mashiach Tzidkecha.) 
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Based on the famous Talmudic dictum that calls upon us to imitate G-d in 
His ways: “As he is merciful, be thou merciful….as He buries the dead, 
thou too bury the dead…” it may be argued that each pioneer who creates 
a new tzinor actually does not truly create it, but is the first to draw it 
down from the Heavens ─ for G-d is the ultimate Creator of every tzinor. 
Indeed, while the Israelites presented the world with a new tzinor at the 
crossing of the sea, G-d created song with the Torah itself which Moshe 
calls Shirah (Devarim, 31:19). Hence, had the Bnai Yisrael crossed the sea 
after receiving the Torah, no true tzinor would have been fashioned then. 
Since it occurred before the Torah was received, this song becomes the 
first song of the people and rates being considered the creation of the 
tzinor of Shirah to G-d. Shabbat Shalom. 
[The above essay is an extension of a Torah maamar in Rabbi Goodman’s 
volume on Shemot: “And There Was Light” (Targum)]. 

The Weekly Sidra- "The Watchman of 
Hakadosh Baruch Hu" 
By Rabbi Moshe Greebel 

Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
In this week’s Sidra, Rav Yirmiyahu Ben Binyamin Wolf Leiv (1811- 
1874) of blessed memory, the author of the commentary Divrei 
Yirmiyahu, in a most visionary manner, speaks to us of the absolute 
timelessness of the Torah HaK’dosha.  
As Jews, it is truly difficult to comprehend that where the Bais HaMikdash 
(Temple) stood atop Har HaBayis (the Temple Mount), that intensely holy 
site now has two mosques sitting on it. What seems even more frustrating 
is that since the Reunification of Jerusalem after the Six Day War in 1967, 
even though the Har HaBayis was won by the IDF, Israel has allowed 
Islamic authority to control the area. 
It is the realization of facts such as these which daily test our resolve in 
Hashgacha Elyonah, or divine administration of the world. How could 
HaKadosh Baruch Hu, we ask ourselves, have allowed our most sanctified 
site, where Avraham Avinu brought his son as an Olah (burnt offering), 
and where both Batei Mikdash stood to have fallen into the hands of Islam, 
who jealously guard the area? And, most important, could there actually 
be a true divine purpose in our not having control of the Har HaBayis at 
this time? But, let us begin after the B’nai Yisroel have left Egypt, when 
HaKadosh Baruch Hu orders Moshe to say the following in this week’s 
Sidra: 
“Speak to the B’nai Yisroel, that they turn and encamp before Pi 
HaChiros, between Migdol and the sea, opposite Ba’al Tz’fon; before it 
shall you encamp by the sea.” (Sh’mos 14:2) 
The Midrash M’chilta (Parshas Bo, Parsha #13) cited by Rashi, has this to 
say about the Ba’al Tz’fon: 
“It was the only remaining (Egyptian) idol left. (HaKadosh Baruch Hu 
allowed it to remain) for the purpose of deceiving the hearts of Egypt (so 
they would pursue the B’nai Yisroel into the sea)…..” 
But why, of all places, did HaKadosh Baruch Hu have the B’nai Yisroel 
encamp before a huge Egyptian idol? A truly fascinating and very timely 
answer to this question, is given to us by the Divrei Yirmiyahu, which 
states as follows: 
“Ba’al Tz’fon….. In the M’chilta we are taught that this is where Yosef 
hid all the silver and gold (from the sale of wheat during the famine years). 
This is as it states, ‘And Yosef gathered up all the money that was found in 
the land of Egypt, and in the land of Canaan, for the grain which they 
bought; and Yosef brought the money into Pharaoh’s house.’ (B’raishis 
47:14) The thought here is that Yosef did not do this (hiding of the gold 
and silver under the Ba’al Tz’fon) of his own accord. For, does it not state, 
‘And Yosef brought the money into Pharaoh’s house….?’”  
Momentarily interrupting the Divrei Yirmiyahu, we see that even though 
he was second in command in Egypt, Yosef still lacked the authority to 
hide all the gold and silver under the Ba’al Tz’fon. Let us return to the 
Divrei Yirmiyahu: 
“…… Rather, the council of Yosef to the Pharaoh was that only through 
burial in the ground, could the gold and silver be protected. And, the burial 
of this wealth should be under the idol of Ba’al Tz’fon, a holy site to 
Egypt, which would insure no one digging around it…..” 
The Divrei Yirmiyahu continues: 
“….. Now, this (entire matter in time) was forgotten. Yet, when the B’nai 
Yisroel came to the Ba’al Tz’fon (on their way out of Egypt), and did in 
fact discover the gold and silver hidden there, they immediately 
understood the Hashgacha Elyonah of HaKadosh Baruch Hu allowing the 
idol of Ba’al Tz’fon to remain. For, it safeguarded the wealth of Yosef for 
the B’nai Yisroel…..”  

Quickly interrupting once again, we see that at times, HaKadosh Baruch 
Hu utilizes even idolatries in the guarding of true valuables. Let us go back 
to the Divrei Yirmiyahu: 
“…… Now, this concept (of idolatry protecting valuables) has a way of 
being very reassuring to us, and answering many questions we might have, 
especially when we cringe at witnessing our holy places (in Eretz Yisroel) 
with mosques built over them…..”  
The Divrei Yirmiyahu continues: 
“….. Yet, the adage of our Rabbanim of blessed memory (in Yoma 54a) is 
‘The Aron (ark of the Bais HaMikdash) is stored away in its place (under 
the Har HaBayis)…..’”  
That is, in truth the Aron is in fact hidden under the Har HaBayis. The 
Divrei Yirmiyahu continues: 
“….. Now, in these times there are many groups of archeologists who 
enthusiastically dig in the areas of primitive kings as in Assyria and such, 
in order that they find artifacts that relate to earlier times. It is for certain 
that such archeologists would have already begun excavations on the Har 
HaBayis, had HaKadosh Baruch Hu not given the area over to a (reliable) 
watchman, who stands guard over (the Aron), not giving access to it to 
anyone else, and protecting it for us…..”  
The Divrei Yirmiyahu continues: 
“….. And, with this knowledge, we can better fathom the narrative in the 
Gemarah of Avodah Zarah 40b, ‘Our Rabbis taught that Rabbi once 
suffered from a disorder of the bowels and said, “Does anyone know 
whether apple cider of a heathen is prohibited or permitted?” Rabbi 
Yishmael son of Rav Yosi replied, “My father once had the same 
complaint and they brought him apple cider of a heathen which was 
seventy years old; he drank it and recovered.” He (Rabbi) said to him, 
“You had this information all this time and let me suffer?” They made 
inquiry and found a heathen who possessed three hundred jars of apple 
cider seventy years old. (Rabbi) drank some of it and recovered; 
whereupon he exclaimed, “Blessed be the All Present Who delivered His 
Universe into the keeping of guardians…..!”’”  
The Divrei Yirmiyahu concludes: 
“….. Now, take notice that (the language used by Rabbi) was ‘guardians’ 
in the plural. Obviously then, he did not mean this only in regard to the 
(heathen’s) cider (that cured him), but rather, that HaKadosh Baruch Hu 
constantly assigns guardians to protect our valuables throughout (His) 
administration of the entire world…… This process takes place with all 
natural things such as fruit and its seeds which are protected by a shell. 
And, so it is with spiritual matters as well, where holiness is protected by a 
shell. Hence, do the mosques of the children of Yishmael protect that holy 
place of ours from those who would excavate it.” 
And, so conclude the enthralling words of the Divrei Yirmiyahu, which 
afford us a most encouraging understanding of the present circumstances 
which so many may find intolerably frustrating. No matter how despairing 
the times, the Torah HaK’dosha is always there to sooth and reassure us 
that HaKadosh Baruch Hu is always ‘minding the store.’ 
May we soon see the G’ulah Sh’laimah in its complete resplendence- 
speedily, and in our times. Good Shabbos. 
Confidential matters may be sent to Rabbi Greebel at: belmar.rabbi@yahoo.com Also appearing on the website: The National Council of Young Israel 
http://www.youngisrael.org  

Shabbat Shirah 
By Rabbi Lawrence Teitelman 

Morah D'atra, Young Israel of New Hyde Park 
Its origins may be obscure, but we all know the riddle: “Why did the 
chicken cross the road?” And its hackneyed solution: “To get to the other 
side.” One might therefore expect that the answer to the question “Why 
did the Israelites cross the sea?” could be similarly formulated as “To get 
to the other side.” Yet, Tosafos (Arakhin 15a) famously tell us – and, for 
good measure, even provide a supportive illustration – that in fact Bnei 
Yisrael traveled through the waters in semi-circles, emerging on the same 
side of the Yam Suf as that from which they had entered. 
While perhaps the Jews never completely crossed the sea, another major 
transformation most certainly was taking place in Parashat Beshalach. The 
nation that left Egypt in Parashat Bo was qualitatively different from the 
one that would stand at Mount Sinai in Parashat Yitro. In the familiar 
words of Midrash Tanchuma, halalu ovdei avoda zara, ve-halalu ovdei 
avoda zara – the Jews of Egypt are described, like their gentile neighbors, 
as a group of idolaters. When Bnei Yisrael entered the sea, if they were not 
drowning in the water, according to tradition they were submerged up to 
their necks in the depths of spiritual impurity – the forty-nine shaarei 
tumah. Suddenly, just one parasha later, they are at the foot of Har Sinai − 
purified, sanctified, and assembled to receive the Torah. Chronologically, 
less than two months had elapsed since the great Exodus – not a lot of time 
in the context of an indentured existence spanning several hundred years. 
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Yet, they went from being avadim le-Pharaoh be-mitzrayim, Pharaoh’s 
slaves in Egypt, to avadim la-Makom, servants of G-d. According to 
Rashi’s opening comments to Beraishit, it was only in Parashat Bo that the 
Jews first received their inaugural commandment as a people – Kiddush 
Ha-Chodesh, the sanctification of the moon – and now suddenly they are 
willing and able to accept the taryag mitzvos, the entire gamut of 613 
Biblical Commandments. What exactly transpired in Beshalach that 
facilitated this metamorphosis? 
An insight into the mechanics of this transmutation may possibly be 
gleaned by comparing the accounts at the beginning and end of Beshalach. 
The parasha commences by explaining why G-d did not lead Bnei Yisrael 
by way of the land of the Philistines: pen yinachem ha-am bir’osam 
milchama ve-shavu Mitzrayma − lest the Jewish nation reconsider upon 
seeing war and return to Egypt. Though they were properly armed 
(chamushim), the mere sight of military activity anywhere in their vicinity 
would be enough to unnerve them and do an “about face” and head back to 
Egypt. (Presumably, they would have all qualified as chozrim me-irkei 
milchama – those exempt from warfare because, among other 
considerations, they were easily intimidated.) Hence, an indirect and 
obscure route was necessary to prevent such a retreat that could ultimately 
undermine the entire Exodus and all the events that led up to it. Moreover, 
even when Pharaoh catches up with them and arrives on the scene, Moshe 
declares hisyatzvu u-re’u es yeshuas HaShem – stay fixed in place – with a 
connotation of paralysis (like the netziv melach – the pillar of salt that was 
Lot’s wife). HaShem yilachem lakhem, ve-atem tacharishun – G-d will do 
all the fighting. You, the Jewish people, must remain silent, and not do 
anything else for that matter.  
Now, contrast this to the concluding episode in the parasha. War indeed 
breaks out, not just in full view of the Israelites, but with the Israelites. Va-
yavo Amalek va-yilachem im Yisrael bi-Refidim − Amalek came and 
fought with Israel in Refidim. At this point, despite whatever circuitous 
trajectory may have once been in place to avoid such a scenario, now they 
had encountered war and not only weren’t they backtracking, but they 
were fully engaged in the battle. Moshe instructs Yehoshua bechar lanu 
anashim ve-tze hilachem ba-Amalek – find men, mortal men,- who will 
lead the military effort. True, as the Mishna (Rosh Hashana 3:8) asks 
rhetorically, ve-khi yadav shel Moshe osos milchama o yadav shovros 
milchama, is it really the hands (or any other physical action) of Moshe 
and his associates that will determine the fate of Israel in the war? Yet, 
their active and proactive involvement (G-d interjects only after the enemy 
has been crushed) is apparently a prerequisite for the Siyata Di-Shemaya − 
the Divine assistance that enabled the victory. 
Along these lines, and probably more well-known, is the Midrash that 
describes the events that led up to the splitting of the sea. As the Torah 
describes, it was not enough for Moshe to stretch out his hand over the sea, 
but rather someone (usually identified as Nachshon ben Aminadav) would 
have to be the first to “jump in.” The days in Egypt are over in which the 
Jews were told ve-atem lo setzu ish mi-pesach beiso ad boker – no one 
should dare leave their house during the plague, but should sit home 
passively. Moshe, who gets only a single passing mention in the entire 
Haggada, the official record of the Exodus (Va-yaaminu ba-Hashem u-ve-
Moshe avdo), will become the major protagonist when it comes to the 
Torah received at Har Sinai − enough so that it is referred to as Torat 
Moshe avdi, the Torah of Moshe. 
Although the Torah was a gift from Above, and will forever be invested 
with an unparalleled degree of sanctity, the human role in the transmission 
of Torah is paramount. Lo ba-Shamayim hi – that the Torah is not in the 
Heavens – does not merely relate to the decision process, the pesak 
Halakha, but rather the entire enterprise of Talmud Torah. 
If Bnei Yisrael would need to understand that the continuum of Torah in 
this world – the spiritual endeavor unleashed in Parashat Yitro, depended 
on them and not just on G-d, then this lesson was best realized by first 
appreciating their role in the more mundane challenges of the physical 
survival in Pasrahat Beshalach. 
Accordingly, it is no wonder that other parts of Yitro, as well as 
Mishpatim, deal primarily not with ritual matters but rather the 
establishment of a court system and the adjudication of legal affairs. While 
discharging personal religious obligations is certainly an integral 
component of Torah observance, the human element in the survival of the 
legacy of Torah is even more apparent in the context of Batei Din, where it 
is not only a question of individual performance, but the transmission of 
Torah from one generation to the next and the application of Torah to all 
of society’s challenges. 
The proverbial chicken may have crossed the road simply to get to the 
other side. But for Bnei Yisrael in Beshalach, there was a lot more at work 

as they traveled from the plains of Egypt to the Mountain at Sinai. While 
the waters of the Yam Suf may have been palpably prohibitive, little did 
the Jews know quite how much was in store for them after they would 
traverse the sea. The experience in Beshalach was an eye-opener, not just 
in terms of an unrivaled revelation of G-d’s wonders, but also the 
collective transformation of the nation that would enable them to properly 
become His people. Shabbat Shalom. 
Dedicated to the memory of my grandmother, Chana bas Yitzchak ha-Levi 
(Yahrzeit - 8 Shevat).  
Dvar Torah - Above and Beyond The Call of Duty 

By Rabbi Dovid Sochet 
Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 

In this week's parshah, Parshas Beshalach, which is also called Shabbos 
Shirah, we read the Shiras Hayam - The Song of The Sea. In the middle of 
the shirah we say "Zeh Keli v'Anveyhu - This is my G-d and I will glorify 
Him; the G-d of my fathers and I will exalt him." (Shemos 15:2) The 
Gemarah (Tractate Shabbos 133B) asks, how does one beautify Hashem? 
The Gemarah states two opinions, the first is that one beautifies Hashem 
through the embellished performance of mitzvos - i.e., making a beautiful 
sukkah, purchasing beautiful arba minim, a beautiful shofar, beautiful 
Teffilin, etc. Even though one can buy a pair of Tefillin for $300 that are 
in fact kosher, buying an exceptionally nice pair of Tefillin with exquisite 
batim [housings] and exquisite writing on beautiful parchment can cost 
upwards of $1000.That is, instead of being content with performing 
mitzvos within the letter of the law, we seek to optimize our performance 
through the notion know as "hidur mitzvah" - that is, by acquiring the most 
beautiful specimen we can find. (The Gemarah (Bava Kama 9B) teaches 
us that there is an obligation to spend up to 1/3 more to do mitzvos in a 
more beautiful way than what would be the bare minimum way of 
fulfilling those same mitzvos. All this is learned from the above cited 
pasuk from Shiras HaYam.) 
The second opinion mentioned in the gemara concerns the meaning of the 
pasuk, "Zeh keli v'anveyhu." Abba Shaul states that "V'anveyhu" teaches 
us to emulate Hashem: "Ma hu rachum v'chanun, af ata rachum v'chanun - 
Just as Hashem is merciful and compassionate, so too, you [i.e., man] 
should be merciful and compassionate." This is how we "beautify" 
Hashem - by emulating His attributes. 
In short we have two opinions: one that "zeh keli v'anveyhu" teaches 
hiddur mitzvah, and the other that "zeh keli v'anveyhu" teaches emulation 
of Hashem's attributes of mercy and compassion (i.e., moral excellence). 
In truth though the Gemarah can be explained that these two opinions are 
not mutually exclusive, and what we may actually have here is a 
progression; namely, that the stellar performance of beautifying mitzvos 
actually stems from moral excellence through emulating Hashem's 
attributes of mercy and compassion. How is this so?  
Let me preface with an additional question regarding Zeh Keli v'Anveyhu. 
Why here? Why is specifically this the time and place that the Torah 
decides to inform us of this concept of beautifying oneself before Him 
with our performance of mitzvos? It does not seem that it really fits into 
the context of Shiras HaYam- The Song of the Sea.  
The Mishnah (Avos 5:4) teaches that 10 miracles were done for our fathers 
at the Yam Suf - the Red Sea. In other words, the events at the Red Sea did 
not only involve one miracle namely the splitting of the water, but rather 
there were 10 distinct miracles that happened there. The commentators 
(see the Bartenura and the Tosfos Yom Tov) proceed to list the 10 
different miracles referred to by the Mishnah. Rather than listing of all of 
the ten miracles I will suffice with just citing a few examples -- besides the 
basic splitting of the sea -- they enumerate the following: The sea became 
like a tent (with protection from above) and the Jews entered into the midst 
of it; the sea bed was dry and firm without being muddy; as soon as the 
Jews crossed through, the sea bed turned back into mud and quicksand to 
trap the pursuing Egyptians. The list of miracles continues...  
Now one may ponder, why where all these miracles necessary? With the 
Egyptians on their tails and nowhere to go, The Nation of Israel would 
have been perfectly satisfied with the "mere" splitting of the sea! No one 
would have complained if there was not a tent of protective water over 
their hands or if the ground was still a little muddy. Nine of the ten 
miracles were most likely superfluous. All they really needed was "split 
the sea and let's get out of here". Why did Hashem add all these flourishes 
to the basic miracle? They were basically a form of Hashem's beautifying 
what He did for us. "When I do something for My Nation, I want it to be 
done in the most optimal way! I do not want to just 'get by.' I want it to be 
as special as possible."  
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Therefore, it makes a tremendous amount of sense why this is the source 
from which we learn that when you do a mitzvah, you do it right; you 
make it beautiful. It is because that is how Hashem treated us. When we 
buy someone a present, it is a sign that we appreciate them and like them. 
Typically, when we buy a person a present, we put it in a beautiful box. 
We want the presentation to be as nice as possible. 
These extra flourishes beyond the basic gift are done to demonstrate how 
much we love the person to whom we are presenting it. The splitting of 
Yam Suf showed us how much He loved us. Hiddur Mitzvah the beautiful 
Tefillin, the beautiful esrog, etc. are intended to show Hashem how much 
we love Him!  
This is what the second opinion of the Gemarah means to tell us. Abba 
Shaul who is the second opinion mentioned in the Gemarah was actually 
bothered with this question - why should the concept of Hiddur Mitzvah be 
derived from the splitting of the sea? He therfore proposed his explanation 
that the words Zeh Keli v'Anveyhu teach us to emulate Hashem. Now once 
we learn that we have to emulate Hashem's Midos, His attributes, we can 
conclude on our own that we must also beautify that what we do for Him 
just as He did for us. 
Rabbi Dovid Sochet is the son of the Stoliner Rebbe of Yerushalayim; he spent a considerable amount of his formative years in Los Angeles CA, and 
the 5 Towns in New York. He studied in the following Yeshivas: The Mesivtah of San Diego, Yeshiva Harbotzas Torah in Flatbush NY, and Yeshiva 
Gedola of Passaic. He currently is a Rabbi in Spring Valley New York where he resides with his wife and children. Rabbi Sochet is also certified 
Mohel. The National Council of Young Israel http://www.youngisrael.org  
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Shabbat Shalom 
Beshalach 5776  
GOOD MORNING! Did you know that trees not only have anniversaries, 
they have their own New Year? Sunday night, January 24th begins Tu 
B'Shevat (the 15th of the Hebrew month of Shevat) and the New Year for 
trees! 
The 15th of Shevat is the New Year for trees. In the times of the Temple in 
Jerusalem, it was used for calculating the tithing year for the fruits of trees. 
The Talmud tells us that trees stop absorbing water from the ground and 
instead draw nourishment from their sap on this date. Calculating the age 
of the tree for Orlah (Lev. 19:23) --where fruit is allowed to be eaten from 
trees that are at least four years old -- is from Rosh Hashana. 
How do we celebrate Tu B'Shevat? We eat fruit -- especially the fruits for 
which the Torah praises the Land of Israel: "A land of wheat and barley 
and vines (grapes) and fig trees and pomegranates; a land of olive trees 
and (date) honey ... and you shall eat and be satisfied, and bless the Lord 
your God for the good land which He has given you" (Deut. 8:8-10). The 
Jewish people rejoice in the fruits, in the Land and in the Almighty Who 
has given us life. 
Many people celebrate Tu B'Shevat in Israel by planting trees (but not on 
Shabbos). This is an old Jewish consciousness. The Talmud (Ta'anis 23b) 
tells the story of the great sage Choni HaMa'agel who came across a 70 
year old man planting a carob tree. He asked the man if he thought he 
would live to benefit from the tree. The man replied that just as others 
have planted for us, we plant for those who will come after us. For a 
beautiful insight into life, read Rabbi Yehuda Prero, 
TinyUrl.com/ChoniCarob . 
If you can't get to Israel, you can always purchase trees to be planted in 
Israel from the Jewish National Fund (Jnf.org or call 800-542-TREE). 
There are 5 million trees that need to be replaced after the Carmel Forest 
fire a few years ago. Just as others have planted for us, we plant for those 
who will come after us. 
The Kabbalists in Safad created a Tu B'Shevat Seder (similar to the 
Passover Seder) to delve into the inner meaning of the day. There are 
explanations and meditations on the inner dimensions of fruits, along with 
blessings, songs and deep discussion. You can find it at 
http://www.aish.com/tubshvat 
In our home we put out a whole fruit display -- especially those mentioned 
above for which the land of Israel is praised. It is a time of appreciation for 
what the Almighty has given us and which we might take for granted. Let 
your attitude be gratitude! 
Man is compared to a tree (Deut. 20:19). In Pirke Avot (Ethics of the 
Fathers) found in the back of most Siddurim, Jewish prayer books, 
available at your local Jewish bookstore, at JudaicaEnterprises.com or by 
calling toll-free to 877-758-3242), it is written: "A person whose wisdom 
exceeds his good deeds is likened to a tree whose branches are numerous, 
but whose roots are few. The wind comes and uproots it and turns it upside 
down. But a person whose good deeds exceed his wisdom is likened to a 
tree whose branches are few but whose roots are numerous. Even if all the 

winds of the world were to come and blow against it, they could not budge 
it from its place" (Avot 3:22). 
Like a tree, our roots are the source of nourishment for our life. A Jew's 
nourishment is the Torah -- the knowledge and the means for us to make a 
spiritual connection to the Almighty. The Maharal teaches that just like the 
tree grows branches, flowers and fruits to fulfill its purpose, a man must 
work to produce moral, intellectual and spiritual accomplishments to fulfill 
his purpose. These are the fruits of our existence! 
Just as a tree needs soil, water, air and sunlight, so does a person need to 
be spiritually rooted and connected with a source of nourishment. Water to 
a tree, Torah wisdom for us -- as Moses proclaims: "May my teaching 
drop like the rain" (Deut. 32:2). Air for the tree, spirituality for us -- as the 
Torah states that "God breathed life into the form of Man (Genesis 2:7)." 
Sunlight for a tree, the warmth of friendship and community for a person. 
Rabbi Shraga Simmons wrote a beautiful article, "Man is a Tree," 
expanding on this theme. You will also enjoy "Fruit and the Essence of 
Mankind" by Rabbi Nosson Slifkin -- available at 
http://www.aish.com/tubshvat. 
Torah Portion Of The Week: Beshalach 
The Jewish people leave Egypt. Pharaoh regrets letting them go, pursues 
them leading his chosen chariot corps and a huge army. The Jews rebel 
and cry out to Moses, "Weren't there enough graves in Egypt? Why did 
you bring us out here to die in the desert?" The Yam Soof, the Sea of 
Reeds (usually mistranslated as the Red Sea) splits, the Jews cross over, 
the Egyptians pursue and the sea returns and drowns the Egyptians. Moses 
with the men and Miriam with the women -- each separately -- sing praises 
of thanks to the Almighty. 
They arrive at Marah and rebel over the bitter water. Moses throws a 
certain tree in the water to make it drinkable. The Almighty then tells the 
Israelites, "If you obey God your Lord and do what is upright in His eyes, 
carefully heeding all His commandments and keeping all His decrees, then 
I will not strike you with any of the sicknesses that I brought on Egypt. I 
am God who heals you." (This is why the Hagaddah strives to prove there 
were more than 10 plagues in Egypt -- the greater the number of 
afflictions, the greater number from which we are protected.) 
Later the Israelites rebel over lack of food; God provides quail and manna 
(a double portion was given on the sixth day to last through Shabbat; we 
have two challahs for each meal on Shabbat to commemorate the double 
portion of manna). Moses then instructs them concerning the laws of 
Shabbat. At Rephidim, they rebel again over water. God tells Moses to 
strike a stone (later in the Torah God tells Moses to speak to the stone, not 
here!) which then gave forth water. Finally, the portion concludes with the 
war against Amalek and the command to "obliterate the memory of 
Amalek from under the heavens." 
Dvar Torah 
from Twerski on Chumash by Rabbi Abraham J. Twerski, M.D. 
The Torah states: 
"The entire assembly of the Children of Israel complained against Moses 
and Aaron in the Wilderness ... "You have taken us out to this Wilderness 
to kill this entire congregation by famine." God said to Moses, "Behold! -- 
I shall rain down for you food from heaven; let the people go out and pick 
each day's portion on its day." (Ex. 16:2-4). 
Rabbi Mendel of Rimanov taught that the manna was a necessary 
precursor for accepting the Torah. The Torah forbids stealing and coveting 
others' possessions. It forbids lying, cheating, taking usury and all methods 
of unlawful enrichment. These laws are in opposition to the innate 
acquisitive drives within people. How can people abide by laws that defy 
innate drives? 
The manna served as a lesson that a person would get only that which he 
actually needed. If he had less, God would increase his portion to meet his 
needs. If he took more than his needs, his greed would result in the excess 
portion rotting. Once the Israelites developed the trust that God would 
provide for their needs and that accumulating excess was futile, they could 
accept laws that opposed their acquisitive drives. 
Quote of the Week 
If you don't enjoy what you have now -- 
how will you be happier with more? 
In Loving Memory of Rabbi Noah Weinberg, Yisroel Noah ben Yitzchak 
Matisiyahu 
In Loving Memory of Dorothy Sussman, by her children Joe, Ira, Perri 
In Loving Memory of Jules Abels & Milton Lippman, Michael & Jackeline 
Abels 
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/tp/ss/ssw/365571611.html Like what you read? As a non-profit organization, Aish.com relies on 
readers like you to enable us to provide meaningful and relevant articles. Join Aish.com and help us continue to give daily inspiration to people like 
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Rabbi Eliezer Parkoff 

Weekly Chizuk 
Parshas Beshalach - Omens 
And God said to Moshe, "Why are you crying out to Me? Tell the Children 
of Israel to go." (Shemos 14:15) 
They don't have to do anything but journey on, for the sea will not stand 
before them. The merit of their forefathers and their own, and the faith in 
Me which they displayed when they left Egypt, will suffice to divide the 
sea before them. (Rashi) 
R. Chaim Volozhin in Nefesh Ha-Chaim (section 1, ch. 9) writes: 
We read in the Torah: "Why are you crying out to Me? Tell the Children 
of Israel to go." This tells us that everything depended upon them. If they 
were to display perfect emunah and bitachon by fearlessly going into the 
sea, then the sheer power of their faith would cause the waters to split 
before them. Their faith alone would arouse Heaven to perform a miracle 
for them. 
Tangible Bitachon 
The following is from Avi Ha-Yeshivos by R. Dov Eliach, as cited in Yalkut 
Lekach Tov, vol. 5, parshas Devorim, p. 124. 
R. Chaim Volozhin organized a select group of students and gave them 
lessons on emunah and bitachon. His goal was to help them overcome 
life's unexpected tests and trials. In the course of these lessons, he revealed 
wondrous ideas about the ways of Hashem. Expressions of support and 
encouragement were constantly on R. Chaim's lips. Instead of speaking in 
generalities, he would relate his own personal experiences to the boys, in 
order to drive his point home. He helped his students recognize Hashem's 
direct supervision of the world, and his teachings were was so vivid that 
the students felt them with all their being. 
In the real-life lessons that R. Chaim taught the boys, there is one incident 
they witnessed that stands out among the rest: 
It was close to two o'clock in the morning, and R. Chaim was speaking to 
the group. In the middle of the lecture, he stopped and asked if anyone 
knew what time it was. In those days, a watch was a luxury item that only 
the wealthy could afford. Considering the grinding poverty that gripped so 
many Jews at that time, and especially those who dedicated themselves to 
the Torah, it was not so surprising that no answer was forthcoming. 
Before returning to the specific topic he was discussing, R. Chaim utilized 
the situation to teach yet another lesson on bitachon. 
"My dear students," he said, "it seems that we have not yet acquired true 
bitachon in our hearts, for if we had, Heaven would have seen to it that we 
had a watch available to us - and a gold one at that!" With that, he resumed 
his deep lecture regarding bitachon in Hashem's supervision of each and 
every individual. 
As he was developing the discussion, a Russian soldier wearing an 
expensive suit and an army cap entered the beis midrash. The man looked 
all around, and spying R. Chaim, purposefully made his way over to him. 
"I am a Jew and I live in a small city near Lodz," the soldier related. "I was 
called up to serve in the Czar's army. My father is very wealthy, and he 
paid off the chief doctor to have me released from service. This man 
promised my father that he would forward my exemption papers to the 
proper authorities. I relied on his word and went to the induction office 
expecting to get a certificate of release. I was so confident that everything 
would work out that I didn't even think of changing my nice suit for 
something simpler. However, I received a rude surprise when my name 
was called. It turned out that the chief doctor had made a mistake and 
switched me with someone else. The other boy happily left with my 
release papers and I was drafted into the Czar's army. 
"For the last several weeks I have been spending my time in the camp, the 
only Jew among thousands of Gentile soldiers. I am afraid they will steal 
my expensive gold watch. I am now on a short leave and I came to the 
city. Heaven directed me to the light glowing from the beis midrash and I 
came in. I beg of the Rav, please take care of my watch for me." 
R. Chaim was somewhat taken aback by this unusual soldier and his 
strange tale, but he was willing to help him. "However," he informed him 
at the outset, "I have to tell you that my house is like a public 
thoroughfare. With so many people passing through, it is not hard to 
imagine that something might happen to the watch. Therefore, although 
I'm prepared to do my best to look after it for you, I cannot accept any 
responsibility should anything happen to the watch. The soldier took a 
moment to think over what R. Chaim had told him, and then said, "Rebbe, 
I am giving you my watch as a present. It is certainly better for me to give 
it to a Rav than have it stolen by those soldiers." Without waiting for a 
reply, the visitor put the watch in R. Chaim's hand and hurried out. R. 

Chaim, who abhorred gifts, ran after him to return the watch, but the 
soldier had disappeared into the night. 
R. Chaim then went back inside the yeshivah to finish his lecture, but not 
before commenting on this strange turn of events: "You heard what I said 
before, that if we really had perfect bitachon, Hashem would send us a 
watch from Heaven, and even a gold one at that. Here you have a tangible 
example of bitachon in Hashem that passed the test." 
This incident is merely a story about R. Chaim that has been passed down 
orally. Nevertheless, the underlying point is supported by what R. Chaim 
himself writes in his masterwork, Nefesh Ha-Chaim. The management of 
Creation, writes R. Chaim, has been entrusted to man, albeit in an indirect 
fashion. Through his actions, a person activates the Heavenly powers that 
influence both himself and the entire world. 
In keeping with this idea, R. Chaim explains the significance of the 
Almighty's response to Moshe when the Jewish People were standing by 
the sea. When Hashem told Moshe to stop crying out to Him and to tell the 
Children of Israel to go, He thereby let the Jewish People know that the 
redemption was entirely in their hands. If they were to confidently forge 
ahead, certain that the sea would split before them, their bitachon would 
set off a reaction in the Heavenly spheres and a miracle would be 
performed on their behalf. (Nefesh Ha-Chaim, section 1, ch. 9) 
Complete bitachon that arises from pure faith will cause one's expectations 
to materialize into fact. This is the guarantee that the expectations won't 
result in disappointment, whether they concern something great like the 
splitting of the sea or something small like a gold watch. 
Moreover, it is important to realize that bitachon is effective for both great 
individuals and simple folk. In the name of his Rav, the Vilna Gaon, R. 
Chaim often voiced the following remark: "Bitachon in Hashem is not 
something that only tzaddikim can acquire; even a Jew who sins and 
disobeys Hashem's commandments should have faith that He will fulfill 
his needs." R. Chaim once expressed it like this: "We read in Tehillim 
(34:23): 'And all who long for Him are never desolate.' This verse doesn't 
specify Eliyahu, or Chaim. It says 'all' - every one!" Gut Shabbos 
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Direct To The Desert 
“And it happened, when Pharaoh sent away the nation, that God did not 
lead them by way of the land of the Philistines, because it was near, for 
God said: ‘Perhaps the people will reconsider when they see a war, and 
they will return to Egypt.’ ” Shemos 13:17 
Our verse informs us that Hashem would have led the Jews directly along 
a straight path to Eretz Yisrael had it not been for the concern that the 
Jewish nation would be adversely affected by a confrontation with the 
Philistines. Due to the need to circumvent the land of the Philistines, the 
young Jewish nation had to be diverted through the desert in the direction 
of Yam Suf. This may seem perplexing, though, for we know that the Jews 
had to travel in the direction of the desert in order to arrive at Har Sinai, 
where they were to receive the Torah. Har Sinai had already been 
determined to be the location at which the giving of the Torah was to 
occur, for when Moshe witnessed the burning bush, it was at that spot, and 
it was there that Hashem assured him (Shemos 3:17), “The people will 
serve Me at this mountain.” Why, then, does our verse explain the reason 
for entering the desert as due to a separate set of circumstances, those 
being the need to avoid confronting the Philistines? 
Chazon Ish notes that the Philistine nation had been occupying the sector 
of land which was situated directly between Egypt and the Land of Canaan 
for hundreds of years. Therefore, the consideration of having the Jews 
travel in a direction avoiding the Philistines was actually calculated in the 
original agenda even before the day of the Exodus. In other words, the 
problem of not being able to travel directly to Eretz Yisrael was 
anticipated much earlier, even before Moshe arrived on the scene to begin 
the process of redemption. When Hashem told Moshe that the Jews would 
ultimately arrive at Har Sinai where the Torah would be given, it was after 
the need to enter the desert due to the Philistines was established as the 
cause for the detour. Had it not been for the Philistines residing along that 
strategic corridor, the Jews would have been able to march directly to 
Eretz Yisrael and the Torah itself would have been given there. However, 
once the decision was made to enter the desert, Har Sinai was then chosen 
as the site where the momentous revelation would occur. Alternatively, we 
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could explain that, indeed, Har Sinai was designated as the place where the 
Torah was to be given. Without the consideration of the Philistines, 
however, the Jews would have marched directly from Egypt to Eretz 
Yisrael, where they would have settled. Later, at some prescribed time, 
they would have then marched into the desert to the foot of Har Sinai 
where they would have been given the Torah, and afterwards would have 
returned to the Land once again. 
Final Resolution 
“And Moshe said to the people: ‘Do not fear! Stand fast and see the 
salvation of God that He will perform for you today; for as you have seen 
Egypt today, you shall not see them ever again.’ ” Shemos 14:13 
Once, Rabbi Baruch Epstein was visiting his brother-in-law, the Netzi”v 
from Volozhin, together with a group of Torah scholars. Suddenly, the 
door of the room opened, and in walked the butcher of one of the 
surrounding villages. 
He asked permission to tell his story. “Several years ago, I opened a 
butcher shop together with a partner. My friend did not fulfill his part of 
the deal, and as he failed to pay his obligations, we ended up fighting. In a 
moment of anger, I pronounced an oath that I would never again walk 
within his four amos. I have kept that oath, and to this day I have not 
approached him. Now, this morning, I heard that he has died. All the 
feelings and emotions of hatred which I have harbored toward him have 
suddenly been transformed to pangs of guilt and remorse. I feel terrible 
that I never found it possible to resolve our hard feelings, and I want to at 
least participate in his funeral and to beg forgiveness at his grave. I ask 
you, dear rabbis, is my oath still binding even after this man has died, or 
am I permitted to attend his funeral?” 
The scholars began an animated discussion to debate the issue. Some 
declared that the oath was binding, while others tried to prove that it was 
no longer in effect. Reb Baruch Epstein commented that he felt that an 
answer was apparent from that week's Torah reading, which happened to 
be Parashas Beshalach. 
Moshe had declared to the Jewish people (14:13): “As you have seen the 
Egyptians today, you shall not see them ever again.” This constituted a 
promise that the Jews were never to see the Egyptians again. This 
assurance of Hashem certainly is as binding as an oath would be out of the 
mouth of a human being. Yet, we later find (v. 30): “And Bnei Yisrael saw 
Egypt dead on the shore of the sea.” The Midrash (Yalkut Shimoni 239, 
240) elaborates and explains that each Jew was able to find and to 
recognize the particular Egyptian who had tortured him or who had caused 
him to toil and labor under cruel conditions. Now, it would seem that this 
viewing of the drowned Egyptians would be a violation of the promise that 
Hashem had made that the Jews would never see the Egyptians again. It 
must be, therefore, that when we say “I will never see that person ever 
again”, it has legal bearing only during the person's life, and not after he 
has died. 
Upon hearing this impressive and stunning proof, the Netzi"v immediately 
turned to the butcher and instructed him. “Go! You may certainly go to 
your partner's funeral and ask for forgiveness. This will indeed be a great 
mitzvah!” 
Tossed About 
“Deep waters would cover them; they descended in the depths like 
stone.” Shemos 15:5 
The midst of the waters is called "vkImn" - the depths. Contrastingly, the 
deepest regions of the waters near the sea bed are called "oIvT" - the deep. 
Accordingly, the verse should have reported the torment of the Egyptian 
soldiers in an opposite order of that which we find here. The doomed 
soldiers first fell through the depths in the middle of the waters before they 
became totally inundated and covered at the bottom of the sea. Yet, the 
verse speaks of the bottom of the waters, and only then describes the 
descent through the midst of the sea. Why is this? 
Imrei Yaakov notes that we can now appreciate the insightful words of 
our Sages and how they are indicated within this verse. We are taught that 
the Egyptians suffered not merely by drowning in the sea, but also as a 
result of being tossed and turned within the churning waters (see Rashi v. 
1). Consequently, even after having descended to the bottom of the sea, the 
soldiers were tugged and swirled about as they once again were drawn 
through the middle of the waters, and up and back again. 
God - The True Healer 
“And He said: ‘If you will listen diligently to the voice of God, your 
Lord...Then any of the diseases that I placed upon Egypt, I will not bring 
upon you, for I am God, your Healer.’ ” Shemos 15:26 
The "p" in the word "Wtp«r" is soft - "p" not "P" - indicating that healing 
which comes from heaven is gentle. But healing effected through human 
hands is harsh, so in the term "tPrh t«Pru" - “and he shall provide for 

healing” (21:19) - which speaks of a human doctor, the "P" of each word 
is hard. -- Ba’al HaTurim 
HaRav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach, l"vf, once told the following 
anecdote to Rabbi Avraham Elyakim Shif, l"vf, the former Av Beis Din 
of Rudnich: Rabbi Yonasan Eybeschütz was often confronted by the 
representatives of the church and was required to engage them in 
philosophical debates. Once, one of the priests questioned the prayer 
which we recite daily for our health. “How can the Jews pray and refer to 
God as ‘the one who heals the sick among the Jewish people’? Gentiles 
also recover from illnesses. If your God only heals the Jews, then who 
heals all other people?” Immediately, Reb Yonasan was ready with an 
answer. “It is the one and only God who heals everyone. However, the 
prayer we recite only mentions that He heals Jews, because the prayer you 
refer to is the eighth blessing we say in our daily Shemoneh Esrei. The 
number eight represents the rite of circumcision, which is performed on 
the eighth day. This is only done for Jewish children, and this is therefore 
a recognition that Hashem helps these infants to recover from their bris.” 
The priest was satisfied with the answer, and he left. However, after he 
departed, Reb Yonasan elaborated and provided a more comprehensive 
explanantion for his students. 
Hashem established natural rules in the world, and gentiles live within this 
framework. As we say in the blessing of rmh rJt, “You heal all flesh.” 
However, the Jews live within a dimension that is above that which is 
strictly natural. They have the power to alleviate suffering and heal 
illnesses with teshuva, prayer and tzedaka. This is the emphasis we make 
when we declare that “God heals his nation, Yisrael.” This is a special 
system of supervision that is part of a unique relationship that Hashem has 
with His people, one which is not shared with the rest of the world. 
Upon hearing this explanation, Reb Avraham Elyakim shared an 
experience he had in his town of Rudnich. A prominent medical professor, 
whose reputation spread far and wide, lived in the town. Once, a Jew 
became sick with a serious disease, and the professor was called to his 
bedside. He examined the Jew, and after an exhaustive review he came out 
and spoke to the family, “There is no natural way to avoid the inevitable, 
and his condition is truly hopeless. However, he is a Jew, and my 
experience has shown me many times that Jews are different. You have a 
God Who directs events differently than for others, and I know that your 
prayers have the ability to change nature itself. I therefore cannot predict 
anything.” In that case, in fact, the person recovered from his illness 
Lessons Of The Manna 
“And God said to Moshe: ‘Behold! I shall rain down for you food from 
heaven; let the people go out and gather each day’s matter on its day, in 
order that I may test him whether he will follow My Torah or not.’ ” 
Shemos 16:4 
Rashi explains that “in order that I may test him” refers to the testing of 
Bnei Yisrael regarding their observance of the mitzvos of the manna. They 
were challenged as to whether they would refrain from saving the manna 
from one day to the next and should not go out to collect the manna on 
Shabbos. 
Kli Yakar explains that these mitzvos are tests of trust in Hashem on an 
absolute level. One who has food today and worries about what he will eat 
tomorrow is lacking in his total trust in Hashem. One mitzvah was that one 
should not leave over any of the manna until the morning. If one fulfilled 
this mitzvah, he thereby displayed his absolute trust in Hashem that He 
will provide more food tomorrow. The other mitzvah was to refrain from 
going out to collect manna on Shabbos. One must trust that the extra food 
that Hashem provided on Friday will sustain him through Shabbos. 
Only with this absolute trust in Hashem would Bnei Yisrael “go with My 
Torah”, and if they did not have this trust, they would not merit the 
receiving of the Torah. For a person who does not completely trust that 
Hashem will provide his needs is lacking in that he spends his life 
involved in material endeavors. When will he do for Hashem? When will 
he learn Torah? Most of the world is immersed in worldly pursuits. To 
them Torah is a secondary endeavor. 
A different understanding of how the manna tests whether Klal Yisrael 
“will go with My Torah or not” is that the manna’s purpose was to take 
away all things which inhibit a person from learning Torah. First, food 
weighs a person down and slows his mental capabilities. Moshe Rabbeinu 
went forty days without food in order to accept the entire Torah on Har 
Sinai. The manna was a pure form of sustenance that contained nothing 
extra in order not to lessen Klal Yisrael’s ability to learn Torah (see Yoma 
75b). Secondly, the manna was available to be delivered every day even to 
Klal Yisrael’s doorsteps, which allowed the Jews to involve themselves 
with the study of Torah. They had no need to search for a livelihood, 
which would limit the time available for them to learn. Thirdly, they 
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received no more than they needed for that day, which gave them no 
opportunity to involve themselves with investments and securities for the 
future, which also use up a person’s time that could be used for Torah 
study. 
The manna provided the Jews with the ability to study Torah undisturbed. 
This was the test to see if they will “go with the Torah or not”. If they did 
not study Torah in this ideal situation, it would be a reflection of the evil 
of their hearts and they would prove unworthy to receive the Torah. 
Halachic Corner 
When a woman lights the Shabbos candles she is accepting the Shabbos. 
(O.C. 263:9) Although one should recite the bracha for a mitzvah before 
fulfilling it, lighting the Shabbos candles is an exception to this rule. 
Reciting the bracha would be the initial stage of the candle lighting. Thus, 
once she recites the bracha, she is no longer permitted to light the candles. 
She should light the candles first, but should cover her face with her hands 
so that she does not see the candles, and the bracha will thus be considered 
as if it were recited before the mitzvah is performed. After covering her 
eyes, she should recite the bracha and then remove her hands. In order not 
to confuse women, our custom is that this same procedure is followed on 
festivals, even though it is permitted to light a candle from an existing 
flame. (ibid. 263:5) In extreme situations, a woman may stipulate before 
lighting the candles that the lighting of the candles does not constitute an 
acceptance of Shabbos. Under such circumstances, she is allowed to recite 
the bracha beforehand. This stipulation does not have to be recited 
verbally. The mitzvah of lighting Shabbos candles is incumbent upon men 
as well as women. However, since women are generally at home, the 
responsibility is given primarily to them. The husband, however, should 
assist in the mitzvah by preparing the candles. 
It is customary for women to be fully ready for Shabbos before lighting the 
candles. They should recite Mincha before lighting, since by lighting the 
candles they accept the Shabbos and may no longer recite a weekday 
prayer. If she is delayed and does not have enough time to wash and dress 
for Shabbos before candle-lighting time, it is preferable that she light the 
candles as she is, to avoid the possibility of violating the Shabbos 
prohibitions. If her husband sees that she is being delayed and won’t be 
able to light the candles at the proper time, it is a mitzvah for him to light 
them. 
Questions for Thought and Study  
1. How was Yosef directly repaid for a kindness he did for his father? See 
Mechilta 13:19 
2. Which word indicates that when Bnei Yisrael were leaving Egypt they 
did not totally give up idol worship? See Ba’al HaTurim 14:8 
3. What was Moshe commanded to do with his staff before the splitting of 
the sea? See Ibn Ezra and Rabbeinu Bachya to 14:16 
4. Why does the Torah repeat that Bnei Yisrael were on dry land in the 
sea, both in Pasuk 14:22 and Pasuk 14:29? See Ibn Ezra 
5. What was Moshe telling Bnei Yisrael when he said "vn Ubjbu" - “what are 
we?” - when they complained about food? See Ibn Ezra and Ramban to 
16:7 
6. The Torah refers to Yehoshua in Pasuk 17:9. Didn’t he have the name 
Hoshea until the incident of the spies a year later? See Ramban 17:9 
Answers: 
1. Yosef, who was the greatest in his time, buried his father Yaakov, so 
Moshe, the leader in his time, buried Yosef. (And Hashem buried Moshe.) 
2. The word "vnr" (raised) is used here in connection with the Exodus 
from Egypt. It is also used regarding idol worship (BeMidbar 15:30). 
3. According to Ibn Ezra, Moshe was being told to raise his staff over the 
sea so it would divide. This was similar to what Moshe did to start the 
plague of hail, which changed nature. Rabbeinu Bachya (and others) say 
that he was told to throw the staff from his hand into the sea. This was 
because many believed that Moshe could not do miracles without his staff. 
That is why the Torah says that the people believed in Moshe (himself) 
after the splitting of the sea. 
4. The Torah repeats this to indicate an extra special miracle. Bnei Yisrael 
and the Egyptians were both in the sea at the same time. One wind 
drowned the Egyptians and the other (the east wind) kept Bnei Yisrael on 
dry land. 
5. Ibn Ezra says that Moshe was saying “What can we do?”, as we have 
done everything that Hashem has commanded us to do. Ramban says that 
Moshe was saying “What are we?” that we should deserve that Hashem 
take care of us. 
6. Ramban says that Moshe always called Yehoshua by that name. He had 
given him that name prophetically as Moshe knew that he would need it. 
Another explanation is that Yehoshua went by both names and Moshe 

indicated by the incident with the spies that he should only be called 
Yehoshua from that point onward. 
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Rabbi's Message 
Don't be a Sore Winner 
The Parsha begins by describing the first precious days of freedom as the 
Jewish people left Egypt. Just as they were beginning their journey, 
Pharoh had a change of heart, gathered his troops, and decided to give 
chase. Pharoh's decision is confusing. Just days ago he had pleaded with 
the Jews to go free, and now he harnessed the horses to his chariot as he 
prepared to give chase. What is troubling Pharoh? What is it that caused 
him to change his mind? 
At the conclusion of this first section of the Parsha the Torah tells us a 
piece of information that seems to be out of order. The Torah says, "The 
Jewish people left with pride." The fact that the Jewish people left with 
pride would seem to be something that should have been mentioned in last 
week's Parsha when we were discussing the Exodus. Why is this fact 
mentioned now? 
I believe that the Torah is giving us an insight as to what was troubling 
Pharoh, and what caused him to give chase. You see, if the Jews would 
have slinked out, Pharoh would have been able to reframe the events and 
say that he was a benevolent ruler who decided to let his slaves go free. He 
would have everyone declare that he was progressive, and be heralded as a 
gracious and modern monarch. But the Jews did not slink out gratefully 
acknowledging the benevolence of Pharoh. On the contrary they viewed 
themselves as proud followers of G-d, the Almighty power. This gave 
Pharoh no room to reframe the events in a way that saved face, and so, he 
gave chase. 
Pharoh is not the only person to live with this challenge of reframing and 
dealing with someone else's success. Picture a scenario in which you help 
a poor, downtrodden person, and then they go on to make it "big". 
Unfortunately many people do not have the generous spirit that they 
should, and grapple with the fact that the person who was once so 
dependent is now "better off" than most. Some people feel the pain of 
jealousy so acutely that they might comfort themselves by speaking 
disparagingly about the very people that they helped to succeed. They 
might be found saying things like, "I remember him when he was poor." 
Or, "I used to give them my second-hand clothes." Only by minimizing the 
successful person can they come to some peace with their jealousy. 
Fortunately there is an alternative. 
Jewish tradition states that although there is jealousy in the world, and it is 
our job to overcome such feelings, "One will not be jealous of a child or of 
a student." That is to say, if I realize that I was fortunate enough to set that 
blessing in motion, I can see it in the way of benevolence, glad that what I 
did to help bore fruit and was successful. One example of this is Moshe, 
who was told to bless his student Yehoshua with one hand, and he 
proceeded to bless Yehoshua generously, with two hands. That simple act 
sent the message to his student, "I hope you succeed." 
Similarly, Elisha asked his Rebbe, Eliyahu, to bless him to be twice as 
great as Eliyahu was. Eliyahu's response was, "As far as I am concerned, I 
hope so." 
So many people work hard to achieve what they have achieved. They earn 
money, build businesses, or start organizations. Then a person comes and 
they decide to help that person out. They benevolently give the person 
assistance that is so good that the person they help actually succeeds. The 
question then is what perspective do they experience. They could say, "It 
seems so unfair! No one helped me! It's not fair that I help them and then 
they succeed even more than I." This is the feeling of Pharoh. Had the 
Jewish people slinked away grateful for his benevolence he could have 
dealt with the Exodus. But the fact that they would succeed as proud 
servants of G-d frustrated him. It made it impossible for him to deal with 
what happened. 
Fortunately Pharoh is not our role model, and there is an alternative to the 
bitterness. Our role models are Moshe and Eliyahu, people who saw their 
students do well, and they were proud. We can emulate them and reach out 
to those that we help or mentor and say, "The sky is the limit. I hope you 
succeed."  
With best wishes for a wonderful Shabbos! 
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Vaad of Greater Washington, and is the Director of TEACH613, an organization which promotes Torah and mitzvah education through classes and 
virtual media. Rabbi Rhine's "Take Ten for Talmud" ten minute audio program based on Daf Hayomi is available by free e-mail subscription. His 
book, "The Magic of Shabbos," and the Perek Shirah Collection CD Series are available in Judaica stores, and through www.teach613.org. He can be 
contacted at RMRhine@teach613.org © 2016 by TEACH613TM  
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Renewable Energy (Beshallach 5776) 
18 January 2016 
The first translation of the Torah into another language – Greek – took 
place in around the second century BCE, in Egypt during the reign of 
Ptolemy II. It is known as the Septuagint, in Hebrew Hashiv’im, because it 
was done by a team of seventy scholars. The Talmud however says that at 
various points the sages at work on the project deliberately mistranslated 
certain texts because they believed that a literal translation would simply 
be unintelligible to a Greek readership. One of these texts was the phrase, 
“On the seventh day God finished all the work he had made.” Instead the 
translators wrote, “On the sixth day God finished.”(1) 
What was it that they thought the Greeks would not understand? How did 
the idea that God made the universe in six days make more sense than that 
He did so in seven? It seems puzzling, yet the answer is simple. The 
Greeks could not understand the seventh day, Shabbat, as itself part of the 
work of creation. What is creative about resting? What do we achieve by 
not making, not working, not inventing? The idea seems to make no sense 
at all. 
Indeed we have the independent testimony of the Greek writers of that 
period, that one of the things they ridiculed in Judaism was Shabbat. One 
day in seven Jews do not work, they said, because they are lazy. The idea 
that the day itself might have independent value was apparently beyond 
their comprehension. Oddly enough, within a very short period of time, the 
empire of Alexander the Great began to crumble, just as had the earlier 
city state of Athens that gave rise to some of the greatest thinkers and 
writers in history. Civilisations, like individuals, can suffer from burnout. 
It’s what happens when you don’t have a day of rest written into your 
schedule. As Achad ha-Am said: more than the Jewish people has kept the 
Sabbath, the Sabbath has kept the Jewish people. Rest one day in seven 
and you won’t burn out. 
Shabbat, which we encounter for the first time in this week’s parsha, is one 
of the greatest institutions the world has ever known. It changed the way 
the world thought about time. Prior to Judaism, people measured time 
either by the sun – the solar calendar of 365 days aligning us with the 
seasons – or by the moon, that is, by months (“month” comes from the 
word “moon”) of roughly thirty days. The idea of the seven-day week – 
which has no counterpart in nature – was born in the Torah and spread 
throughout the world via Christianity and Islam, both of which borrowed it 
from Judaism, marking the difference simply by having it on a different 
day. We have years because of the sun, months because of the moon, and 
weeks because of the Jews. 
What Shabbat did and still does is to create space within our lives and 
within society as a whole in which we are truly free. Free from the 
pressures of work; free from the demands of ruthless employers; free from 
the siren calls of a consumer society urging us to spend our way to 
happiness; free to be ourselves in the company of those we love. Somehow 
this one day has renewed its meaning in generation after generation, 
despite the most profound economic and industrial change. In Moses’ day 
it meant freedom from slavery to Pharaoh. In the nineteenth and early 
twentieth century it meant freedom from sweatshop working conditions of 
long hours for little pay. In ours, it means freedom from emails, 
smartphones and the demands of 24/7 availability. 
What our parsha tells us is that Shabbat was among the first commands the 
Israelites received on leaving Egypt. Having complained about the lack of 
food, God told them that he would send them manna from heaven, but they 
were not to gather it on the seventh day. Instead a double portion would 
fall on the sixth. That is why to this day we have two challot on Shabbat, 
in memory of that time. 
Not only was Shabbat culturally unprecedented. It was so conceptually as 
well. Throughout history people have dreamed of an ideal world. We call 
such visions, utopias, from the Greek ou meaning “no” and topos, meaning 
“place”.(2) They are called that because no such dream has ever come 
true, except in one instance, namely Shabbat. Shabbat is “utopia now”, 
because on it we create, for twenty-five hours a week, a world in which 
there are no hierarchies, no employers and employees, no buyers and 
sellers, no inequalities of wealth or power, no production, no traffic, no din 
of the factory or clamour of the marketplace. It is “the still point of the 
turning world”, a pause between symphonic movements, a break between 
the chapters of our days, an equivalent in time of the open countryside 
between towns where you can feel the breeze and hear the song of birds. 
Shabbat is utopia, not as it will be at the end of time but rather, as we 
rehearse for it now in the midst of time. 

God wanted the Israelites to begin their one-day-in-seven rehearsal of 
freedom almost as soon as they left Egypt, because real freedom, of the 
seven-days-in-seven kind, takes time, centuries, millennia. The Torah 
regards slavery as wrong,(3) but it did not abolish it immediately because 
people were not yet ready for it. Neither Britain nor America abolished it 
until the nineteenth century, and even then not without a struggle. Yet the 
outcome was inevitable once Shabbat had been set in motion, because 
slaves who know freedom one day in seven will eventually rise against 
their chains. 
The human spirit needs time to breathe, to inhale, to grow. The first rule in 
time management is to distinguish between matters that are important, and 
those that are merely urgent. Under pressure, the things that are important 
but not urgent tend to get crowded out. Yet these are often what matter 
most to our happiness and sense of a life well lived. Shabbat is time 
dedicated to the things that are important but not urgent: family, friends, 
community, a sense of sanctity, prayer in which we thank God for the 
good things in our life, and Torah reading in which we retell the long, 
dramatic story of our people and our journey. Shabbat is when we 
celebrate shalom bayit – the peace that comes from love and lives in the 
home blessed by the Shekhinah, the presence of God you can almost feel 
in the candlelight, the wine and the special bread. This is a beauty created 
not by Michelangelo or Leonardo but by each of us: a serene island of time 
in the midst of the often-raging sea of a restless world. 
I once took part, together with the Dalai Lama, in a seminar (organised by 
the Elijah Institute) in Amritsar, Northern India, the sacred city of the 
Sikhs. In the course of the talks, delivered to an audience of two thousand 
Sikh students, one of the Sikh leaders turned to the students and said: 
“What we need is what the Jews have: Shabbat!” Just imagine, he said, a 
day dedicated every week to family and home and relationships. He could 
see its beauty. We can live its reality. 
The ancient Greeks could not understand how a day of rest could be part 
of creation. Yet it is so, for without rest for the body, peace for the mind, 
silence for the soul, and a renewal of our bonds of identity and love, the 
creative process eventually withers and dies. It suffers entropy, the 
principle that all systems lose energy over time. The Jewish people did not 
lose energy over time, and it remains as vital and creative as it ever was. 
The reason is Shabbat: humanity’s greatest source of renewable energy, 
the day that gives us the strength to keep on creating. 
1. Babylonian Talmud Megillah 9a. 
2. The word was coined by Sir Thomas More in 1516, who used it as the 
title of his book of that name. 
3. On the wrongness of slavery from a Torah perspective, see the 
important analysis in Rabbi N. L. Rabinovitch, Mesillot Bilvavam 
(Maaliyot, 2015), 38-45. The basis of the argument is the view, central to 
both the Written Torah and the Mishnah, that all humans share the same 
ontological dignity as the image and likeness of God. This was in the 
sharpest possible contrast to the views, for instance, of Plato and Aristotle. 
R. Rabinovitch analyses the views of the sages, and of Rambam and Meiri, 
on the phrase “They shall be your slaves forever” (Lev. 25:46). Note also 
the quote he brings from Job 31:13-15, “If I have denied justice to any of 
my servants … when they had a grievance against me, what will I do when 
God confronts me? What will I answer when called to account? Did not 
He who made me in the womb make them? Did not the same One form us 
both within our mothers?” 
About Rabbi Sacks: Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks is a global religious leader, philosopher, the 
author of more than 25 books, and moral voice for our time. Until 1st September 2013 he 
served as Chief Rabbi of the United Hebrew Congregations of the Commonwealth, having held 
the position for 22 years. Copyright © 2013 The Office of Rabbi Sacks, All rights reserved. The 
Office of Rabbi Sacks is supported by The Covenant & Conversation Trust The Office of Rabbi 
Sacks PO Box 72007 London, NW6 6RW United Kingdom 
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TorahWeb 
Yosef's Oath 
The medrash(1) points out that while all of Klal Yisroel were busy 
fulfilling the hora'as shoah of asking for gifts from their neighbors (bezos 
Mitzrayim), Moshe Rabbeinu busied himself with taking care of one of the 
mitzvos (which is binding through all future generations), namely, keeping 
one's oath. The Torah tells us that before Yosef died he had his brothers 
and all his relatives swear to him that they would have their children swear 
that they in turn would have their children swear etc. that when the time 
for geula comes, they would take his bones with them to be buried in Eretz 
Yisroel(2). Yosef knew that the return to Eretz Yisroel would not take 
place during the lifetime of his brothers; they all knew from the prophecy 
of Avraham Avinu that the galus would last for four hundred years. 
Therefore Yosef didn't have the brothers swear that they would take care 
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of it, but rather had them swear to have the next generation swear etc. that 
it would be taken care of when the time came. 
In Shir Hashirim we read about the three oaths taken by the Jewish nation 
many centuries ago(3). No one alive today remembers ever taking these 
oaths. Apparently it wasn't necessary for each generation to have the next 
generation accept these oaths. They were accepted at one point is history 
by the Jewish nation as a whole, and automatically all future generations 
are bound by these oaths, similar to a treaty entered into between two 
nations, which is binding on all future generations, since they too are a 
continuation of the original two countries. Based on this point, the 
Ragachover Gaon(4) raised the question, why was it necessary for Yosef 
to have his brothers swear that they would have the next generation swear 
etc.? Why didn't he simply have the brothers swear representing Klal 
Yisroel, and that shavua would automatically be binding on all future 
generations? 
[The gemara(5) tells us that a minhag is binding miderabanan just as if one 
had accepted upon himself a neder, and we know that both an individual 
minhag tov as well as a minhag hakehilla are binding; so clearly there can 
be an individual neder as well as a neder or shavua of the kehilla.] 
To this the Ragachover responds that before matan Torah there didn't yet 
exist a concept of a tzibbur or a kehilla of Klal Yisroel. The gemara(6) 
tells us that strictly speaking, the concept of a goy constituting a single 
entity only applies to the Jewish people. The other nations are really not 
considered a kahal, but rather a collection of many individuals(7). When 
the Jewish people accepted the Torah, this unified us to create the concept 
of a tzibbur. To use the expression of Rav Saadia Gaon, "our nation only 
achieved its status as a nation through its Torah." 
[When we bensch Rosh Chodesh the minhag is that the chazzan holds on 
to a sefer Torah and declares, "chaveirim kol Yisroel." Rav Soloveitchik 
pointed out that from the Rambam it would appear that nowadays that we 
have no Sanhedrin, the responsibility of establishing the Jewish calendar 
by declaring when Rosh Chodesh will occur is given back to the Jewish 
people. The chazzan holds the sefer Torah to demonstrate that this is what 
binds us and unites us to become one goy, and thereby enables us to 
determine the Jewish calendar.] 
Yosef died many years before ma'amad Har Sinai, at a time when a Jewish 
nation as such did not yet exist. Therefore he couldn't have had the 
brothers take an oath as representing Klal Yisroel, rather their oath was an 
individual oath (shavu'as hayachid.) Since Yosef knew that they would not 
live to see the geula, he had them swear that they would have the next 
generation swear etc. to take care of his burial. But Shlomo Hamelech, 
who lived after mattan Torah, wrote in Shir Hashirim about the shavu'ah 
taken by Klal Yisroel that is binding on all future generations. 
1. Yalkut Shimoni to Mishlei(10:8) #946 
2. Rashi to Parshas Beshalach (13:19) quoting from the Mechilta 
3. See Kesubos 111a 
4. Sh'eilos U'Teshuvos Tzofnas Paneach, New York 1954 (#143,2). Also 
see Beis Yitzchok volume 39 page 513 
5. Nedarim 15a 
6. Nazir 61b 
7. Rav Soloveitchik was fond of quoting from the Radak that the word goy 
comes from the word geviyah which means "a body"; the implication 
being that all the members of the nation of Klal Yisroel are considered as 
if they join together to constitute "one body". Various gedolim were 
careful to recite as one of the morning berachos, "shelo asani nochri" 
instead of, "shelo asani goy", because the berachos and the tefillos are 
supposed to be recited in Biblical Hebrew, and in Biblical Hebrew we, the 
Jewish people are the only goy! (See Eretz Hatzvi pages 118-120; Nefesh 
Horav page 107, #1.) 
Copyright © 2016 by TorahWeb.org. All rights reserved. 
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Peninim on the Torah 
Parashas Beshalach 
So God turned the people toward the way of the wilderness. (13:18) 
The Midrash teaches that this pasuk, which relates that Hashem caused the 
people to journey in a circuitous (va'yaseiv) manner, is the source for the 
halachah that requires each Jew - even one who is poverty-stricken - to sit 
at the Seder table, b'haseibah, reclining. Apparently, the only connection 
between the halachah and the pasuk is the word va'yaseiv; they are related 
by the root, sov. The question before us is obvious: What is the 
relationship between reclining on Pesach and the manner in which the 
Jewish People traveled from Egypt? 
Horav Zaidel Epstein, zl, suggests a significant principle to be derived 
from this pasuk. Why did Hashem guide the Jews in a circuitous manner? 

If the problem was that their fear of the Egyptians would catalyze their 
desire to return to Egypt, Hashem could simply have removed the fear. 
After all, they had witnessed the most amazing miracles as Hashem 
devastated Egypt. They really had nothing to fear but fear itself. 
We realize that obviously Hashem had other options. Hashem, however, 
sought to teach Klal Yisrael an important lesson: what is straight and easy 
is not always what it seems to be. Hashem was in the process of educating 
the nation. Every challenge which He presented to them was to elevate 
them, to increase and enhance their spiritual powers. What they thought 
was impeding them was actually a promising opportunity that would 
sustain them throughout their national lives. 
This, explains the Mashgiach, is the lesson of Afilu ani she'b'Yisrael, 
"Even the poor man of Yisrael" must recline and celebrate the Seder as a 
king. Specifically during the Festival of Faith, which is another name for 
Pesach-- when we delve into the miracles that Hashem wrought for us, the 
plagues which overturned Egypt, the Splitting of the Red Sea with its 
accompanying miracles -- we are able to perceive the reality that even the 
most abjectly poor person should sit back and recline at the Seder table 
like a king. He understands that his function in this world is to carry out 
the ratzon, will, of Hashem. If Hashem has created him to be poor, then he 
believes that this state is best for him. After all, it is the will of G-d. 
And Bnei Yisrael cried out to Hashem. (14:10) 
Rashi cites Yalkut Shimoni who comments: Tafsu umnos Avosam, "They 
adopted the craft of their Forefathers." The Avos HaKedoshim, holy 
Patriarchs, conversed with Hashem through the medium of prayer. 
Apparently, what was good for the Avos was good for their offspring. 
Horav Nosson Wachtfogel, zl, derives a powerful lesson from the Yalkut. 
A craft is one's trade,his vocation, the medium by which he earns a living. 
Prayer is our trade, our umnos. One who has a profession must be serious 
about it, or his work will be for naught. Someone who has studied a trade, 
mastered a course, and received a degree attesting to his ability will do 
everything to ensure that he is successful in his chosen vocation. He will 
rise early, be on time, maintain his commitments. In short - he will not 
play around. After all, this is his umnos. 
Should our davening be any different? It is our umnos. Without proper 
davening, we will receive nothing. To skip parts of the tefillah, cut 
corners, come late, leave early, is no way to run a business - unless one 
seeks to ensure bankruptcy. Imagine someone who has a business and 
shows up whenever he is in the mood, treats his customers in accordance 
with how well he slept the previous night; stands outside schmoozing with 
his friends, ignoring what is taking place in the store. This is certainly not 
the way to guarantee a successful business venture. Should davening be 
any different? It is our business venture with Hashem. How can we hope 
for a positive response if we are outside discussing the latest gossip? How 
can we entreat Hashem for His favor if we do not even bother to wait 
around in shul for an answer? If tefillah is our umnos, we had better do it 
properly, or risk foreclosure. 
And Bnei Yisrael shall come into the midst of the sea on dry land. 
(14:16) 
The Tosefta Berachos 4:16 teaches that when the Shevatim, Tribes, came 
to the banks of the Red Sea, they stopped; a discussion ensued concerning 
which one was not going in first. Each tribe pushed the "honors" of 
entering the water onto someone else. Finally, Shevet Yehudah took the 
initiative by rising to the occasion and jumping in. They all followed after 
him. We wonder why the people refused to enter the water. Am Yisrael is 
a nation in which mesiras nefesh, self-sacrifice for Hashem, is part of their 
DNA. Throughout the generations, we have never restrained ourselves 
from a willingness to die for Hashem. Kiddush Hashem, the ability to 
sanctify Hashem's Name through self-sacrifice, was almost a way of life in 
Europe, a continent whose soil has been soaked with Jewish blood. Why 
then, of all times, did the people refrain from listening to Hashem? 
Horav Chaim Shmuelevitz, zl, explains that had the Jews been commanded 
to give up their lives by entering the water, they would have jumped at the 
opportunity. They would not have held back for a minute. Now, however, 
they were being instructed to enter the water - and live! This was a 
different situation. To enter the raging waters as if one were walking on 
dry land requires an incredibly high level of faith. The Tribes had not yet 
arrived there. To die for Hashem - they were ready. To enter a raging, 
stormy sea and feel that one is taking a walk on the beach is more than that 
generation was capable of processing. 
This, explains the Rosh Yeshivah, is the underlying meaning of Hashem's 
tribute to the Jewish people. Zocharti lach chesed ne'urayich… lechteich 
Acharai bamidbar b'eretz lo zerua. "I remember for your sake the kindness 
of your youth… how you followed Me in a wildness in unsown land" 
(Yirmiyah 2:2). `The emphasis should be placed on the lechteich Acharai, 
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"How you followed Me." They were following Hashem. The fact that they 
were traveling through a bitter, desolate wilderness is of no consequence, 
because they did not sense the bitterness or the desolation. They were 
following Hashem. Nothing else mattered. This is very much like an infant 
being held in its mother's embrace. He or she has no regard to the 
circumstances which surround it. As long as his/her mother holds the 
infant, the child is unaware of anything else. This is the true meaning of 
trust in the Almighty. 
Horav Yosef Hochgelernter, zl, author of the Mishnas Chachamim, 
explains that this is the reason we shut our eyes -- or cover them -- when 
we recite Shema Yisrael. When we declare our faith in Hashem, we do not 
need to see anything. We need no support in our faith. We trust only in 
Hashem. 
Then Moshe and Bnei Yisrael chose to sing this song to Hashem. (15:1) 
The Shabbos during which the Shirah is read is unique. Indeed, it is called 
Shabbos Shirah - the Shabbos of the Song. Horav Yitzchak, zl, m'Varka 
once asked the Chidushei HaRim why the Shabbos on which we read the 
Shirah has become Shabbos Shirah, when this phenomenon does not occur 
on any other Shabbos. We do not refer to the Shabbos on which we read 
Parashas Yisro (which records Kabbolas HaTorah) as Shabbos Mattan 
Torah. Likewise, other Shabbosos do not derive their name from the 
contents of the parsha that we read on that particular week. 
The Chidushei HaRim replied that the uniqueness of the Shabbos and its 
relationship with the Shirah are evident from the way the Shirah is written 
in the Torah, namely, ariach al gabi ariach leveinah, "brick on top of 
brick." This is a reference to the way in which the text is written in the 
Sefer Torah. Rather than in straight long columns, it is written, "A half 
brick above a whole brick." A half brick refers to the written part of the 
song, and the whole brick refers to the blank space which is twice the size 
of the written part. This format is followed throughout the Shirah. Thus, 
the Shabbos is given a special name, due to its uniqueness as evinced in 
the way it is written out in the Torah. 
In honor of Shabbos Shirah, I have taken the liberty to relate a story that is 
perhaps more well known in Chassidic circles. Since it is "water related," 
it is appropriate for this Shabbos. The Mezritcher Maggid, zl, announced 
to his students, "I see an overwhelming chasheicha, darkness, descending 
upon the world. It will envelop the Jewish world with devastating effects. 
He was referring to the Haskalah, Enlightenment, which had a deleterious 
effect on German Jewry, before it spread its poisonous tentacles to the rest 
of western Europe and Russia. In order to prevent the desolation that 
would result from this spiritual infamy, the Maggid dispatched his two 
primary students, Horav Shmelke and his brother, Horav Pinchas HaLevi 
Horowitz. Rav Shmelke went to Nikolsburg and established a yeshivah. 
Rav Pinchas, the distinguished author of the Sefer Haflaah, went to 
Frankfurt. While these illustrious brothers did not succeed in changing the 
tide of assimilation, they did succeed in mentoring two young men who 
became giants in Torah and indefegatible fighters for Torah. Rav Pinchas 
was the Rebbe of the Chasam Sofer, and Rav Shmelke mentored Rav 
Mordechai Binet. These two giants of Torah fought relentlessly and 
successfully against the secular scourge created by the Haskalah 
movement. 
When Rav Shmelke arrived in Nikolsburg, the Jewish community poured 
out en masse to greet him. He sat with his Tallis over his head and did not 
gaze beyond the immediate four cubits in front of him. Among those who 
approached the illustrious Rav was Moses Mendelssohn of Dessau. 
Mendelssohn was considered the father of the German Reform movement, 
a virulent form of secular perspective whose goal was to destroy Judaism 
as a religion and lower it to the level of a culture. Thus, the Jew would 
have no ties with G-d, since religion would no longer be a part of the 
Jewish portfolio. Rav Shmelke immediately pulled back his hand and said, 
"I want this rasha, evil man, together with his followers, to be asked to 
leave this house!" 
Mendelssohn did not take this insult lightly. He wasted no time in planning 
his revenge. He immediately dispatched a letter to the governor of Vienna 
stating that a new "Rabbi," who is totally unschooled, has assumed the 
rabbinate in Nikolsburg. He stated that the Rebbe was not conversant in 
the German language and was unable to read or write in the mother 
tongue. Rav Shmelke was summoned to appear before the magistrate in 
Vienna. Mendelssohn's henchmen arranged that the day of Rav Shmelke's 
presentation would be Monday. To ensure that the Rav would not arrive on 
time, they saw to it that the letter arrive on Friday afternoon. There was no 
way that the Rav could reach the capitol by Monday - being that he was 
Shabbos observant. 
When the letter arrived, Rav Shmelke's family reacted as expected - with 
great fear. This was a set up. How could the Rav arrive on time? Rav 

Shmelke implored them not to worry. Everything would work out in due 
time. Motzei Shabbos, Rav Shmelke hired a driver and two assistants, and 
the small group set out for Vienna by carriage. Midway, the three men 
dozed off, "allowing" the horses to gallop to their hearts' content. When 
the men woke up at day break, they were shocked to see that they were at 
the Danube River, on the outskirts of Vienna. Rav Shmelke sought a boat 
and captain to take him across the river. He was not successful, due to the 
climate. The frozen river was beginning to melt and it was difficult to 
navigate a boat between the large chunks of ice. If a boat were to be struck 
by ice, it would mean the end of the boat and its passengers. No one was 
moving. Finally, one of the shipmasters, sensing that Rav Shmelke was a 
holy man, stepped forth and agreed to take him across the Danube. 
Meanwhile, the Rav of Prague, the venerable Horav Yechezkel Landau, zl, 
author of the Noda b'Yehudah, was well aware of Mendelssohn's evil 
slander. He was close with Rav Shmelke, and, as a result, he had traveled 
to Vienna to intercede with his friends in the government. The Noda 
b'Yehudah and the mayor walked together to the banks of the Danube to 
watch the melting ice. Apparently, this was a sight to behold, and 
thousands poured out to watch this phenomenon annually. They were 
watching as the large chunks of ice were moving toward a small boat in 
which a regal man, a rabbi, stood praying. 
What they did not know was that, as the ice came hurtling toward their 
boat, Rav Shmelke had stood up, and, with deep devotion, began reciting 
the Shiras HaYam. Miraculously, every block of ice that came toward 
them was "somehow" repelled, as their little boat made safe passage 
through the Danube. All this was witnessed by the government official 
who stood next to the Noda b'Yehudah. Unquestionably, Rav Shmelke was 
a holy man, but sanctity was not the criteria for a rabbinic position in 
Germany. The judge still had to see whether the complaint against Rav 
Shmelke was true or slanderous. 
When the judge asked Rav Shmelke whether he spoke German, the Rav 
responded in impeccable German. When asked if he could write German, 
he proceeded to write an entire intellectual thesis in HochDeutch, high 
German, the language spoken by royalty. Obviously, Mendelssohn's 
allegations had been vicious lies, which, sadly, have been the trademark of 
his followers throughout history. 
Rav Shmelke was granted permission to punish his detractors. He refused, 
but asked them to leave Nikolsburg. They moved to Berlin, where their 
nefarious impact was felt for the next century. 
Moshe's hands grew heavy, so they took a stone and put it under him 
and he sat on it. (17:12) 
Moshe Rabbeinu's hands grew heavy from fatigue. Therefore, Aharon 
HaKohen and Chur supported his arms. Moshe sat on a stone, rather than 
on a pillow, because he was not about to sit on a soft pillow while his 
people were in danger and suffering. The Talmud Brachos 54a enumerates 
a list of places in which miracles occurred, stating that if one were to see 
any of these places, he would be required to offer praise to Hashem. One 
of these places is the stone upon which Moshe sat. The Maharsha wonders 
why the stone upon which Moshe sat retains such a prominence. One 
would think that the miracle for which one should offer praise should be 
the actual battlefield where Klal Yisrael emerged victorious over the evil 
Amalek. It was there that the miracle which spared our ancestors actually 
occurred. 
The Maharsha explains that, given the halachah that a blessing is made at 
the place where the miracle takes place, one must view the top of the hill 
where Moshe sat as the makom ha'neis, place where the miracle occurred. 
Moshe raised his hands and, as a result, the tide of the battle turned in Klal 
Yisrael's favor. The result of the miracle might have been experienced on 
the battlefield, but the miracle which catalyzed their victory took place on 
the hill. 
Commenting on this Maharsha, Horav Betzalel Zolty, zl, observes that, if 
we think the miracle occurred on the battlefield, our perspective is 
distorted. The miracle defines the turning point of the war. This did not 
happen on the battlefield; rather, it was the "praying" field which was the 
scene of the miracle. When the people saw Moshe Rabbeinu with his 
hands outstretched, they looked up to Heaven and obliged their hearts to 
their Father in Heaven. It was at that point that their prayers were 
accepted, and, as a result, the campaign against Amalek turned in their 
favor. 
Perhaps we may extend this idea further. We pray to Hashem with extreme 
devotion, and as a result of our intense supplication, Hashem listens and 
grants us our wish. We, of course, offer shevach and hodaah, praise and 
gratitude, to Him for His favor, but we do so at the field of endeavor, 
whatever it may be, wherever the miracle occurred. We now understand 
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that the miracle occurrs in the shul, in the bais hamedrash, or at the place 
in which we perform a mitzvah, a chesed, act of loving kindness. It is 
where Hashem hears our plea and responds "Yes!", that we must offer our 
gratitude. When we are the recipients of Hashem's blessing, we should 
introspect and delve into our actions to determine what catalyzed 
Hashem's positive response. 
How often is it that we err in thinking that Hashem did not hear our 
entreaty, or that He totally rejected it, because the salvation upon which 
we were counting did not materialize according to our hopes and plans? 
This is categorically wrong. Just because that which we hope for does not 
happen, does not mean the answer is "No." Hashem does not have to 
conform to our preconceived schedules and definitions of salvation. He 
can do what is right for us - something which is not always in sync with 
what we personally have in mind. 
Ramban teaches us this idea in his commentary to Shemos 14:1: Klal 
Yisrael saw Pharaoh and his army approaching. In front of them was the 
Red Sea; behind them was Pharaoh. They cried out, "Were there not 
enough graves in Egypt that you brought us out to die in the wilderness?" 
Ramban explains that originally they had prayed to Hashem to change 
Pharaoh's mind, to have him turn around and return to Egypt. When they 
saw this was not happening, they became vexed. Hashem was not listening 
to their pleas. Their anxiety led them to doubt Moshe's leadership. He was 
attempting to kill all of them out in the desert. All of this was the result of 
their inability to accept the fact that Hashem will listen to them, but He is 
not beholden to carry out their salvation in accordance with their 
preconceived notion. It does not have to be their way. It will happen, but it 
will happen Hashem's way, because He knows what is best. This, too, is 
part of faith; the ability to trust that Hashem will do what is best for us on 
His own timeline. 
Horav Chaim Stein, zl, considers this to be a powerful lesson in 
understanding the ways of Hashem. It is a major principle in understanding 
the ways of prayer and faith. People trust in Hashem. They believe that He 
will send their salvation in accordance with their way of thinking. They 
have determined what they feel should be their salvation. When they see 
that their hopes have not achieved fruition according to their perception of 
salvation, they begin to doubt Hashem, even questioning their faith. The 
situation can progress to the point of apostasy, "Are there not enough 
graves in Egypt?" 
The Rosh Yeshivah explains that this approach is totally erroneous. 
Hashem does not have to conform to our line of thinking. Hashem did not 
want Pharaoh to return to Egypt, because He wanted to make him suffer 
two hundred and fifty plagues at the sea - before drowning. By arranging 
for Klal Yisrael to stand at the banks of the sea and watch it split in two, 
they were availed a miracle of epic proportion. The people were privy to a 
seminal revelation unparalleled to what they had ever experienced. They 
became wealthy from the Egyptian spoils, and they achieved a level of 
faith heretofore never realized by any of them. This is why Hashem did 
not have Pharaoh return to Egypt. He had His reasons. Our diminished 
faith did allow for us to exhibit greater patience in trusting Hashem to save 
us. 
During our entire lives we rely on siyata diShmaya, Divine assistance. 
Without Hashem's constant help and guidance, we cannot function - at all. 
Yet, we have the audacity to expect Him to do it our way! Part of trust is 
the belief that Hashem will provide for our salvation in the best and most 
optimal manner. Horav Yisrael Stam, zl, was a talmid, student, in the 
Kelm Talmud Torah during the tenure of the yeshivah's founder and 
mentor, the Alter, zl, m'Kelm. He later became a Rav in New York until 
his retirement, at which time he moved to Bnei Brak. He related that a 
distinguished lay person once visited the yeshivah. The students noticed 
that, when he recited Shemoneh Esrai, he manifested great intensity when 
he came to the words b'shuvcha le'tzion b'rachamim, "When You will 
return to tzion with mercy," a prayer entreating Hashem to return the 
Shechinah, Divine Presence, and our People to Yerushalayim. This would 
signal the end of our bitter galus, exile. On the other hand, when he recited 
the blessing which addresses our material needs, earning a livelihood, he 
quickly ran through the words. They were impressed with his devotion to 
matters of a spiritual nature, and his apparent disregard of the mundane. 
Upon sharing their impression with the Alter, they were surprised with his 
reaction, "He is not a very great maamin, believer." 
When the Alter noticed the look of incredulity on their faces, he explained 
with an analogy: "If I were to travel by carriage to a city which I had never 
before visited and for which I am unsure of directions for traveling there, I 
would rely totally on the driver. I would not offer suggestions or directions 
on how to reach the destination. I would naturally rely totally on the 

driver, trusting that he knows the best way to reach my destination. This 
would not be the case if I had made the trip numerous times and was well 
aware of the most propitious way to arrive there in a timely fashion. I 
would then make subtle suggestions to encourage the driver to follow my 
directions. (In other words, when one does not know how to get there, he 
leaves the driving to the driver.) Apparently, when it concerns parnassah, 
earning a livelihood, this Jew has his own self-reliant approach. Thus, he 
does not devote much time or energy to prayer (he has his directions). 
When it involves galus ha'Shechinah, he apparently does not know his way 
around. It is beyond his ken. Therefore, he relies totally on Hashem and 
prays fervently." 
I think the Alter was intimating that when it comes to our material 
deliverance, our sustenance - anything to do with "us" - we must rely 
solely on Hashem. We are clueless concerning what is best for us. Our 
faith must apply to every endeavor, to every aspect of our lives, because 
only Hashem knows what we really need, and the best way for us to 
sustain it. One who takes matters lightly does not have much faith. 
Va'ani Tefillah 
Elokei Avraham, Elokei Yitzchak v'Elokei Yaakov. G-d of Avraham, G-d 
of Yitzchak, and G-d of Yaakov. 
Horav Shimon Schwab, zl, meaningfully explains the opening sentence of 
the Shemoneh Esrai. Our Avos, Patriarchs, recognized Hashem as the 
Melech HaOlam, King of the Universe. There are three aspects of Malchus 
Shomayim, the Heavenly Kingdom, or the manner in which Hashem 
reigns over the world. Each one of the Avos underscored one of these 
aspects in his life. 
Avraham Avinu reached out to a pagan world by spreading the belief in 
one G-d. Thus, he taught the knowledge of Hashem Yisborach to 
thousands of people. Spreading Hashem's Name throughout the world, 
educating a world to the verities of monotheism, of one Hashem, defines 
Elokei Avraham. Yitzchak Avinu emphasized the recognition of Hashem 
as a personal G-d. When he lay on the Akeidah, prepared to give up his 
life for Hashem, he was proclaiming to the world that Hashem, the Melech 
HaOlam, is Mashgiach, supervises, each and every human being. Elokei 
Yitzchak underscores Hashem as a personal G-d. 
Yaakov Avinu disseminated the teachings of Avraham to the entire world. 
His focus was to raise awareness of Malchus Shomayim throughout the 
entire world population. In order to do this, he had to make sure that his 
own people fully accepted the yoke of Heaven upon themselves. Yaakov 
taught that Hashem is Melech over Klal Yisrael 
Elokai Avraham - Melech Al HaOlam - King of the Universe. 
Elokai Yitzchak - Melech Al Hayachid - King of each individual.  
Elokai Yaakov - Melech Al Klal Yisrael - King of the Jewish People. 
Dedicated in loving memory of our dear mother and grandmother Leona 
Genshaft, Leah bas Refael Hacohen a"h niftara 16 Shevat 5770, by her 
family, Neil and Marie Genshaft, Isaac and Naomi  
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Rabbi Dovid Siegel 

Haftorah 
Parshas Beshalach - Shoftim 4:4 
This week's haftorah shows the effect of the Jewish nation's faith in 
Hashem irrespective of their level of mitzva observance. After the passing 
of Moshe Rabbeinu's devout disciple, Joshua the Jewish people were led 
by numerous judges. Their authority and influence was considerably 
limited and the Jewish people adopted foreign cultures and strayed from 
the Torah's ways. They typically fluctuated between sincere service of 
Hashem and repulsive idolatry. Hashem would respond to their abhorrent 
behavior and release one of the powerful nations to oppress them. The 
Jewish people would hear the message and sincerely return to Hashem 
until they succumbed again to foreign influences. 
This week's haftorah speaks of one of those times when the Jewish nation 
severely strayed from the path. Hashem responded and permitted Yovin, 
the king of Canaan to capture the Jewish nation and annex her to his 
mighty empire. After twenty years of firm control the message hit home 
and the Jewish people began to repent. Hashem recognized their initial 
stages of repentance and sent the Prophetess Devorah to help them 
complete the process. They merited through her efforts an incredible 
miracle and Devorah composed a moving song of praise describing 
Hashem's revelations. 
The miracle occurred when Devora instructed the leading Jewish general, 
Barak to select ten thousand men and charge into the Canaanite lines. 
Yovin gathered an army of hundreds of thousands and planned a massive 
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attack against the Jewish people. Hashem intervened on behalf of His 
people and created an illusion of enormous proportions forcing the 
Canaanites to flee for their lives. In the midst of this, Hashem sent blazing 
heat to the battle front and brought the Canaanites down to the Kishon 
Brook to cool off. At that exact moment, Hashem caused the brook to 
overflow and drown the Canaanites. Devorah sang about this miracle and 
said, "Kishon Brook swept them away - that brook of age my soul treads 
with strength." (Shoftim 5: 21) Devorah referred to the Kishon as a brook 
of age seeming to relate it an earlier experience. 
Chazal explain that this earlier incident was, in fact, the splitting of the Sea 
of Reeds recorded in this week's parsha. They quote an intriguing 
conversation between Hashem and the angel appointed over the sea of 
Reeds. Chazal reflect upon a verse in Tehillim (106:7) that indicates the 
Jewish people's imperfect faith while crossing the sea. Chazal explain that 
although the entire nation heard Moshe Rabbeinu's prediction of Egypt's 
downfall at the sea many found it difficult to accept in full. Hence, after 
the sea miraculously opened they entertained the possibility that Egyptians 
were also safely crossing and would continue their chase. The Jewish 
people felt undeserving of a miracle performed solely for their sake and 
reasoned that the sea split in numerous places. Hashem dispelled this 
fiction and instructed the angel over the Sea of Reeds to cast the dying 
Egyptians onto shore. When the Jewish people saw this they understood 
retroactively what truly transpired for them. 
The angel, however, argued that the fish deserved their promised prize of 
thousands of Egyptian bodies and requested a replacement in the future. 
Hashem consented and informed the angel that the Kishon Brook would 
eventually sweep replacements into the sea and grant the fish their earlier 
present. (Mesichta Pesachim 115b) 
The above discussion suggests a direct corollary between the splitting of 
the Sea of Reeds and the overflowing Kishon Brook. It points to a missing 
dimension of faith at the sea that was ultimately rectified through the 
Kishon Brook. The analogy of the fish reflects the Jewish people's 
imperfect perception of Hashem's miracles. The splitting of the sea served 
a dual function- to rescue the Jewish people and to punish the Egyptian 
nation. The first function was fully accomplished however the second was 
not. Although the mighty Yam Suf waters delivered the Egyptians their 
fair share of brutal torture it did not drown them. In essence, the sea played 
an imperfect role in Hashem's miraculous scheme. This undoubtedly 
reflected the Jewish people's imperfect faith in Hashem's miracles and 
concern for His people. The angel of the sea responded to Hashem that the 
sea deserved a perfect role in Hashem's miracles and should be granted 
future opportunity for a perfect revelation of Hashem's might. Hashem 
responded to the angel that the miracle of the Kishon Brook would serve 
this capacity in full. 
In the days of the prophetess Devorah the Jewish people's spiritual level 
suffered serious decline. They shared similar feelings with the Jewish 
people at the Sea of Reeds and feel unworthy of great revelations. They 
recently began their long process of return and could not imagine Hashem 
performing miracles on their behalf. However, when Devora instructed 
Barak to select ten thousand men and charge into the massive Canaanite 
army he immediately accepted his role. He and his men demonstrated total 
faith in Hashem and believed wholeheartedly that Hashem would perform 
an open miracle solely on their behalf. Although their level of spirituality 
was far from perfect they displayed total faith in Hashem. This time they 
had no doubts and Hashem did not need to prove His involvement on 
behalf of His people. The sea was therefore granted its full role and its fish 
eagerly devoured the wicked Canaanites sent to it by the Kishon brook. 
This miracle was unequivocally clear and bore testimony to all of 
Hashem's absolute commitment to His people and total involvement on 
their behalf. Although their mitzva observance was far from perfect they 
were sincerely committed to rectifying it and deserved Hashem's grace and 
favor. 
We learn from this the power of absolute trust in Hashem. Many question 
how the present Jewish people could deserve to witness the miraculous era 
of Mashiach. Our spiritual level is far from perfect and certainly does not 
warrant Hashem's intervention on our behalf. Let us draw strength and 
encouragement from our Haftorah's lesson and realize what Hashem 
expects from us. The road to return is undoubtedly long, however, Hashem 
only asks for sincerity. Let us resolve to follow Hashem's lead wherever 
He takes us and trust that He cares for us in untold proportions. In this 
merit we will hopefully be privileged to witness Hashem's greatest 
revelations ever to be seen, surpassing even those in Egypt and at the Sea 
of Reeds. 
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Ohr Somayach – Torah Weekly 
Overview 
Pharaoh finally sends Bnei Yisrael out of Egypt. With pillars of cloud and 
fire, G-d leads them toward Eretz Yisrael on a circuitous route, avoiding 
the Pelishtim (Philistines). Pharaoh regrets the loss of so many slaves and 
chases the Jews with his army. The Jews are very afraid as the Egyptians 
draw close, but G-d protects them. Moshe raises his staff and G-d splits the 
sea, enabling the Jews to cross safely. Pharaoh, his heart hardened by G-d, 
commands his army to pursue, whereupon the waters crash down upon the 
Egyptian army. Moshe and Miriam lead the men and women, respectively, 
in a song of thanks. After three days' travel only to find bitter waters at 
Marah, the people complain. Moshe miraculously produces potable water. 
In Marah they receive certain mitzvot . The people complain that they ate 
better food in Egypt. G-d sends quail for meat and provides manna, a 
miraculous bread that falls from the sky every day except Shabbat. On 
Friday a double portion descends to supply the Shabbat needs. No one is 
able to obtain more than his daily portion, but manna collected on Friday 
suffices for two days so the Jews can rest on Shabbat. Some manna is set 
aside as a memorial for future generations. When the Jews again complain 
about a lack of water, Moshe miraculously produces water from a rock. 
Then Amalek attacks. Joshua leads the Jews in battle while Moshe prays 
for their welfare. 
Insights 
Which Came First? 
“G-d did not lead them (the people) by way of the land of the Philistines, 
because it was near…” (13:17) 
The classic question, “Which came first, the chicken or the egg?” is a non-
starter. 
Everyone knows that the chicken came first. 
The Book of Genesis tells us so: “And G-d created …all winged fowl of 
every kind.” (1:21) 
Sometimes, however, it’s not so clear which came first. 
In this week’s Torah portion, from the above verse it seems that the only 
reason that G-d led the Jewish People across the Red Sea and through the 
desert was because of the danger that they would turn back if they would 
be faced with the warlike Philistines. For the route to Eretz Yisrael through 
the land of the Philistines was indeed much shorter. 
Which is strange, because surely the Jewish People had to go through the 
desert to receive the Torah at Mount Sinai. Mount Sinai was already 
designated as the place of the Torah’s giving before the Exodus, as G-d 
said to Moshe at the “burning bush”, “…When you take the People out of 
Egypt, you will serve G-d on this mountain.” (Ex. 3:12) 
Why, then, does the Torah cite a different reason for the journey through 
the wilderness? 
And this is where we have to consider, “Which came first?” 
It could be that the prime reason to take the Jewish People through the 
desert was, as we see from this week’s Torah reading, because of the 
danger of their turning back in the face of the Philistines. For this reason 
G-d chose Mount Sinai as the site of the giving of the Torah, because it 
was on their route, and as a result of this He told Moshe that they would 
serve Him on that mountain. 
Or it could be that Mount Sinai was always the place of choice for the 
giving of the Torah, even without this reason, and had it not been for the 
Philistines the Jewish People would have taken the short route to Eretz 
Yisrael, settled it, and only afterwards made the trek to Mount Sinai to 
receive the Torah. However, as it turned out that they couldn’t go the short 
way, G-d gave them the Torah on Sinai because it was now, so to speak, 
“on their way.” 
In this case, it’s impossible for us to know “Which came first?” 
Source: Chazon Ish in Tallelei Orot 
 

Rabbi Ben Zion Sobel 

Torah MiTzion 
Beshalach 
The Commentators ask a question on this week's parashah. There seems to 
be a contradiction between two passages describing the Israelites crossing 
the Reed Sea. In one place it says, "The Children of Israel came within the 
sea on dry land; and the water was a wall for them, on their right and on 
their left" (Shemos 14:22). In the other it says, "The Children of Israel 
went on dry land in the midst of the sea; the water was a wall for them, on 
their right and on their left" (Ibid. 14:29). In the first passage it says that 
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they were within the sea on dry land; in the second one it says that they 
went on dry land in the midst of the sea. Why does the Torah reverse the 
order of the sea and the dry land in the two phrases? 
The Noam Me'Elimelech answers that the Torah is teaching us an 
important lesson in the mitzvah of Bitachon (confidence in Hashem). The 
Israelites felt the same whether they were on dry land or in the midst of the 
sea. When they were in the sea, they felt as secure as when they were on 
solid ground. And when they were on the shore, they felt as insecure as 
when they were in the water! 
In other words, they were on such a high level that they realized that 
wherever they are they are in the hands of Hashem; if He protects them, 
then they are safe; if not, G-d forbid, then they are in danger. They were 
not fooled into thinking that Nature is a separate entity which dictates its 
own guidelines. They knew that Nature is only a messenger of Hashem 
and that it is He, and only He, Who determines what should occur. The 
ocean doesn't drown the person nor does the solid ground shelter him. 
Whatever happens, joy or tragedy, it is only because that is what Hashem 
decreed. 
In the fabulous sefer, Lulei Sorasechah, the story is recorded about a 
distraught young man who came to Harav Shach zt"l and complained that 
his daughter was hired as a teacher, but she was suddenly informed that 
she will not be getting the job. Upon investigating, the father discovered 
that someone else applied extreme pressure to the management and used 
his connections to push out his daughter to make room for his own 
granddaughter. The young man began to cry and said that the atmosphere 
in his house is like Tish'ah B'Av. He begged the Rosh Yeshiva, as 
President of Chinuch Ha'Atzma'i, to call the head of the school and insist 
that he correct his misdeed. 
Rav Shach replied that there are two separate issues which should not be 
confused. "Of course, the plague of "Protektzia" must certainly be 
eradicated. But you didn't come here to fight for morality. What concerns 
you is your daughter's livelihood. But I promise you, that whatever income 
was designated for her in Heaven is exactly what she will receive, not a 
drop less. The Sages taught us that no one can interfere with what was 
destined for another, not even a hairsbreadth. That fellow is a fool for 
trying to get what was his anyway through underhanded ways. Let us, at 
least, be smart. 
"The Rabbis taught," the Rosh Yeshiva continued, "that a person's 
sustenance is comparable to the splitting of the Reed Sea. When Hashem 
split the sea," Rav Shach concluded, "everyone went across. No one was 
left behind on the shore!" 
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Between the Fish and the Soup 
Parashat Beshalach 5776: D'var Torah 
The Parasha progresses from slavery, to freedom, and to confrontation 
with Moses: 
On that day G-d saved the Israelites from the Egyptians. The Israelites saw 
the Egyptians dead, on the seashore (14:30). 
The Sforno explains that the Israelites were still slaves until that moment. 
Until the pursuing Egyptian army drowned in the Red Sea. For runaway 
slaves remain the property of their masters until the masters are dead. 
But slavery to freedom does not mean going from the master's severe 
restrictions to the behavior of the drunken sailor on his first night ashore. 
On the contrary, the ultimate charter of freedom is G-d's requirements as 
written on the Two Tablets of Stone (Ethics of the Fathers 6:2). Freedom is 
the opportunity to maximize one's progress in this life in serving the 
Creator and His creations. The Torah, initially revealed by the Tablets, sets 
the guidelines for how that is done. It is that freedom that makes it possible 
for a person to come closer to G-d, as a human partner in the Creation. 
And the ultimate in serving G-d is revealed in final words of the Song of 
Moses and the Israelites: 
G-d shall reign for ever and ever (15:18). 
All humanity will see G-d as the source of all things. Not just the 
Israelites. As the Sforno explains, G-d will have no "competitors" in the 
eyes of the nations: "There will be no strange god with Him" (Deut. 
32:12). As Sforno writes in Ohr Amim (Light to the Nations), when 
ultimately the nations call in the name of G-d and serve him as one, He 
will be called "G-d of the entire world". G-d alone shall reign. 
Our Torah sources recognize that the ultimate task of the Chosen People is 
to lead humanity towards the universal recognition of G-d as the ultimate 
source of all things. First they were freed from slavery. They started out on 

the right foot by "believing in G-d and in Moses his servant" (14:31) and 
expressed their sincere gratitude through the Song (Rashi to 15:1). The 
good start continued by accepting the laws given very soon afterwards, 
when: 
They came to Marah… There, He established a decree and ordinance, and 
there He tested them (15:23-25). 
It is not clear what that test was. According to Sforno, the test was whether 
or not they would obey the "decree and ordinance" they were given at 
Marah, prior to revelation at Mount Sinai. The decree and ordinance refer 
to purity, Shabbat, and civil law (Sanhedrin 56b). They did accept those 
laws. And in that capacity, they passed the test. 
The lesson is that spiritual progress is one step at a time. Our parasha 
shows the Israelites taking the first steps towards their ultimate spiritual 
destiny. They were given the freedom to follow G-d's guidelines. They 
recognized G-d and His communication through Moses. They obeyed the 
first installment of His laws at Marah. They were to accept unconditionally 
the Torah at Mount Sinai and follow it up by establishing a place for His 
most intense presence in the Tabernacle and later on the Temple. Their 
way of life was to inspire other faiths. We have endured many elations and 
disasters en route. But the ultimate steps towards our destiny, via being a 
"light to the nations" (Isaiah 49:6), is to enable the finale of the Shira 
(Song of Moses) "G-d shall reign for ever and ever". As Zachariah puts it: 
"G-d will be the King of all the World", recognized by everyone as the 
Source of All Things. "On that day, G-d will be one and His name will be 
One" (Zac. 14:9). 
Parashat Beshalach (Haftara) 5776 
Deborah castigates the tribes that did not take part in battle: 
To listen to the shepherds calling the flock? 
The tribe of Gad stayed east of the Jordan! 
The tribe of Dan remained by the ships! 
The tribe of Asher stayed by the coast, and remained along the shore! 
But the people of Zebulun did risk their lives in battle; so did the people of 
Naftali…"  
(Judges 5:16-19) 
Guided Tour… 
The books of Joshua and Judges deal with the early period of Israelite 
settlement in the Holy Land - between their entry under Joshua, and the 
establishment of a united monarchy under David and Solomon. The Book 
of Judges shows how that Israelite conquest and settlement of the Land 
was neither immediate nor well founded. Rather, it was a slow and painful 
process. The Israelites faced constant harassment from the technologically 
superior Canaanites on the higher land, and the even more advanced 
Philistines on the southern coastal plain. 
The recurring theme in the Book of Judges is the Deuteronomic Cycle. 
This is exemplified in Judges 2:11-19. The Israelites sin against G-d by 
following the paganism of the surrounding nations, they are delivered into 
the hands of the local population, they suffer Divine Justice at their hands, 
they realize how they left G-d, and they finally cry out to Him. He 
responds by sending them a judge - a savior to restore order, and lead them 
successfully into battle against their enemies. Once the danger passes, the 
Israelites become wayward once more, and the cycle starts all over again. 
That is the main theme of the Book of Judges. It repeats itself with 
variations - always in different geographical locations - with the leading 
personalities of Ehud, Deborah, Gideon, Jephthah and Samson. The 
Deuteronomic Cycle was finally broken by Samuel - the last of the judges, 
when 'all the House of Israel followed G-d' (Sam. I 7:2). From that time, 
the Israelites kept on the Torah path until the division of the kingdom after 
the death of Solomon. 
The great lesson of the Book of Judges is that Israel's survival depended on 
loyalty to G-d, whilst disloyalty always led to disaster. But there was more 
to it than that: even when the nation was disloyal to G-d and disaster came, 
G-d was already to save his people when they repented and turned to Him 
again. 
The Haftara shows one turn of the cycle. The Israelites sin, they are 
delivered into the hands of Jabin, the king of Hazor (in the north of the 
country), who succeeds in oppressing and terrorizing the technologically 
primitive Israelites with his nine hundred chariots of iron. The Israelites 
return to G-d and beg for His help. It comes in the form of Deborah the 
Prophetess, who commissions Barak to rid Israel of Cannanite oppression. 
Barak agrees, provided she accompanies him to inspire him with courage 
and hope. The surrounding (but not more distant) Israelite tribes mass their 
forces on Mt. Tabor to provoke Sisera, Jabin's commander to attack. The 
Israelites swoop down and successfully overwhelm and defeat the 
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Canaanites. Sisera himself escapes to the tent of Hever the Kenite, whose 
family has taken no part in the battle. Jael, Hever's wife, induces Sisera to 
partake of liquid refreshment and rest, whereby she drives a tent peg into 
his head, and delivers his corpse to Barak. 
D'var Torah 
In her song of joy and praise to G-d for the Israelite victory over Jabin the 
King of Cannan, the Prophetess Deborah heavily reprimands the tribes of 
Reuben, Gad, Asher, and Gad for not joining in the war effort against the 
Canaanites. At the same time she praises the tribes that did participate - 
namely Zebulun, Issachar, Naftali, Ephraim, and Manasseh. 
However a simple glance at the map would excuse those who failed to turn 
up. The sites of the battle are Mt. Tabor, and Tannach, on the waters of 
Megiddo. Without exception, the participating tribes were neighbors. The 
absent tribes were geographically far away. And in any case the war was 
won without their help. So why did Deborah condemn them? 
One insight may be found later in the song: 
'For they did not come "le-ezrat Hashem" - which may be simply rendered 
into 'to the aid of G-d… with the victors' (ibid. 5:23). 
G-d can fight His own battles. Deborah and Barak were the ones that 
needed the help. So why does the verse not say 'they did not come to the 
aid of Deborah and Barak' instead? 
The answer is as follows. G-d does not only help people in their daily 
lives. But through that help, he gives people the chance to see His 
guidance, and that He is the source of all blessings. The success against the 
technologically overwhelming Canaanite threat made a deep impression on 
all who were part of it. They saw, what the Parasha calls 'the strong hand 
of G-d's deeds' (Ex. 14:31). When the Israelites witnessed the miraculous 
Divine intervention in their favor 'they believed in G-d and Moses his 
servant'. That would have not taken place so readily if they had not 
actually been there at the time. Knowing by hearsay is not the same as 
knowing by actual experience. 
The absent tribes only learnt about the miracles of Deborah and Barak in 
battle by report. Had they been present, there would have been the unity 
throughout the northern part of Israel of all being present at a faith creating 
event - resulting in total abandonment of idolatry. As it was, a golden 
opportunity was lost to unite the Israelites, and they continued their tribal 
existence until going through the slow process of unification starting with 
the patient efforts of Samuel. 
That is the meaning of le-ezrat Hashem" - to the place where G-d can be 
their aid - to let Him bring them to faith: namely to participate and gain 
lasting faith in the miracles He wrought for the Israelites in the area of Mt. 
Tabor. 
In short, Deborah criticized the more distant tribes for not having 
participated in a golden spiritual opportunity to come close to G-d, and to 
create the spiritual unity that the Israelites needed for survival and success 
in the Holy Land. 
For those looking for more comprehensive material, questions and answers on the Parasha may be found at 
http://www.shemayisrael.com/parsha/solomon/questions/ and on the material on the Haftara at http://www.shemayisrael.com/parsha/solomon/haftara/ 
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Rabbi Doniel Staum 

Stam Torah 
Parshas Beshalach/Shabbos Shirah - Tu B’shvat 5776 - “A Song Of 
Values” 
During the 1990s a Jewish advertising executive in New York had an 
epiphany(1). If he could get funding to advertise the time for lighting 
Shabbos candles each Friday in the New York Times - considered the 
world's most prestigious newspaper – it would raise a great deal of Jewish 
awareness and pride. 
He contacted a Jewish philanthropist and sold him on the idea. It cost 
almost two thousand dollars a week, but he did it. And for the next five 
years, each Friday, Jews around the world would see 'Jewish Women: 
Shabbat candle lighting time this Friday is -. Eventually the philanthropist 
had to cut back on a number of his projects, and in June 1999, the little 
Shabbat notice and stopped appearing in the Friday Times. From that week 
on it never appeared again, except once. 
On January 1, 2000, the NY Times ran a Millennium edition. It was a 
special issue that featured three front pages. One had the news from 
January 1, 1900. The second was the actual news of the day, January 1, 
2000. And then they had a third front page projecting future events of 
January 1, 2100. This fictional page included things like a welcome to the 

fifty-first state: Cuba, as well as a discussion whether robots should be 
allowed to vote. 
In addition to the fascinating articles, on the bottom of the Year 2100 front 
page, was the candle lighting time in New York for January 1, 2100. 
Nobody paid for it. It was added by the Times. 
The production manager of the New York Times - an Irish Catholic - was 
asked about it. He replied, "We don't know what will happen in the year 
2100, as it is impossible to predict the future. But of one thing we can be 
certain. In the year 2100 Jewish women will still be lighting Shabbos 
candles!” 
The Shabbos when parshas Beshalach is read has the unusual distinction of 
being titled with a special name based on the Torah reading, “Shabbos 
Shirah – the Shabbos of song”. Aside from the fact that no other Shabbos 
receives a unique title based on the Torah reading(2), every Shabbos is a 
day of song as we sing in the liturgy of Friday night, “בשבת יושבת בזמר 
 We spend the Shabbos in song and praise – Shabbos of - ושבחה, שבת מנוחה
contentment.” Why is this Shabbos granted a special name and what is the 
significance of the name? 
As G-d created the world, throughout the initial six days of creation the 
world seemed to be an end unto itself. It was a magnificent creation, with 
endless depth and brilliance in every facet and nuance, and it seemed 
complete and perfect. However, on the seventh day when G-d desisted 
from creating further, and ‘rested’ as it were, G-d demonstrated that the 
entire world was only a means to a greater end. As soon as Shabbos began 
there was a drastic shift of perspective and it became abundantly clear that 
what had seemed to be the focal point was only secondary and tangential. 
With the arrival of the Shabbos, it became clear that the entire cosmos and 
everything contained in it was only created as a means for one to achieve 
eternal rest through the fulfillment of Torah and mitzvos, symbolized by 
the holy Shabbos. 
The greatness of Shabbos can only be appreciated by one who contains 
intellect and has the ability to prioritize. It is a realization that can only be 
understood by one with wisdom and an appreciation of values.(3)  
During the time of the exodus of Klal Yisroel from Egypt, there was a 
‘furtherance’ and second level of the “shift of perspective” that had 
occurred at the time of the genesis. Though G-d ‘rested’ on the seventh 
day, symbolizing the radical shift of perspective, the entire world was not 
privy to understanding that transformation. It was only those who were 
destined to be the Chosen People who would be able to comprehend the 
depth of the symbolism of Shabbos.  
Throughout their bitter enslavement in the Egyptian exile, it seemed that 
the mighty and dominant Egyptians were the Chosen People, while the 
pitiful lowly Jews were nothing but a band of contemptible slaves. 
However, with the miracles of the plagues and the exodus, culminating 
with the Splitting of the Sea, the world realized that their earlier 
conclusions were deeply flawed. It was Klal Yisroel who was destined to 
become the Chosen Nation, while the Egyptians were only nebulous 
pawns in the saga of the Jews’ ascent to greatness. 
When the exodus occurred, the transformation that had occurred that first 
Shabbos of creation repeated itself, as the lowly and tangential became the 
focal point! The shift of perspective symbolized by the original Shabbos 
could only be realized and appreciated by Klal Yisroel, who themselves 
had experienced the same shift of perspective in the eyes of the nations of 
the world. 
With this idea in mind, the vernacular of the Kiddush recited on Friday 
Night takes on new meaning: “Blessed are You… and with love and favor 
gave us His holy Shabbos as a heritage, a remembrance of creation. For 
that day is the prologue to the holy convocations, a memorial from the 
exodus from Egypt. For us did You choose and us did you sanctify from 
all the nations.”  
Prima facie, the connection between Shabbos and the exodus seems 
perplexing. However, as we have explained, our connection with Shabbos 
and the exodus are inextricably bound, for it was at the moment of the 
exodus that it became apparent that we were the Chosen Nation who were 
responsible to safeguard the Shabbos and what it symbolizes. The fact that, 
“For us did You choose and us did you sanctify from all the nations” 
demonstrated that the “remembrance of creation” was OUR heritage - and 
ours alone! 
With this in mind, perhaps we can understand why this Shabbos is titled 
“Shabbos shirah”. The concept of shirah(4) has little expression in this 
world. One can only truly sing shirah when he is able to appreciate ‘the 
bigger picture’ and how every detail that transpired makes sense. In this 
world, it is extremely rare that we are granted such an opportunity. 
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Therefore, the concept of shirah is primarily reserved for the future when 
the purpose and direction of all events will be universally realized. 
However, such a moment did occur when Klal Yisroel merited the 
incredible miracles at the Splitting of the Sea. When the young nation saw 
their former captors dead on the shores of the sea, they were able to realize 
how the entire process of exile and redemption - all of the vicissitudes, 
suffering, and pain, together with the triumph, vengeance, and miracles - 
were all part of a Master Plan that ultimately was orchestrated for their 
benefit. At that moment of ultimate clarity, “when a maid witnessed 
greater prophecy than Yecheskel ben Buzi(5)”, the nation was able to unite 
and sing shirah in complete elation.  
Every Shabbos is a microcosm and foreshadowing of the future utopian 
world. When Shabbos begins we cease to involve ourselves in the matters 
that consume our lives throughout the six days of the week. In so doing we 
devote ourselves to a higher purpose. On Shabbos we enjoy a twenty-five 
hour sublime experience when we are intellectually and emotionally 
transported to a different world. 
Shabbos grants us the opportunity to step back and see life from a 
metaphysical vantage point which transcends the mundane of life. In that 
sense Shabbos is inherently a day of Shirah, for Shabbos is a day when we 
see life from a perception of perfection and completion. “A psalm, a song 
for the Shabbos day: It is good to thank G-d and to sing praise to Your 
Name, O Exalted One.” 
Parshas Beshalach contains, not only the Song of the Sea, but also the 
commandment and observance of the first Shabbos observed by the new 
nation after the exodus. 
That first Shabbos observed by Klal Yisroel marked the continuation of 
the transformation that had occurred 2,448 years prior when G-d ‘rested’ 
that first Shabbos. Shabbos is a day of song for it is a window into a future 
world of perfection. And Klal Yisroel – the nation which observes 
Shabbos – maintained, and maintains the vision of that utopia throughout 
the millennia. 
The holiday of Chamisha Asar (Tu) B’Shvat celebrates the rebirth and 
revival of the earth after the lengthy desolate winter. In Eretz Yisroel, the 
majority of the winter rains have already fallen, and the sap now begins its 
ascent up the tree in anticipation of spring(6). 
The irony is that winter is still very much a reality. The buds have not yet 
opened, the winter rains have not completely ceased to fall, and the sounds 
of spring are still a few weeks away. Yet we celebrate the advent of spring 
because we understand that beneath the surface the ‘groundwork’ for 
spring is being laid. 
It is not a coincidence that the holiday of Tu B’Shvat always coincides 
with the week of Shabbos Shirah(7). If every Shabbos is a day of 
celebration when we feel ‘a taste of the future’, Shabbos Shirah celebrates 
the commencement of our involvement in that process. 
The holiday of Tu B’Shvat symbolizes this idea as well. It is a day which 
celebrates future glory by enjoying a ‘taste’ of that beauty even before its 
time has arrived, because the foundations are being laid.  
When Shabbos Shirah literally coincides with Tu B’Shvat it is a day of 
complete and perfect song, a day which foreshadows a world which will 
achieve ultimate perfection and eternal rebirth. It is a day which contains a 
window into a time when all will realize that Torah and mitzvos, which 
may seem secondary and tangential in this world, are in reality the priority 
and focal point. As for everything else that money (and Mastercard) can 
buy, it is all transient and fleeting.  
“Then Moshe and the Children of Israel will sing” 
“A psalm, a song for the Shabbos day” 
1. A friend of mine emailed me this beautiful story. I have been trying to 
verify its authenticity, but so far have been unable to do so. Still in the 
hope that it is true, and because its message is definitely true, I am 
including it. 
2. With the exception of “Shabbos Bereishis” all other Shabbosos that 
have a unique name, derive their titles from the haftorah (reading from the 
Prophets) or an added Torah reading. 
3. See Pachad Yitzchak, Shabbos 1- quoted in Stam Torah, parshas Ki Sisa 
5768 
4. an extreme level of ‘song’ expressed with soulful, uninhibited and 
unbridled joy, and a feeling of connection with G-d 
5. Wording of the Medrash; Yechezkel, one of the great prophets, and 
merited a vision of the Chariot of G-d, as it were. 
6. R’ Tzadok explains that even those Jews living in the Diaspora celebrate 
Tu B’Shvat, because the blessings of the entire world commence and are 
rooted in the blessings of Eretz Yisroel. 

7. Tu B’Shvat always falls out the week before or after Shabbos Shirah. 
 

Rabbi Berel Wein 

The Non-Slip Talit 
A dear friend and rabbinic colleague of mine casually mentioned to me 
that as a gift for his birthday his wife presented him with a new tallit - the 
kind that does not constantly slip off of one’s shoulders when in prayerful 
use. I was intrigued by this revelation on two counts. There are still 
spouses around who give each other birthday gifts?! And, secondly, is it 
possible that technology has finally achieved a solution to the millennia 
old problem of the discomfort of trying to maintain concentration on one’s 
prayers to God while one’s tallit keeps on slipping? 
Assured by those who had purchased one of these non-slip talitot, that they 
are ninety percent effective (only old rabbis are one hundred percent 
effective) I took the plunge and purchased two of them to replace the 
constantly-slipping-off-my-shoulders type that I own. Though it is my 
personal policy not to endorse or disparage products or people in my 
writings (however every rule has an exception - sometimes) I do find that 
this non-slip tallit is a boon to mankind generally and to Jewish prayer 
concentration particularly. It is a practical achievement long overdue – at 
least in my case. 
A tallit that constantly slips off of one’s shoulders during prayer is at first 
an annoyance but it gradually grows into a distraction and a disturbance. 
When one is addressing the congregation publicly, teaching and 
sermonizing, it is very counter-productive to holding the attention of one’s 
listeners when the speaker constantly has to readjust his tallit. It seems the 
audience is more fascinated by the slipping and often begins to ignore 
what the speaker has to say. So the non-slip tallit is a blessing in both 
respects. 
All of this has set me thinking, in a symbolic way, about the story of the 
Jewish people over the past few centuries. There is no question that the 
talit has slipped off of the shoulders of millions of Jews during this latter 
period of time. The reasons and causes for this are varied. But, the main 
background for all of these reasons is the confrontation with the ideas and 
social mores of modernity, democracy, technology, social mobility and 
educational and professional opportunity that the modern world brought 
and continues to bring with it. 
The initial reaction of Eastern European Orthodoxy (unlike that of German 
Orthodoxy) was to either ignore or completely reject the existence and 
unstoppable influence of modernity on the Jewish street. The hallmark of 
Orthodoxy was, and in many of its circles today, still remains the rejection 
of constantly advancing communicative technology, secular studies, 
scientific fact and certainly the changing roles of individuals in a 
constantly evolving and more complex society. 
While all of the other movements that swept the Jewish masses on the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries offered responses to modernity, 
Orthodoxy did not. Tragically none of those responses has stood the test of 
time and they are all, more or less, now in the ash heap of history. 
Orthodoxy survived and has even prospered simply because of adherence 
to Torah and tradition and God’s covenant with the Torah and the Jewish 
people who would observe it. 
The cost of that survival, however, has been great and painful. There are a 
lot of talitot that have slipped off of Jewish shoulders because of our 
inability to develop a reasonable, practical strategy regarding the 
challenges of modernity that face us.  
So, again, symbolically, we should try and develop for our society a non-
slip talit. No matter what we devise, it, not unlike the physical non-slip 
talit itself, will only be ninety percent effective. There is no one-size-fits-
all in matters of faith and belief and the Lord’s gift of free will remain 
constant in all times and circumstances. But such a non-slip talit, imperfect 
as it may be, will be a vast improvement over what is now the case. 
We must begin to ask ourselves the hard questions that we always have 
avoided, questions that modernity has forced upon us? How can we 
continue to preach poverty and charitable dependency in a world of 
obvious plenty and great opportunity? How do we expect our future 
generation to succeed and inspire themselves and others in an 
educationally advancing and complex technical world if that generation 
has, at best, only an inferior elementary school level of education and 
skills? 
Why are there so many of our children at risk and off the derech, having 
let their talitot slip off of their shoulders for no apparent reason? Why does 
Orthodoxy have such a bad name and reputation amongst other Jews, 
when sixty years ago it was still admired? Why so much divorce and 
family dysfunction in our society today? These are only some of the 
questions that current modernity has thrust upon us. We need a non-slip 
talit to help address them. 
Shabbat shalom, Berel Wein 
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Rabbi Berel Wein 

Weekly Parsha 
Bshalach 
There is a great difference in the perception of a momentous historic event, 
between the generation that actually experienced it, was witness to and 
perhaps even participated in it, and later generations who know of the 
event through tradition and history. The facts regarding events can be 
transmitted from one generation to the next, even for thousands of years, 
but the emotional quality, the pervading actual mood and atmosphere 
present at the time never survives the passage of time and distance from 
the event itself. 
Perhaps nowhere is this truism more strikingly evident than in the drama 
of the salvation of the Jewish people at the shores of Yam Suf. At the 
moment of Divine deliverance, Moshe and Miriam and the people of Israel 
burst into exalted song, registering their relief and triumph over the 
destruction of their hated oppressors. 
This song of triumph is so powerful that it forms part of the daily prayer 
service of Israel for millennia. But, though the words have survived and 
been sanctified by all generations of Jews from Moshe till the present, the 
original fervor, intensity and aura of that moment is no longer present with 
us. 
The Pesach Hagadah bids us to relive the Exodus from Egypt as though we 
actually were present then and experienced it. But it is beyond the ability 
of later generations do so fully and completely. We can recall and relive 
the event intellectually and positively in an historic vein but the emotional 
grandeur of the moment has evaporated over time.  
We are witness as to how the events of only a century ago – the two great 
World Wars, the Holocaust, the birth of the State of Israel, etc. – have 
begun to fade away from the knowledge, memory and recall of millions of 
Jews today, a scant few generations after these cataclysmic events took 
place. In this case, it is not only the emotion that has been lost but even the 
actual facts and their significance – social, religious and national – are in 
danger of disappearing from the conscious thoughts and behavior of many 
Jews. 
In light of this, it is truly phenomenal that the deliverance of Israel at Yam 
Suf is so distinctly marked and remembered, treasured and revered in the 
Jewish memory bank. The reason for this exceptional survival of historic 
memory is that it was made part of Jewish religious ritual, incorporated in 
the Torah itself, and commemorated on a special Shabbat named for the 
event. It thus did not have to rely on historic truth and memory alone to 
preserve it for posterity. 
Religious ritual remains the surest way of preserving historical memory, 
far stronger than May Day parades and twenty-one gun salutes and salvos. 
Ritual alone may be unable to capture the emotion and atmosphere of the 
actual event but it is able to communicate the essential facts and import of 
the event to those who never witnessed or experienced it. The song of 
Moshe, Miriam and Israel still reverberates in the synagogues of the 
Jewish people and more importantly in their minds and hearts as well. 
Shabbat shalom, Rabbi Berel Wein 
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Rabbi Dr. Tzvi Hersh Weinreb-OU 

Person in the Parsha 
Parshas Beshalach: “Simple Belief, Genuine Belief” 
There was a time in my college days when I seriously considered majoring 
in philosophy. The rabbinic training program in the yeshiva that I attended 
did not include systematic study of the philosophy of religion. We focused 
instead upon the intensive study of Talmud and the Codes of Jewish Law. 
Our exposure to the thought of men like Maimonides was limited to his 
legal works, and we were never even introduced to his magisterial Guide 
to the Perplexed. 
To rectify this void in my education, I took a few courses in the 
department of philosophy. They included an overview of the history of 
philosophy, a course on ethics, and an excellent course on the philosophy 
of religion. Although traditional Jewish philosophers were included in the 
syllabus, I certainly did not gain a thorough grounding in the philosophy 
of Jewish religion. Eventually, I abandoned my plan to major in 
philosophy because of the great gap I experienced between the religion in 
which I was raised and the religion I was studying. 
I could not quite put my finger on what was troubling me about this 
discrepancy. It was when I came across a sentence in the writings of 
French philosopher, Blaise Pascal, that I understood my problem. He 
experienced the same unease with formal philosophical studies of religion 
that I did. He proclaimed that his was the search for the God of Abraham, 
the God of Isaac, the God of Jacob, and not the God of the philosophers 
and scholars. 

Pascal helped me to understand that my courses avoided discussing 
“classical theistic belief.” That is to say, the belief in a God with whom 
one could have a personal relationship, to whom one could pray, and with 
whom one could even argue. Whereas the courses I took were preoccupied 
with proving the existence of God, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and Moses 
and David after them, were interacting with Him, sometimes struggling, 
and sometimes even holding Him to account for having abandoned them. 
This week’s Torah portion, Parashat Beshalach (Exodus 13:17-17:16), 
contains a perfect example of religious faith as it is understood in our 
tradition. This example is based upon a biblical phrase which is elaborated 
by a Midrash and which, in turn, is further elaborated by a great Chassidic 
master. 
The phrase appears in the verse immediately preceding the Song of the 
Sea, undeniably the highlight of this week’s parasha. The Lord split the 
sea, allowing the Israelites to escape their pursuers. Israel saw the Lord’s 
“wondrous power” and were inspired to join Moses in song. But first, 
“they had faith in the Lord and in His servant Moses.” 
The Midrash emphasizes that all of Israel had this faith experience. “The 
lowly maidservant saw by the sea what even the prophet Ezekiel was 
never privileged to see.” (Mechilta, Shira, chapter 3) It does not take 
special philosophical erudition to have faith. The “lowly maidservant” 
exemplifies the most ordinary among us, and her example illustrates the 
capacity of everyone to achieve a sublime spiritual experience. Faith does 
not require the special religious credentials of an Ezekiel. It is available to 
us all. 
This type of faith is known in Hebrew as emuna peshuta, simple faith. 
My paternal grandfather, Rabbi Chaim Yitzchok Weinreb of blessed 
memory, introduced me to a book collecting the thoughts of a great 
Chassidic master of the early 20th century, Rabbi Israel Friedman, known 
as the Chortkover Rebbe. The book is entitled Ginzei Yisrael. 
The Rebbe quotes the aforementioned Midrash, which implies that there 
are no differences between one Jew and another with regard to faith 
experiences. We are all capable of emuna peshuta. But, as we will read in 
next week’s Torah portion, there are clear distinctions between various 
segments of the Jewish people as they stand at Mount Sinai, at the moment 
of the Torah’s revelation. 
Moses is instructed to stand alone, separate from his brother Aaron, who is 
to stand behind him. Aaron’s sons follow in a separate area further 
removed from the mountaintop. Behind them stand the elders, and even 
further behind stand the rest of the nation. How are we to explain, asks the 
Rebbe, the discrepancy between the rigid hierarchy dictated at matan 
Torah, at the time the Torah is revealed, and the inspirational moment at 
the splitting of the sea, at which point there were no distinctions? 
The Rebbe answers that when one wishes to advance his spiritual level 
through Torah study and observance, there are natural differences between 
individuals. Some people are gifted with intellectual strengths that enable 
them to comprehend the depths of Torah, whereas others are more limited 
and can only understand Torah superficially. Some have prodigious 
memories so that they can remember all of Jewish law, and others can 
barely remember the basics. With Torah, there are individual differences. 
Hence the prayer that we recite at the conclusion of the Amidah: “vetein 
chelkeinu betoratecha, grant each of us our unique portion in the Torah.” 
We do not have equivalent Torah portions. 
But when it comes, the Rebbe concludes, to emuna peshuta, to simple 
faith, there are no individual differences. Everyone is capable of sincere 
and genuine belief in God. It takes no special genius and no special 
credentials. All it requires is a religious attitude of which we are all 
capable. 
Much has been written about the faith which even the most simpleminded 
person can achieve. Many of us read as children about the illiterate 
shepherd boy who came to the High Holiday service. He wanted to join in 
the community’s prayers but could not read. However, he had his 
shepherd’s flute with him and expressed his devotion by playing a simple 
melody on his instrument at the very climax of the liturgy. Whereas most 
of the congregation condemned his act as sacrilege, the leader of the 
congregation saw in an exquisite example of religious devotion, of emuna 
peshuta. 
We possess an anecdote reported by the 16th century rabbinic sage Moshe 
Chagiz, who sojourned in the ancient city of Safed at the same time as the 
great Arizal, Rabbi Isaac Luria. A converso, an unfortunate Jew who was 
coerced by the Church to convert to Christianity during the terrible 
Inquisition in Portugal, he was reared as a Christian. He knew nothing of 
his Jewish religion. He fled to Safed and found refuge there. He soon was 
exposed to the sermons of the great rabbis who inhabited that holy city. 
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At one of those sermons, he learned about the showbread, the loaves of 
bread which were arranged upon a special table in the innermost precincts 
of the holy Temple in Jerusalem each week. In his ignorance, he did not 
know of the distinction between our ancient Temple in Jerusalem and his 
modest synagogue in Safed. And so, he decided that each week he would 
bring two loaves of bread, two challot, to the synagogue and put them in 
the holy Ark together with the Torah scrolls. 
Naturally, the sexton noticed these two loaves and happily took them 
home to his hungry family. The next morning the poor converso came to 
synagogue, opened the Ark, and saw that the loaves were gone. He 
assumed that they were miraculously taken away by an angel, or perhaps 
by the Holy One Himself. So he persisted in his custom of depositing two 
loaves bread in the Ark every week with increasing enthusiastic devotion. 
Of course, the sexton consistently appropriated the loaves for his own 
family. 
Finally, the rabbi of the synagogue discovered what the converso had been 
doing and criticized him severely for “such nonsense.” The holy Arizal, 
however, saw in the converso‘s weekly offering not “nonsense,” but an 
example of pure simple faith of the highest order. He rebuked the rabbi 
harshly and proclaimed to the entire community that this converso‘s act of 
worship was cherished on High as a precious example of an act done with 
total religious dedication. 
Nowadays, we consider ourselves too sophisticated to relinquish the God 
of the philosophers in favor of the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. But 
thereby we miss a wonderful spiritual opportunity. One does not need 
academic training to achieve spiritual experience, nor does one need to be 
a theologian to serve the Almighty. All one needs is emuna peshuta, the 
kind of faith that the simple maidservant of the Midrash on this week’s 
Torah portion modeled for us. 
 

Rabbi Pinchas Winston 

Perceptions 
Parshas Beshalach 
God said to Moshe, “Why are you crying out to Me? Tell B’nei Yisroel to 
travel forward!” Shemos 14:15 
WE LEFT OFF LAST week talking about the need to work on bitachon 
and emunah, trust and faith in God. This week’s parshah is a great place to 
start the discussion, as it says: 
At the time of the splitting of the sea, God told Moshe, “Why are you 
crying out to Me? Tell B’nei Yisroel to travel forward!” (Shemos 14:15), 
meaning that their salvation was dependent upon them. If they had 
sufficient faith and trust in God and travelled toward the sea, with 
confidence and without fear, this alone would cause the sea to split before 
them. It would “arouse” Above, which would lead to the necessary miracle 
to split the sea. (Nefesh HaChaim, Sha’ar 1, Ch. 9) 
If someone wants to borrow $10, it is usually sufficient to simply ask 
another person for it. The lender may not even insist upon an IOU. If he 
wants to borrow $100, even an IOU may not be enough. He may have to 
do a little pleading as well.  
If the person wants to borrow $100,000, it will probably be out of the 
question. There is little the person can do or sign that will provide 
sufficient merit for the lender to give the money, at least for free. He will 
probably even get laughed away. 
Had Moshe Rabbeinu only prayed for safe passage for himself, prayer 
would have been enough. He certainly had sufficient for a personal 
miracle, and more than likely God would have granted it for him. Instead, 
he wasn’t asking for a personal miracle, but one for 3,000,000 Jews and 
6,000,000 Erev Rav, a very tall order. And, he wasn’t praying for a 
“conventional miracle,” but one that would all them to cross a dangerous 
sea!  
In other words, Moshe Rabbeinu was asking for a miracle far greater than 
his prayer was capable of invoking. Last week, many people prayed to win 
the $1.5 billion dollar lottery, and the vast majority went without their 
prayers being fulfilled. They were “borrowing” more than they had merit 
to “pay back.” 
It made the situation bleak. The Jewish people could not defend 
themselves against Egyptian army, and they could not cross the sea on a 
wing and a prayer. What was left?  
Bitachon. Trust in God. According to the midrash, by walking into the sea 
until they could go no further without drowning, the sea split. Thus is the 
power of bitachon, as the Leshem says: 
In truth, nothing stands in the way of bitachon, as it says . . . “One who 
trusts in God will be surrounded by kindness” (Tehillim 32:10). (Drushei 
Olam HaTohu, Chelek 2, Drush 5, Anaf 4, Siman 3) 

At the sea, this was certainly the case. The explicit trust of the Jewish 
people to enter the sea until they could go no further accomplished what 
the prayer of the great Moshe Rabbeinu could not. The Nefesh HaChaim 
continues: 
This is the meaning of the verse, “To a steed in Pharaoh’s chariot, I have 
compared you, My beloved” (Shir HaShirim 1:9). In other words, 
Pharaoh’s horse represented a reversal of the natural order, since normally 
the driver leads the horse. With respect to Pharaoh and his army however, 
the horse led the driver, as the rabbis have taught (Shemos Rabbah 23; Shir 
HaShirim Rabbah 1:50). It is to this [unnatural state of existence] that My 
beloved is compared and likened. (Nefesh HaChaim, Sha’ar 1, Ch. 9) 
As the Nefesh HaChaim explains, the bitachon of the Jewish people at the 
sea is what created an unnatural occurrence. It is so valuable to God that it 
can “pay” for miracles far beyond the merit of the person to invoke. It is 
like asking for $1 million, and having a wealthy person all of sudden offer 
to guarantee the loan. 
Bitachon and calm. The two words go together. Perfectly. There is no true 
and lasting sense of calm except for that which results from trusting God. 
Even a disbeliever has to agree that if there is a God, and He is Who He 
says He is, then He is also the most reliable source of success and security 
there is. 
It’s simple. Man is limited. He can barely control himself. How can he be 
expected to control the universe and the destiny of people? He tries, and 
some fool themselves into believing that they have more control in life 
than they actually do. In the end, it becomes clear that they were wrong. 
Sometimes, even deadly wrong. 
God, on the other hand, is unlimited. This is part of what makes Him God. 
The moment God would be limited in any way He would become like us. 
He might be a superhuman but a human nonetheless, and less than 100 
percent reliable because like us, He too would have weaknesses. 
There have been times when those who challenged God at least believed in 
Him. The sorcerer Bilaam tried to curse God’s people, but he still believed 
in God. Much later in history, the Babylonian king Nebuchadnetzar 
destroyed God’s Temple and exiled His people, but he too still believed in 
the Jewish God. Even Pharaoh, who at first refused to free the Jewish 
people, still believed in God. He just didn’t realize at first the extent to 
which God was prepared to intervene in human history on behalf of the 
Jewish people. He learned this from the 10 plagues that destroyed his 
country and the splitting of the sea that washed away his army. 
Everything began to change when prophecy ended in the year 3448 from 
Creation, or 313 BCE. If man is not going to listen to God, then God is not 
going to talk to man, at least directly. It is a tremendous merit to be able to 
communicate with God. Abuse it, lose it. 
With God maintaining “radio silence” from that point onward, mankind 
drifted further away from Him. He has always communicated with man 
since then, through unarticulated forms of prophecy such as Ruach 
HaKodesh, literally, “Holy Spirit,” and Hashgochah Pratis, or Divine 
Providence. But this has been with individuals only, and has lacked the 
definitive clarity of actual prophecy. 
As mankind forgot about God, he forgot about his own godliness as well. 
This is why even when he attempted to reintroduce religion back into 
society it resulted in glaring inconsistencies and often in terrible atrocities 
against mankind. This has not changed with time. 
The Jewish people have suffered tremendously as a result, either from 
terrible persecution or catastrophic assimilation. Even the core group of 
Torah Jews in each generation have had to work hard to keep God from 
becoming more theory than fact. This has taken a heavy toll on bitachon 
and emunah. 
It is also simple. The less people see God in everyday life, the less they 
believe He is guiding theirs. The more the hand of God is hidden from the 
eyes of men, the more “practical” they feel they have to become. The more 
they think success or failure, protection or vulnerability, is in their hands 
and those of other humans. 
In actuality, God never stops running the show. However, if a person 
chooses, either out of ignorance or a lack of spiritual imagination, to trust 
in limited resources, God will let him. 
It says: 
Blessed is the man who trusts in God, then God will be his security. 
(Yirmiyahu 17:7) 
Thus, if he does not trust in God then something else has to be his security, 
something limited and unreliable.  
Today, so far down the road and so distant from all forms of direct Divine 
communication, is it even possible to know God that well, well enough to 
trust in Him? Is it possible to achieve the peace of mind that trust in God is 
supposed to provide? It says: 
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Trust in God forever, for in God, God is the strength of the worlds. 
(Yeshayahu 26:4) 
Those knowing Your Name will trust in You, and You do not forsake 
those Who seek You. (Tehillim 9:11) 
This says that trust in God is supposed to be forever, in every generation 
and at any time. It says that if a person endeavors to make the effort to 
achieve bitachon, God will answer him, take care of him, provide for him 
and grant him peace of mind. As it says, 
In truth, nothing stands in the way of bitachon, as it says . . . “One who 
trusts in God will be surrounded by kindness” (Tehillim 32:10). (Drushei 
Olam HaTohu, Chelek 2, Drush 5, Anaf 4, Siman 3) 
One can survive without bitachon for periods of time, though he loses out 
on the most important part of life, a relationship with his Creator. It is 
difficult if not impossible, however, to survive without it when history 
becomes turbulent. If history proves anything, it is that chaos always 
returns. If it proves something else, it is that people are seldom ready, 
intellectually, emotionally, spiritually when it does. It pays to be ready. 
Text Copyright © 2016 by Rabbi Pinchas Winston and Torah.org. 
 

HaRav Shlomo Wolbe Zt”l 

Bais Hamussar 
Beshalach 
This Dvar Torah is dedicated in honor of the marriage of Zevi and Simi 
Klein. May they be zoche to build a bayis ne'eman b'Yisrael  and be 
showered with shefa b'ruchniyus u'b'gashmiyus!  
After the awesome miracles witnessed at the splitting of the sea, the Torah 
tells us - and we recite it daily during Shachris - "Bnei Yisrael saw the 
great hand that Hashem inflicted upon Mitzrayim and the nation feared 
Hashem and they believed in Hashem and in Moshe His servant." Rav 
Wolbe (Shiurei Chumash, Beshalach 14:31) asks the obvious question. 
How is it that their fear of Hashem preceded their belief in Hashem? 
Shouldn't the order have been reversed? Only after one believes in the 
Creator is there the possibility of fearing Him. 
He quoted the answer given by his Rebbi, Rav Yeruchom Levovitz, the 
Mashgiach of the Mir Yeshiva in prewar Europe. Rav Yeruchom was wont 
to say, "One cannot discuss emunah with a drunkard." It is only after the 
drunkard sobers up that he has the clarity of mind needed to discuss belief 
in the Creator. 
Rav Wolbe cites a Medrash (Shemos Rabba 30:11) that corroborates this 
idea. Iyov, who suffered tremendous misfortunes, declared in his misery, 
"If only I knew how to find Him... I would set out my case before Him" 
(Iyov 23:3). Chazal explained his declaration with a parable. An officer 
once proclaimed, "Show me the king and I'll teach him a lesson." They 
then brought the officer to the palace and he observed the king blind a 
lieutenant, jail a princess, exile a general, cripple a captain and banish a 
prime minister. Consequently the officer announced, "I apologize for I was 
drunk and did not realize the power of the king." Likewise, Iyov was 
shown how Hashem caused Yitzchak to become blind, Miriam to remain 
in solitude due to her tzara'as, Avraham's offspring to be exiled, Yaakov to 
be crippled (in his fight with the angel) and Moshe to be banished from 
Eretz Yisrael. Consequently Iyov announced, "I apologize for I was drunk 
and did not realize the power of The King." 
Without a proper appreciation of Hashem's exacting standards of 
retribution, a person is, to an extent, "in the dark." The emunah discussed 
in the Torah is not the basic knowledge that there is a Creator. After the 
miraculous redemption from Egypt, the fact that there is a G-d was not a 
subject for debate. The Torah is referring to an understanding and 
acknowledgment that every single aspect of the world is run completely 
and solely by Hashem. Although they had previously questioned the 
prudence of their exodus from Egypt, they were aroused from their 
"stupor" by the exacting punishment meted upon the Egyptians. This 
occurrence initiated a new level of appreciation of Hashem's providence in 
every aspect of the running of the world. The fear brought them to faith. 
In a similar vein, continues Rav Wolbe, someone who is entirely caught up 
in a materialistic lifestyle, is for all intents and purposes a drunkard. There 
is no way to speak to him about emunah when he can't see past his bottle 
of wine i.e. his self-indulgent lifestyle. Only after he awakens from his 
stupor can he have the clarity of mind to discuss spirituality in general and 
belief in Hashem in particular. 
Unfortunately, we have all too many alarm clocks trying to awaken us 
from our slumber. The terror in Eretz Yisrael, the tragedies and suffering 
that have befallen numerous people are all wake up calls from The King. 
These occurrences should instill awe in our hearts so that we wake up and 
realize that, "If this is the power of the King, then we indeed have been 
drunk up until now." Since we haven't appreciated His omnipotence and 

providence in every last aspect of the running of the world, He is trying to 
teach us a lesson in emunah. We need to wake up from the deep slumber 
brought upon us by our very materialistic world and rub our eyes to enable 
ourselves to discern Hashem in every facet of our lives! 
 

Rabbi Yochanan Zweig 

Insights into the Weekly Parsha 
Parshas Beshalach: The Greatest Type of Mitzvah 
And Moshe took the bones of Yosef with him; for he (Yosef) had solemnly 
sworn the Jewish people; God will surely remember you; and you shall 
carry up my bones from here with you. (13:19) 
The Talmud (Sotah 13a) uses this verse to laud Moshe; "see how precious 
Mitzvos were to Moshe, even as the Jewish people were busying 
themselves with looting the Egyptians he was busying himself with 
performing a Mitzvah as the verse says; 'The wise heart will collect a 
Mitzvah.'" (Mishlei 10:8) 
This can be difficult to understand; while it is true that the Jewish people 
were focused on getting what they could from the Egyptians, they too 
were performing a Mitzvah. In fact, HaShem pleaded with them to take 
items from the Egyptians so that Avraham Avinu wouldn't complain that 
HaShem didn't fulfill his promise of "and after they will leave with great 
wealth" (See Rashi 11:2). Since B'nei Yisrael were also fulfilling a 
Mitzvah why was Moshe singled out for his wisdom in collecting 
Mitzvos? 
In general, people are focused on their individual needs like food and 
shelter etc. A person on a more elevated level will perhaps focus on his 
spiritual needs as well. While it is true that the Jewish people were 
following the will of HaShem that they should leave Egypt with great 
wealth, it was still focused on a personal need, that of accumulating 
wealth. Moshe, on the other hand, was focused on fulfilling a community 
need because Yosef had made the Jewish people swear that they would 
take out his remains when they left Egypt. 
Most of us who get involved in community affairs like building a Mikvah 
or volunteering at a special needs school or serving on a Shul board do so 
because we have a vested interest. In other words, we get involved because 
our family needs a nicer Mikvah, or we want to better organize our Shul, 
or because our child is in the school. 
While it is a big Mitzvah to get involved in community affairs it is seldom 
without some self interest. In fact, when our children leave the school or 
our family no longer uses the Mikvah we usually leave those board and 
leadership positions. The reason Moshe is given special recognition is 
because he forsook all the personal Mitzvos. Instead, he was busying 
himself with a community obligation in which he had no self interest; that 
of fulfilling the promise made to Yosef long ago. 
Understanding the Value of Enough is Enough 
So Moshe drove B'nei Yisrael from the Red Sea... (15:22) 
Rashi (ad loc) quoting the Midrash Tanchuma comments that Moshe had 
to literally force the Jewish people away from the bank of the Red Sea. 
The reason for this was because the Egyptians had decorated their horses 
with much gold, silver, and precious stones which were miraculously 
brought up from the water's depths on to the banks for the benefit of the 
Jewish people to collect. In fact, our Rabbis teach that they found more 
wealth there on the banks than what they were able to "liberate" from the 
Egyptians as they were leaving Egypt. 
Gold, silver, and precious stones, when thrown into the Red Sea, will 
naturally sink to the bottom and be lost forever. Clearly, HaShem created 
this miraculous event to make the Jewish people even richer than they 
already were after leaving with all the valuables that the Egyptians had 
given them. Yet if Moshe had to force the people to leave because they 
were collecting "too much" why would HaShem miraculously bring up so 
much booty from the depths? HaShem should have simply brought up the 
proper amount for the people to collect and when there was no more they 
would have left voluntarily without needing to be forced! 
Obviously HaShem wanted the Jewish people to have wealth, but how 
does one really know when he is wealthy? In other words, at what point 
does a person feel that he has enough and is sufficiently wealthy? 
Unfortunately, most of us keep collecting wealth for the sake of having 
more. Ultimately, that means that what we have is never enough and 
therefore we never feel as if we achieve the status of "wealthy". 
HaShem is teaching the litmus test for being rich and a lesson for all of us 
to strive to achieve. When you can walk away from money laying right in 
front of you and don't make the effort to pick it up, at that point you are 
truly rich. HaShem's goal for the Jewish people was real wealth. The only 
way to measure that was by having piles of gold and silver laying on the 
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ground in front of them and being able to turn and walk away. At that 
point they would know they were truly wealthy. 
 

Aish.Com - Rabbi Ken Spiro 

Jewish History Crash Course 
Crash Course in Jewish History Part 45 - The Crusades 
The Crusaders came to liberate the Holy Land from the "infidels" and woe 
to any Jews who stood in their way.  
As long as the Byzantine (Eastern) Empire, with its seat in Constantinople, 
dominated the Christian Church, it maintained the balance of power 
between the bishop of Constantinople and the bishop of Rome. But when it 
began to crumble, Rome began to assert itself. 
As we will see, the Crusades originated with Rome. However, before we 
can discuss the Crusades and how they impacted the Jews, we must first 
set the stage and go back in history. 
Ever since the 4th century, the Western (Rome-based) Empire had been 
shrinking considerably, thanks to the Goths and Franks. It finally 
disappeared altogether in 476. The resulting vacuum in the economic, 
legal and administrative infrastructure led to a state of chaos. The Church, 
aligning itself with the Franks, stepped in to restore order. 
Consciously modeling its bureaucratic framework on the model of the old, 
the Church created titles and administrative positions which people were 
used to. It's not by accident that the pope (from the Latin papa or "father") 
was called pontiff (from pontifex maximus or "chief priest") -- a title 
previously reserved for the Roman emperor.  
Today we remember the period of time when the Church ruled Western 
Europe with an iron hand as the "Dark Ages," although more charitable 
historians will call it the "Middle Ages." 
Feudalism 
With its well-organized bureaucracy, the Church found itself assuming a 
position of paramount importance in the evolution of feudalism in 
European society. 
Feudalism has its roots in all the warring that was going on in this period 
of time. To support the cavalry, the kings gave their soldiers estates of land 
farmed by dependent laborers. It was a huge pyramid with the majority of 
the population at the bottom, working as serfs or virtual slaves for 
somebody else. 
Feudal serfs worked at backbreaking labor, dawn to dusk. They lived in 
absolute filth and squalor. It is impossible for us to imagine today the 
conditions and the deprivations of this time period. 
The Church's role in the feudal system was quite ironic. Not only didn't the 
Church fight this injustice, the Church helped to create it, and profited 
handsomely from it. 
The Church supported the inequality of the feudal system through its 
various dogmatic formulations, which strongly implied that G-d Himself 
wants things this way, that poverty has great spiritual value, and that the 
king is a divinely ordained human being whose authority cannot be 
questioned.  
Why? Because the Church was "a major player" in the feudal game. Early 
in its history, the Church started to acquire land. At first, the Church took 
over the properties of pagan temples and temple priests. But it continued to 
expand it holdings, until it became by far the biggest landowner in Europe, 
collecting huge amounts of taxes from the hapless peasants.  
Oxford scholar Henry Phelps-Brown in Egalitarianism and the Generation 
of Inequality (p. 33) suggests that the Church, while it embodied 
monotheism, had yet to rid itself of the old Hellenistic pagan tendencies: 
"Thus Christianity itself, and the views on wealth and power that came 
down from it, did not challenge the inequality of the secular world. They 
rather upheld it ... In this way they followed the main drift of the pagan 
philosophies. The inequality of human capacity was obvious, the need for 
subordination inescapable." 
As the Church's empire grew in size so did its need for more money to 
support it. While the Crusades were launched in part to curb the growth of 
the Islam Empire, a key motivation was to gain new lands and wealth for 
the growing population of Europe. They offered an outlet for the ambitions 
of land-hungry knights and noblemen. 
The ostensible reason given at the time, however, was the reclamation of 
the Church of the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem from the Muslims. This 
church had been originally built on the site identified in the 4th century by 
Empress Helena, the mother of Constantine, as the site where Jesus was 
buried following his crucifixion. 
(This church still stands today, after being rebuilt by the Crusaders; it is a 
focal point of Christian pilgrimages to Jerusalem although Protestant 
Christian denominations contend that it is not the site of Jesus' burial.)  
The "Noble" Quest 
To our Western minds, reared on the Hollywood version of so much 
history, the Crusades mean noble knights rescuing damsels in distress. Oy 
vey -- is that ever a lie.  

Now, it's true that there were knights, and there were kings, and there was 
a chivalric ideal. And that King Richard the Lionhearted, a Crusade leader, 
(who was incidentally one of the worst kings England ever had) was 
definitely a macho warrior. But that's pretty much where it ends.  
The Crusades turned into campaigns of slaughter, rape, and pillage, and 
woe to the poor Jews in the way. Indeed, the Crusades mark the first large-
scale mob violence directed against Jews which is going to become, 
unfortunately, the pattern for the next hundreds of years. The later 
pogroms are just going to be a repeat of this idea.  
The Jews were not the only -- and in fact, not the primary -- victims of the 
Crusaders. Muslims were. If you're a student of Islamic history, you know 
that a large part of the reason why the Arab world is today the way it is has 
to do with the Crusades. All the brutality directed toward them devastated 
the Arab peoples economically, made the Arab world very closed, and 
contributed to Arab hatred of the West.  
(Why do Arabs paint the doors of their houses blue to this day? To ward 
off the evil eye. Why blue? One explanation is that it was the color of the 
blue-eyed northern Europeans that came to slay them.) 
There were altogether ten Crusades covering a swath of time between the 
11th through the 13th centuries: 
• The First Crusade, 1095-1099, saw the taking of Jerusalem from 
the Muslims, the slaughter of both the Muslim and Jewish populations of 
the city, and the establishment of the Crusader-run Latin Kingdom of 
Jerusalem (which lasted only until 1187).  
• The Second Crusade, 1147-1149, was organized to help the 
Christians to recover lands which they lost to the Turks, but it ended in 
dismal failure.  
• The Third Crusade 1189-1192 was organized after Saladin, the 
Sultan of Egypt, recaptured Jerusalem. This is the Crusade in which King 
Richard the Lionhearted figured. It was a failure.  
• The Fourth Crusade, 1202-1204, saw the capture of 
Constantinople, which at the time was occupied by Greek-speaking 
Eastern Orthodox Christians, who did not recognize the authority of the 
Roman Pope.  
• The Children's Crusade, 1212, sent thousands of children for the 
Holy Land, where they were captured by Muslims only to be sold as slaves 
or to die of hunger or disease.  
• The Fifth Crusade, 1217-21, was aimed at Egypt, but failed.  
• Four more Crusades mounted in the 13th century failed to 
reverse the Muslim gains. In 1291 the last Crusader stronghold at Acco 
fell. 
That's the picture in a nutshell. Now we can look in greater detail at the 
aspects of the Crusades which most impacted on the Jews. 
(For anyone interested in knowing more about specific Crusades, the 
authoritative source is a book by H.E. Mayer, called The Crusades, 
published Oxford University Press.)  
Infidel Cleansing  
Pope Urban II mounted the first campaign, in part in response to a plea for 
help from Christians in Constantinople who were besieged by the 
Muslims. Its aim was to beat back the "infidels" (as Christians called their 
fellow monotheists) and to recapture the Holy Land. 
To sweeten the pie, the Pope promised those that signed up that there 
would be plenty of booty, not to mention the spiritual benefit of having all 
your sins forgiven by G-d. 
The Pope received an enthusiastic response. An armed force of 15,000 -- 
including 5,000 knights and the rest infantry -- set off wearing a large red 
cross on their outer garments (hence their name Crusaders from the Latin 
word meaning "cross," though they called themselves "pilgrims").  
A peasant force also joined in. As these peasants started marching through 
Europe (in advance of the knights), they needed to eat, and eat they did by 
pillaging the countryside. As they were marching along they got the idea 
that they might as well get rid of the infidels in their midst -- namely the 
Jews. 
Here is one eyewitness account of an attack on the Jewry of Mainz in May 
of 1096. This comes from The First Crusade by August Krey, and it is a 
letter written by a Jew who survived: 
"The Jews of the city, knowing of the slaughter of their brethren fled in 
hope of safety to the Bishop of Ruthard. They put an infinite treasure in 
his guard and trust having much faith in his protection. He placed the Jews 
in a very spacious hall in his own house that they might remain safe and 
sound in a very secure and strong place.  
"But ... the band held council, and after sunrise attacked the Jews in the 
hall with arrows and lances, breaking down the bolts in the doors. They 
killed the Jews, about 700 in number who in vain resisted the force of an 
attack of so many thousands. They killed the women also and with their 
sword pierced tender children whatever age and sex..." 
This is how about 30%-50% of the Jewish community of Europe met its 
end. Some 10,000 Jews of an estimated population of about 20,000-30,000 
were slaughtered by Crusaders mobs.  
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Fall Of Jerusalem 
After conquering Antioch in Turkey, the Crusaders got to Jerusalem, many 
of their number gone due to the heavy fighting along the way.  
At the gates of Jerusalem, fighting in the blistering sun heating up their 
heavy impregnable armor, many more of the knights died.  
In Part 44, in our discussion of Rashi, we mentioned the French nobleman 
Godfrey du Bouillon. Godfrey -- plus Raymond of Guilles, Raymond of 
Flanders, and Robert of Normandy -- besieged the gates of Jerusalem 
which at that time had a significant population of Jews. Their forces 
breached the walls and poured into the city.  
(Incidentally, the Crusader cry of "Hep! Hep!" originated at this time. It 
was an acronym for the Latin of "Jerusalem Has Fallen." With time it 
became "Hip, Hip, Hooray!" -- a cheer that Jews never use.) 
What happened after the Crusaders entered the city? 
We have one account from Ibn Al Kalanisi, the Moslem chronicler, 
describing hair-raising behavior of unnecessary brutality. The poor Jews 
had all huddled together in a synagogue and this is where the Crusaders 
found them, set the place on fire, and burned them alive. 
The Crusaders, once they conquered Jerusalem, embarked on a vast 
building effort all over Israel. The ruins of the many fortresses and 
churches they built can be visited today. (Most of these were destroyed by 
the Muslims once they reclaimed their earlier holdings, in fear that the 
Crusaders would return.) 
The Crusaders established special orders of knights to look after this 
kingdom. Those that interest us in particular are the Knights Templars and 
the Knights Hospitalers.  
The Knights Templars were stationed on the Temple Mount (hence their 
name). Interestingly, Knights Templars did not destroy the Dome of the 
Rock (though the Crusaders did destroy all the mosques that they did not 
turn into churches). Why? They thought it was the "Temple of Solomon," 
and that the nearby Al Aksa mosque was the "Palace of Solomon." (See 
Jerusalem: An Archeological Biography by Hershel Shanks, p. 238-239.) 
So what did they do? They removed the crescent from the top of the Dome 
of the Rock, replaced it with a cross, and called the place Templum 
Domini, "Temple of G-d." They turned the El Aksa mosque, as well as the 
vaulted space below the mosque, into a monastery. Consistent with their 
other errors, they called this space, which had been built by Herod -- 
"Solomon's Stables." 
(These so-called stables have recently been excavated by the Muslim 
Wakf and transformed into another mosque amid enormous archeological 
devastation, which the government of Israel felt powerless to stop.)  
The Knights Hospitalers were supposed to provide hospitality to the large 
numbers of Christian pilgrims who would come down and visit the 
Christian holy sites, and to care for the sick among them. (Thus we see the 
word for hospitality became synonymous with a place of care for the sick -
- hospice or hospital.) 
The Knights Hospitalers built their main complex near the Church of the 
Holy Sepulcher, a logical place for it. Another complex -- consisting of 
church, hospice and hospital -- was built in what is today the heart of the 
Jewish Quarter of the Old City Jerusalem near the main staircase going 
down to the Western Wall. This ruin has been preserved and is a tourist 
attraction. Nearby Crusader buildings have been renovated and are in use 
as apartments, schools and shops. (See Jerusalem Architecture by David 
Kroyanker, p. 37-43.)  
Needless to say, the Knights Hospitalers did not provide hospitality to 
Jews. In fact, they brought in Christian Arab tribes to help populate the 
city with Christians. 
But Jews always yearned to be part of the holy city. One such Jew, who 
braved the Crusader occupation of the Holy Land, was none other than the 
famed poet and writer Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi (whose work The Kuzari 
we discussed in Part 44). 
Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi managed to reach the city, but was trampled to 
death by a Christian Arab horseman just outside one of the city gates. As 
he lay dying, he is said to have recited one of his own poems: "Zion, shall 
I see you ... I shall cherish your stones and kiss them, and your earth will 
be sweeter than honey to my taste." (See Martin Gilbert, Jerusalem: An 
Illustrated Atlas, p. 21.) 
Sultan Saladin  
The reign of the Crusaders over the Holy Land was short lived. In less than 
one hundred years, in fact in 1187, the Crusaders are conquered by Sultan 
Saladin of Egypt (whose family, by-the-way was employing Maimonides 
as their physician as we saw in Part 44).  
Sultan Saladin beat the Crusaders at what was one of the most important 
battles in the medieval history of the Middle East -- at the Horns of Hattin, 
which is northwest of the Sea of Galilee. There Saladin very skillfully 
managed to lure the Crusaders out into the open. In the middle of the 
summer and burning heat, they found themselves vastly outmaneuvered 
and outnumbered, and this is how Saladin destroyed them. 

Even though they lost Jerusalem, the Crusaders didn't give up. They 
mounted campaign after campaign to recoup the Holy Land. They never 
did get Jerusalem back, (although the Moslems did grant them access to 
Christian holy sites there). Finally, in 1291, the last Crusader stronghold -- 
in Acco (also known as Acre) -- fell. 
Today we have amazing ruins from the Crusader period all over Israel. 
Some of the most massive and impressive are in Caesarea, Acco, Tiberias 
and in Belvoir (near the battle site of Hattin). If you should happen to visit 
any of these sites, keep in mind while admiring them, what the Crusaders 
did to the Jews.  
Next: Blood Libel  
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/literacy/jewishhistory/Crash_Course_in_Jewish_History_Part_24_-_Purim_in_Persia.asp 
Copyright © 2001 Aish.com - http://www.aish.com Author Biography: Rabbi Ken Spiro is originally from New Rochelle,NY. He graduated from 
Vasser College with a BA in Russian Language and Literature and did graduate studies at the Pushkin Institute in Moscow. He has Rabbinical 
ordination from Yeshiva Aish HaTorah in Jerusalem and a Masters Degree in History from The Vermont College of Norwich University. Rabbi Spiro 
is also a licensed tour guide by the Israel Ministry of Tourism. He lives in Jerusalem with his wife and five children where he works as a senior 
lecturer and researcher on Aish HaTorah outreach programs.  
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48 Ways to Wisdom 
Way #11 Work It Through With Friends 
Some roads can be traveled alone, but the road of life should not be one of 
them. 
None of us has a monopoly on truth; that's why we need to discuss our 
ideas with others. It's vital that we find real friends - people with whom we 
can discuss our plans, feelings, ambitions ... everything. 
Friends are prime people to discuss with, because with friends we don't 
have to score points or win ego contests. A good friend will give us 
straight, honest feedback. 
A friend won't just stand by when you are struggling; he will listen and 
discuss the pros and cons with you. The process of Talmudic learning is 
"give-and-take:" question, answer, question, answer. With each new 
question, the discussion delves deeper, revealing new layers of insight. 
Put Ideas Into The Market Place 
When a company wants to see if a new product is worth manufacturing, 
they test-market it. The response of customers lets them know the potential 
profitability of the product. 
If you want to know the value of an idea, you have to test-market it. Get 
together a "sample" group of people, and bounce your idea off them. Their 
feedback will let you know if you're on the right track. 
Everyone makes mistakes. Don't assume your viewpoint is correct. Open 
your ideas up to others. Discuss it with someone you trust. It takes a good 
friend to make sure you've thought through your decisions. As the saying 
goes: "Don't travel ideas alone; go with a friend." 
Prompt Discussions 
Though you may not know it, people are walking libraries. Everyone 
around you knows a lot of things you don't know, and has opinions that 
differ from yours about everyday issues. 
The only way to access that information is to probe their minds. Prompt 
discussions; raise issues. Hundreds of people are out there just waiting to 
make you wiser. 
Particularly when it comes to important decisions, discuss it with other 
people. Should I marry so-and-so? Should I accept this job offer? Should I 
move into this neighborhood? Don't be afraid to find out if you've made a 
mistake. Everyone has different insights. Amongst many people you'll find 
many solutions. 
Whenever somebody tells you a piece of wisdom, don't just file it away in 
your memory bank of interesting nuggets. Probe! Get into a discussion 
about it! 
Have A List Of Topics Ready 
To make the most out of your discussions, have a list of important topics 
ready (either on paper, or mentally). At lunch, take a break from 
discussing the stock market and instead talk about concepts such as free 
will, or the purpose of life. At first, it may be difficult to get your friends 
into it, but once you do, they'll love you for it. 
Aish HaTorah has developed the "Shmooze Kit" - an excellent tool for 
getting people to talk about deep, meaningful ideas. The "Shmooze Kit" 
contains provocative questions and traditional sources for 10 important 
topics, including love, anti-Semitism, gossip, and intermarriage. 
Choose A Friend 
Finding friends is too important to leave to chance. Yet, generally, that's 
exactly what we do. Most of our friends are the result of circumstances: 
neighbors, colleagues, roommates. But this is a mistake. A friend must be 
carefully chosen. Be pro-active and go out to choose a friend. 
When shopping for a car, we decide in advance on a set of features we're 
looking for. We'd shop around for the best deal, and only then we'll make 
the investment. We should do no less when looking for a friend. 
When you choose a friend, it should be for life. A good tennis partner, for 
instance, might not make such a good friend once your interest in tennis 
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has waned. Rather, find friends whose lifetime goals you respect. Choose a 
friend with real values, someone who also wants truth. Ask yourself: 
"What will this friend be like 20 years from now?" 
Friendships are built on loyalty. Choose a friend who is loyal. (And be a 
loyal friend, too!) Loyalty means that even though your paths diverge or 
your values change, you won't just dump each other - rather, you'll always 
do whatever you can to help. You pay with "trust" and in return you gain a 
friend. The better the friend, the more trust you'll have to pay! 
Of course in the end it's worth it. Because true friends give us much more 
than simple companionship. A true friend gives us the chance to become 
the best we can possibly be. 
Choose a friend to accomplish life goals with. 
Don't Argue - Discuss! 
Be provocative. Not for the sake of an argument, but for the sake of 
stimulating a good, intense discussion. 
A discussion means: communicate. Don't proclaim, don't yell, don't state 
your position. Ask questions. Analyze together. 
Become a connoisseur of discussions. Explore other people's ideas. Don't 
get discouraged when things get a little heated. With practice, you can 
learn to change every argument into a discussion. 
"Discussion," as opposed to "argument," requires keeping your cool. If you 
want to convert an argument into a discussion, then lower your voice, and 
ask the other person: "What makes you say that? What are your reasons? 
Do you have evidence?" 
To stay cool, remind yourself that other people feel as sincerely as you do 
about what they are saying. So listen carefully to the other viewpoint. Try 
to understand their position. Examine the evidence together. Be open to 
new ideas. 
Consider the other person to be as important as you are. He has an opinion. 
There's a reason he thinks the way he does. There's method to their 
madness! Just as you don't automatically accept, don't automatically reject. 
Because though their point of view may be mistaken, it is a point of view, 
nonetheless, and must be respected. 
Knowing how to carry on a fruitful discussion will help you make friends, 
deepen your existing relationships, and grow in wisdom. 
Be A Judge, Not A Lawyer 
The difference between a judge and lawyer is simple. A lawyer's job is to 
argue for the side that's paying his fee. A judge, meanwhile, remains 
objective so that he can weigh both sides and discover the truth. 
People who get into arguments as "lawyers" are only interested in 
"winning" the discussion. They listen to the other person, but they don't 
hear what they are saying. They only hear what they want to hear. 
Since you will rarely disagree with everything someone else has said, 
validate what you can before disagreeing. Say: "You've got a good point 
there, but what about...?" 
Become the type of person who wants truth, who wants to "do the right 
thing." 
Pursuit Of Truth 
The most important subjects to deal with are concepts that color our basic 
life outlook: existence of HaShem, suffering, the role of the Jewish People. 
In Judaism, the most important concept of all is understanding HaShem's 
instructions by learning Torah. That's why the Jewish method for Torah 
study is in with a partner - called "chavrusah" in Hebrew. Working it out 
with a friend is an essential part of finding truth. If Torah is HaShem's 
instructions, we'd better get it straight! 
The Talmud relates a story about the great scholar Rebbe Yochanan and 
his study partner Reish Lakish. The two learned together for many years, 
until one day Reish Lakish got sick and died. Rebbe Yochanan was totally 
distraught over the loss. His students tried to comfort him, saying, "Don't 

worry, Rebbe. We'll find you a new study partner - the most brilliant man 
in town." 
A few weeks later, Rebbe Yochanan was seen walking down the street, 
totally depressed. "Rebbe," his students asked. "What's the problem? We 
sent you a brilliant study partner. Why are you so sad?" 
Rebbe Yochanan told them: "This man is indeed a scholar. In fact, he's so 
brilliant that he can come up with 24 ways to prove what I'm saying is 
correct. But when I studied with Reish Lakish, he brought me 24 proofs 
that what I was saying was wrong. And that's what I miss! The goal of 
study is not to just have someone agree with me. I want him to criticize, 
question, and prove to me that I'm wrong. That's what Torah study's 
about." 
Don't Be Afraid Of Criticism 
Criticism is the most important aspect of having friends; it is also the most 
difficult thing to accept in life. Some people are so afraid to reveal their 
mistakes, that they'd rather be a recluse! The trick is to find friends who 
are sensitive enough to give positive feedback along with the criticism! 
The Talmud goes so far as to say, "chavrusa o matusa" - a study partner or 
death. "Death" in this context means wasting time and opportunities. A 
study partner forces you to be real with yourself. 
The Sefer Chassidim, a Jewish work from the Middle Ages, teaches: "If 
you are proved right, you accomplish little. But if you are proved wrong, 
you gain much - you learn the truth." 
Just remember, criticism leads to growth. And growth is the excitement of 
life. 
Common Resolutions 
A successful discussion is built around the maxim: "people of goodwill 
who reason together will reach a common conclusion." 
Goodwill means: 
--  I am willing to hear the other side. 
--  I want to know the truth. 
--  I'm willing to change, even if it's painful. 
Instead of sticking to the facts, people often end up attacking each other. 
Whenever you notice that someone you're in a discussion with is getting 
insulting or antagonistic, stop and focus both of you on "good-will." 
Define your terms together. Bring the conversation into rational terms; this 
will eliminate fighting. 
Here's one sure-fire way to diffuse the tension. Tell him: "Save me or join 
me." 
Sincere people who reason together will always be able to reach a 
common conclusion. It isn't easy, but it's worthwhile. 
Why Is "Working It Through With Friends" An Ingredient In 
Wisdom? 
• We all make mistakes. If you don't put your ideas out into the 
marketplace - i.e. discuss them - you'll never discover your mistakes.  
• We should always discuss our ideas with another person because 
we're much more objective about others than we are about ourselves.  
• Close friends do more than just correct mistakes. It's a "think 
tank." It stimulates and expands your ideas.  
• If you want greatness, you need people to help you make it. You 
need teamwork.  
• If you find yourself at a philosophical loggerhead, tell your 
friend: "Either convince me or join me!"  
• A person is affected by his friends and his environment. If they 
want wisdom, you'll want wisdom. Be careful in picking your friends - 
they can have the greatest influence.  
Author Biography: Rabbi Noach Weinberg was the dean and founder of Aish HaTorah International. Over 
the last 40 years, his visionary educational programs have brought hundreds of thousands of Jews closer to 
their heritage. Copyright © 2003 Aish.com - "The 48 Ways to Wisdom" is culled from the Talmud (Pirkei Avos 6:6), 
which states that "the crown of Torah is acquired by 48 Ways." Each of these is a special tool to help us sharpen our 
personal skills and get the most out of life.  
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Community Kollel 

Parsha Encounters 
Parshas Vaeira - Higher and Higher 
By Rabbi Chaim Shlomo Schwartz 
A Project Of Chicago Community Kollel 
The plague of darkness was the ninth plague with which Hashem punished 
the Egyptians. Rashi (10:22) questions the purpose of that darkness, 

concluding that during this plague Hashem killed those Jews who did not 
wish to leave Egypt, thus preventing the Egyptians from noticing that the 
Jews had been smitten. 
How many Jews died during this plague? Rashi (13:10) states that four-
fifths died. That’s 2.4 million people! Rashi actually refers to them as 
wicked people, explaining that their sin was that they didn’t want to leave 
Mitzrayim. This is puzzling because Dasan and Aviram were definitely 
evil, yet they came out of Egypt. The Rosh attributes their exodus to their 
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merit of never despairing of being redeemed. It seems that whether or not 
one died in the plague of darkness hinged on one’s willingness to leave. 
Why was that willingness a prerequisite for redemption? 
R’ Shimshon Pincus explains that their sin was that they did not aspire to 
grow spiritually, change their lifestyle, and receive the Torah. They 
preferred to preserve their comfortable status quo and remain in Egypt. 
Such individuals were not worthy of becoming the builders of our nation. 
We too suffer from complacency; we don’t want to grow because we are 
happy with who we are. R’ Pincus adds that we also don’t have enough 
faith in ourselves, so we don’t believe that we can succeed. We were put 
on this world to toil and develop our service and connection to Hashem. If 
we give in to complacency, we fail to fulfill our life’s purpose. 
The Medrash says there will be ten hungers, and the worst and final one 
will be in the end of days. This hunger will not be for bread or water but 
for the word of Hashem. The Rav of Ponevez questions why such a 
hunger would be considered a bad one. In answer, he explains that when 
one is starving, he is satisfied with moldy, old bread since he is desperate 
to satisfy his hunger. Similarly, when we are starved spiritually, just a bit 
of ruchniyus satisfies. That is the worst hunger, since then we will not 
stretch and try to grow but rather become complacent. 
As Jews, our job is to grow constantly and believe we can do so. We can’t 
be satisfied with our previous achievements since there is so much more 
we can accomplish. This commitment to continuous growth enabled our 
forefathers to leave Egypt. That same commitment will be the merit 
behind our future redemption from this long and bitter galus iy”H. 
Rabbi Schwartz is a full-time member of the kollel. 
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Halacha Encounters 
Shabbos Wages and Earnings 
By Rabbi Avrohom Weinrib 
Shabbos, our Rabbis teach us is not just a day where we desist from 
forbidden forms of work. The very essence of the day should be different, 
infused with spirituality and removed from mundane matters. Business 
matters should be absent from one’s speech and preferably even from 
one’s thoughts. Included in business matters forbidden on Shabbos is for 
one to accept money for work done on Shabbos, no matter when the hiring 
took place. This is referred to by the Poskim as Schar Shabbos and in this 
week’s Halacha Encounters we will explore when and where does this 
prohibition apply. 
The first point to clarify is whether it is only forbidden to accept Schar 
Shabbos or to pay for work done on Shabbos as well. The practical 
difference would be if one would be allowed to pay a gentile for work 
done on Shabbos. [To pay a Jew would be forbidden under the prohibition 
of Lifnei Iver. One cannot place a stumbling block to cause another to sin. 
Being that it is forbidden for a Jew to accept Schar Shabbos it would 
likewise be prohibited to cause a Jew to accept it] The consensus of the 
Poskim is that it is only forbidden to accept payment but to pay for such 
work would be permitted. [See Shmiras Shabbos Kihilchoso 28—49 and 
footnote 112] 
There are a number of situations where it is permitted to even accept 
payment for work done on Shabbos. One must be aware of them before 
getting involved in common situations such as babysitting, tutoring, 
waiting, or any other work performed on Shabbos. Additionally Schar 
Shabbos is not limited to work but also includes monies paid for renting a 
room, utensils or any other form of payment for services rendered on 
Shabbos. 
Havloah 
Chazal only forbade accepting wages when the wages are exclusively for 
the work done on Shabbos. However, if the payment would be for 
weekday work as well this is considered Havloah [literally swallowed]. 
The Shabbos wages are swallowed together with the weekday wages. It is 
not sufficient, though, to merely pay for both jobs at one time. This is not 
considered Havloah as the two payments are in no way connected. 
Havloah only applies where the original hiring was for both jobs. In 
addition it must be a situation where after hiring it is generally accepted 
that neither party will back out. When these conditions are fulfilled we see 
both the Shabbos and weekday work as one unit and the payment is not a 
Shabbos payment but a weekly or monthly payment. [See Mishna Berura 
306-20 and Shmiras Shabbos Kihilchoso 28-58.] Based on this, if one 
would tutor on a weekly basis it would be permissible to accept wages for 
the week even though this would be in part for Shabbos. This would also 
explain how a hotel or rental agency could accept payment for a room, 
car, etc. even though the rental period includes Shabbos. Being that the 
rental begins somewhat before Shabbos and commences sometime after 

Shabbos, then the payment is not a Shabbos payment but a payment for 
the unit of days which includes both weekday and Shabbos. 
Expenses 
An extension of Havloah would be if one incurs expenses for the work 
done on Shabbos. If this were the case then the payment is not just for the 
work but rather for the work performed and the expenses incurred. This is 
based upon the Noda B’Yehuda [Tinyana, 26] who permits a Mikvah to 
accept money for Shabbos services based on this rationale. Being that the 
Mikvah incurs expenses, [heating the water, electricity, etc.] when one 
pays he is paying a lump sum to cover the expenses and the use of the 
mikvah. 
Mitzvah 
There are those who permit Schar Shabbos when the work performed is 
for a Mitzvah. For example, to accept payment for being a Chazan or the 
one who blows Shofar on Rosh Hashanah would be permissible. The 
Shulchan Aruch [306-5] brings two opinions regarding this practice. 
However, even according to the opinion which permits this, the Mishna 
Berura [S.K. 23] tells us that the person will not see Siman Beracha 
[literally a sign of blessing] from the money. This would mean that even if 
he thinks he has profited from the money he will suffer a loss somewhere 
else. However, if it is necessary to prepare during the week he can then be 
paid B’Havloah. However R’ Shlomo Zalman Auerbach ZT”L [Shmiras 
Shabbos2 and footnote 145] raises a very important point. Havloah would 
only work if the weekday work would normally be paid for. However to 
hire a Chazan for Rosh Hashanah and a weekday Tefillah would not be a 
valid form of Havloah. Since no one pays a Chazan for a normal weekday 
Tefillah the payment cannot be considered to be going on both. However 
the time put in for preparation is part of what one gets paid for and this 
can be considered Havloah. 
Present 
One can accept a present for work done on Shabbos since it is not wages. 
However, it must be clear he is not charging for the service and no offense 
will be taken if nothing is given. Some add that one cannot do a job which 
no one would do without payment and consider the wages as only a 
present. Only for a job where it is accepted to be done without payment 
can a present be given and accepted. [See Shut Avnei Yishpa Volume 1 
O.H. 75-5] 
Rabbi Weinrib, an alumnus of the kollel, is rav of Zichron Eliezer in Cincinnati. 
 

Rabbi Nosson Greenberg 

Khal Machzikei Torah 
Bo 5776- The Home Despot 
In this week’s parsha Hashem instructs Moshe to go to Par’oh and warn 
him about the impending plague of Arbeh-Locusts. He says “Bo el 
Par’oh…”-”Come to Par’oh...... (Shemos, 10:1). The Ba’al Haturim [and 
others] question why Hashem said “Bo”- “Come”, wouldn’t it be more 
proper to say “Lech”-”Go? The truth is, during these plagues when 
Hashem directs Moshe to go and speak with Par’oh He at times uses “Bo”, 
at times “Lech”, and sometimes neither. The Ba’al Haturim posits that Bo 
is only used when Moshe was being instructed to talk with Par’oh in his 
palace. When he meets him at the Nile (or elsewhere) other wordage is 
used. This though, still needs an explanation, why when heading to the 
Pharaonic home is Bo the verb of choice? 
When discussing the original question with a talmid he suggested a simple 
answer. By saying Bo Hashem was teaching Moshe that since He is 
everywhere, in essence He is speaking to Moshe simultaneously from 
everywhere, including Par’oh’s current GPS co-ordinates. Therefore “to 
come” is in fact the correct term of instruction since Hashem was 
summoning him to come to a location at which He is already present. 
Now this vort has the same loose ends as the Ba’al Haturim’s but I believe 
we can use it to gain clarity in this whole topic. 
The whole purpose of the Ten Plague experience was an opportunity for 
the world, Jew & non-Jew alike, to recognize the omnipotence, totality 
and the all-encompassing essence of Hashem. [As the passuk says at the 
beginning of the parsha “Vee’datem ki ani Hashem”- “And (then) you 
will know that I am G-d” (Shemos, 10:2)] There are certain locations or 
events in life that can obfuscate man’s abilities to see this picture, where 
he is blinded by the gleam, sheen and lure of entities antithesis to G-d’s 
presence. And it is at those moments that man needs an extra boost in his 
knowledge of Hashem’s presence. Par’oh’s palace was probably one such 
locale. The Maharal tells us that the first time we find something in the 
Torah is its true essence. Where is the first time the Torah talks of a 
Par’oh’s palace? Why, it’s way back (Beraishis, 12:15) when Sarah was 
snatched and taken to “Bais Par’oh” -”Par’oh’s home” where Par’oh 
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planned to take liberties with her. The Torah tells us that Hashem did not 
allow this injustice to happen and plagued Par’oh “Ve’es baiso” -” And 
his home”. Rashi (Yashan) cites a Midrash that the actual walls, pillars 
and furniture of the palace were smitten with some type of discoloration. 
Why would that be so? What had the palace done wrong? Just because its 
owner was a degenerate, is that reason at all to strike his house? The 
answer seems to be that the impurity and immorality of Par’oh’s lifestyle 
was so powerful that it managed to permeate the once innocent in-animate 
structure within which he dwelled. In addition, that palace watched, 
protected and thus encouraged Par’oh’s obscene shenanigans. It was 
therefore smitten by Hashem together with its owner. 
We also find that when Yosef revealed his identity to his brothers the 
Torah says Vehakol nishma bais Par’oh” -” The commotion was heard by 
Par’oh’s house” (Beraishis 45:15) Again an animate reference to the 
actual structure that housed a Par’oh. You see, these Par’ohs were so 
brobdingnagian and larger-than-life they were able to affect the exposed 
walls and furniture of their own homes. 
This therefore is the essence of a house of Par’oh; An appendage of and 
an accomplice to its owner and his lifestyle. 
This Par’oh lived a life of extreme denial of G-d and his palace, too, 
became a hotbed of said denial. A most toxic place for any G-d fearing 
Yid to step into. Even a Moshe & an Aharon could well be compromised 
by constant visits to this wretched and most toxic of abodes. So on those 
occasions Hashem offered an extra subtle reminder. “Bo”, remember and 
recognize that I am there, because I am everywhere. Ignore the G-dless 
trappings and stay focused on My presence. 
“And (then) you will know that I am G-d”. 
Have a great Shabbos, Rabbi Nosson Greenberg 
Rav, Khal Machzikei Torah, Far Rockaway N.Y ravgreenbergkmt@gmail.com 
 

Rabbi Yaacov Haber 

TorahLab 
The Great Divide 
I was once a proud member of the Boy Scouts of America, we had a pack 
of frum boys who met in a local shul. The troop was run by my father. 
Once he announced that we were going to learn about ‘the great divide’. I 
had no idea what he was talking about but guessed it was to be something 
about a geographical feature of some kind. I was wrong. He got us to 
stand in two lines with one facing away from the other at about an arm’s 
length. The person people in the front line had to fall straight backwards 
and be caught by the person behind. Of course, despite knowing that the 
person behind wouldn’t let them fall, the fallers mostly couldn’t bring 
themselves to actually let themselves go. I certainly couldn’t. Then my 
father said ‘watch this’. He came and stood behind me and told me to fall 
backwards. I had no problem falling straight backwards into his arms. 
The ‘great divide’, he told us, was between the mind and the heart. 
Despite what the mind knows, the emotions often don’t let us act in 
accordance with that knowledge. When my father stood behind me, since 
I fully trusted him on the emotional level and not just the intellectual 
level, I could fall with ease. 
The Torah tells us that Moshe reasoned, if the Jewish people weren’t 
listening to him, how could he possibly expect Paroh to do so? 
Rashi comments, based on Chazal, that this is one of the 10 kal 
va’chomers in the Torah ( a priori form of deductive Talmudic logic.). 
The question is what exactly is the logic here? 
The Torah says that the reason the Jewish people didn’t listen to Moshe 
was ‘mi’kotzer ruach u’me’avoda kasha’- ” Shortness of breath from hard 
labor.” If physical suffering was responsible for the people not being able 
to take on board Moshe’s message then there is a logical problem with the 
kal v’chomer since Paroh was not suffering any oppression and so there 
the ‘a priori’ argument falls down. 
A better translation, however, is that kotzer ruach refers not to a physical 
symptom but to their spiritual wellbeing, they were in a state such that 
they could not emotionally take on board what their mind understood. The 
great divide. 
So the logic is clear. Paroh was the ultimate example of the ‘great divide’. 
He knew full that the Egypt would be destroyed, he believed Moshe, yet 
time and again he acted otherwise. 
When we put on our Tefilin we are a performing a symbolic act of 
connecting our minds to our hearts. We then wind it down to action. 
In our lives we so often find that we know the right thing to do, the right 
way to live. But the great divide results in us choosing otherwise. May we 
be blessed with the strength and wisdom to break through the divide. 
 

Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky 

Parsha Parables  
Parshas Bo 5776: Total Control 
"Come to Pharaoh," says the Almighty at the beginning of this week's 
portion. "For I will harden his heart and the hearts of his servants in order 
to put my wonders in his midst." 
The concept of a hardened heart, influenced by Divine intervention, is 
grappled with by countless commentators and myriad meforshim. After 
all, how do we reconcile a Divinely hardened heart with free-will? 
Some explain that Divinity only influenced Pharaoh's physical resilience, 
as Hashem did not want to score a definitive knockout in the early rounds. 
Others discuss how Divine intervention can actually hinder the 
opportunity of penitence. 
All in all, the natural order was changed, and the imposition on Pharaoh's 
free-will rarely occurs to the rest of humanity. 
What troubles me, however, is the juxtaposition of Hashem's request that 
Moshe once again beseech Pharaoh, followed by the words, "because I 
will harden his heart." 
Aren't those two separate thoughts? Shouldn't the command be "go to 
Pharaoh because I want him to free My people"? 
From the word flow it seems that Hashem's hardening of Pharaoh's heart 
was a reason for Moshe to go to Pharaoh. Was it? 
The Story 
A friend of mine told me the following story. Years ago, he visited an 
amusement park. Among the attractions was a haunted house. It was pitch 
black inside, save for dim lights that illuminated all types of lurking 
monsters strategically placed to scare the defiant constituency that dared 
to enter the domain. 
Reading the warnings for park patrons who were either under 12 years 
old, below a certain height, or suffering high blood pressure or heart 
disease, my friend hurried his family past the attraction. He only glanced 
at the almost infinite list of other caveats and exculpatory proclamations 
from the management. He surely did not want his kids to challenge him to 
the altar of the outrageous. 
Then he noticed the line that was forming. The only life form it contained 
was tattooed motorcyclists, each more than six feet tall and broadly built. 
In spite of the ominous warnings that were posted, they stood anxiously in 
line waiting to prove their masculinity to themselves and the groups that 
hurried by the frightening attraction. 
But nestled among the miscreants of machismo, he noticed a young boy, 
no more than seven-years-old, standing on line. He was laughing and 
giggling as if he were about to ride a carousel. 
My friend could not contain himself. Surely, he could not let a young 
child like that show him up. 
"Sonny," he called to the boy. "Can't you read? This is a really scary ride. 
And besides, you're not even ten!" The boy just laughed. "Why should I 
be scared?" 
"Why should you be scared?" my friend asked incredulously. "This is the 
scariest ride in the park! It is pitch black in there! You can't see a thing -- 
except for the monsters!" 
The boy's smile never faded. In fact it broadened. Then he revealed the 
source of his courage. 
"You see the man over there?" He pointed to a middle-age fellow who sat 
in front of a switch-filled control box. 
"Well that's my dad! If I just give one scream," exclaimed the child, "all 
he does is flip one switch and all the lights go on, and the monsters turn 
into plastic dummies!" 
The Message 
Rav Yecheil Meir Lifschutz of Gustinin explains that Hashem began the 
final stages of the redemption commanding Moshe, "Go to Pharaoh." 
Hashem's next words were said as the reason to disregard any of Pharaoh's 
yelling, shouting, and cavorting. They are totally meaningless, "Because I 
will harden his heart. I am the one in control. I am the one who hardens 
hearts and causes tyrants to drive you from their palaces." With one flip of 
a heavenly switch they will chase after you in the darkest night and beg 
you to do the will of he Creator." So "Go to Pharaoh," says the Almighty 
"because I am the one who hardens his heart!" 
When faced with challenges, we can approach them with a sense of 
certainty if we know that there is a higher destiny that steers our fate. We 
can even walk into the den of a Pharaoh with the confidence of one who 
knows that it is the Master of Creation who is pulling the switch. 
Good Shabbos ©2016 Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky  
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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Mishna (Berachos 17b) states that an Onain - one whose 
dead relative is before him awaiting burial, is exempt (ruyp) from 
Shema, Tefilah, Tefillin and all other mitzvos of the Torah. 
Although the Mishna says ruyp, which normally would imply that 
he may still do them if he wishes, Tosafos cites the Yerushalmi 
which says that one is not permitted to perform those mitzvos 
that he is accustomed to, in honor of the deceased. The Rema (s”uh 
341:3), quoting Rabbeinu Yonah, states that where the deceased is 
being transported for burial to a nearby location, these restrictions 
remain in place during the transportation. If however, the burial 
location is far away, the restrictions are lifted until the destination 
is reached, and then they resume until after burial. As such, one 
could suggest that the Bnei Yisroel did not wish to busy 
themselves with the casket and bones of Yosef, as to do so might 
extend to them the status of an Onain. Since the expected trip to 
Eretz Yisroel would only take a few days, any of Bnei Yisroel that 
would be involved, would also be prohibited from performing all 
the new, recently acquired mitzvos. However, Moshe understood 
that Hashem would not be taking them along the shortest route, 
either because the Pelishtim would threaten, as the Posuk says, or 
for another reason. Therefore Moshe had no fear of losing the 
opportunity to perform mitzvos, because during the transportation 
to a distant destination, the restriction on mitzvos was lifted. This 
may be why the expression  ,uumn jeh ck ofj, which Chazal say 
refers to Moshe, uses the word ,uumn (plural) rather than vumn, 
which would more accurately refer to the mitzvah Moshe was 
engaged in, i.e. the transport and burial of Yosef’s bones. 
However, the word ,uumn is used because Moshe, through his 
wisdom and insight, also retained the opportunity to perform the 
rest of the mitzvos during the trip.  

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
When is it preferable that a Goy do a Melachah for a Jew on 
Shabbos, rather than on a weekday ?  

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(When does one recite a brocho ending with:  ubhct ovrct ka oheuju ,uumnc?)  
The Shulchan Aruch (z”gvt - vmhkj rsx - zb”x) records a minhag of 
Ashkenaz, where as a Chalitzah begins, the Rav HaMesader 
recites the brocho: ubhct ovrct ka oheuju ,uumnc u”cet v”nt h”tc  
based on the Posuk where Avrohom said: kgb lura sgu yujn ot 
and the Gemara states that because of this, Bnei Yisroel were vfuz 
to the mitzvah of Chalitzah. (If said, Hashem’s name is left out.)  

DIN'S CORNER:  
When presented with several types of foods, including the seven 
special species with which Eretz Yisroel was blessed, the order of 
priority among them is as follows: 1) Wheat or spelt products (not 
raw); 2) Barley, oats & rye products; 3) Wine; 4) Olives 
(including oil); 5) Dates; 6) Grapes; 7) Figs; 8) Pomegranates; 9) 
Other fruits; 10) Other vegetables; 11) Everything else. Among 
grain products, HaMotzie precedes Mezonos. (MB 211:35) 

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Shabbos 118b) states in the name of Rav that if 
Bnei Yisroel had observed their very first Shabbos, no nation 
would have been able to subjugate them. This is derived from the 
Posuk: yuekk ogv in utmh hghcav ouhc hvhu which describes how 
some of Bnei Yisroel were Mechalel their very first Shabbos to 
collect the Mon, and this connects with the consequential attack 
of Amalek. The Gemara also cites the opinion of R’ Shimon b. 
Yochai, who says that if Bnei Yisroel were to have observed two 
Shabbosos, they would immediately be redeemed. But if one 
Shabbos is enough, what is the “purpose” of the second ? The 
Yalkut HaUrim suggests that Rav was speaking of a time and 
status before the Egyptian bondage, where observing one Shabbos 
could have been sufficient. R’ Shimon is speaking of redemption 
from bondage (ohktdb shn) and to effect such an achievement, two 
Shabbosos would have been necessary. The rationale may be that 
Shabbos itself is considered testimony (,usg) concerning Creation 
of the World, and under general circumstances, two witnesses are 
always required. However, that is only the case where one is 
attempting to extract something from another. Where one is 
simply trying to hold onto what is theirs, even one witness can 
assist him. The Gemara (Bava Metzia 2b) states that where 2 
people are fighting over an item, each claiming that they 
purchased it from the merchant, the suggestion is made that we 
ask the merchant to identify who gave him money. The Rosh cites 
the opinion of the MaHaram MiRotenberg, that although the 
merchant’s testimony regarding the transaction is that of one 
witness, a single witness is sufficient to allow one who is a 
Muchzak (i.e. one who is holding onto something) to retain 
possession. Therefore, when Bnei Yisroel were still free, one 
witness (observation of one Shabbos) would have been sufficient 
for them to hold onto their freedom and fend off any other 
nation’s attempt to overpower them. However, once they had 
already been subjugated and subjected to a claim of possession by 
another nation, two witnesses would have been necessary to 
extricate them, as per the statement of R’ Shimon b. Yochai.   

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
An elderly Jew entered the Yerushalayim Chevra Kadisha office with a 
small package. He sat down and told the Chevra that he had recently 
arrived from Russia, where he had spent 2 years in a Siberian work 
camp. Shortly before he was to be released, the (Jewish) camp doctor 
came to see him. Congratulating him on his release and upon hearing of 
his intention to emigrate to Eretz Yisroel, the doctor expressed envy, 
complaining that she herself would likely die and be buried there in 
Siberia. She went into the other room and came back out, holding a 
finger that she had just sliced off her left hand. She said to him: “If I 
cannot merit to be buried in Eretz Yisroel, at least this small part of me 
can. Please have it buried on Har HaZaysim”. And with that, he handed 
over the box.  
P.S. Sholosh Seudos sponsored this week by the Tyberg family as a 
Seudas Hoda’ah.  


